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A. APPLICANT 

 Reference: APPLICATION OVERVIEW 
BCUC 2015 Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity Application Guidelines 
(CPCN Guidelines), p. 1; Exhibit B-1, Application, Section 1.1, p. 1; Section 1.3, p. 3; 
Section 2.2, p. 11; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 1.5; Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. 
Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the Beatty-Expo 
Plants and Reorganization, Exhibit B-1, Appendix M, p. 1 
Corporate Structure and Affiliated Parties 

Page 1 of the British Columbia Utilities Commission’s (BCUC) Certificate of Public Convenience and 
Necessity (CPCN) Guidelines1 (CPCN Guidelines) states: 

The guidelines do not alter the fundamental regulatory relationship between utilities 
and the Commission. They provides [sic] general guidance regarding the Commission’s 
expectations of the information that should be included in CPCN applications while 
providing the flexibility for an application to reflect the specific circumstances of the 
applicant, the size and nature of the project, and the issues raised by the application ... 
The Commission may issue further directions relating to the information to be included 
in specific CPCN applications and may require applicants to provide further information 
to supplement material in filed applications. [Emphasis added] 

On page 3 of Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership’s (CEMP) application for a CPCN to 
acquire, operate and expand a thermal energy system (TES) for cooling in the Main Alley Development, 
referred to as the Mount Pleasant District Cooling System (Mount Pleasant DCS or Project) (Application), 
CEMP states: 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP is a separate affiliate of Creative Energy 
Developments LP, a privately held energy infrastructure business with a focus on district 
energy system service in urban areas. 

 … 
 

1 Order G-20-15, dated February 12, 2015, https://www.bcuc.com/Documents/Guidelines/2015/DOC_25326_G-20-
15_BCUC-2015-CPCN-Guidelines.pdf7 
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Creative Energy Vancouver [Platforms Inc] staff are providing expert services to Creative 
Energy Mount Pleasant LP and the costs of those services are and will be directly 
assigned to the Mount Pleasant DCS project. 

On page 1 of the Application, CEMP states: 

Westbank Projects Corp. has partnered with Mount Pixel Projects Limited Partnership 
(together, the 5th & Main Partnership) to construct the Main Alley Development, which 
is planned to consist of five buildings as summarized in section 2.1 below. The 5th & 
Main Partnership is the beneficial owner of all of the lands comprising the Development. 
The entities 111 East 5th Property Inc., 110 East 5th Property Inc., 130 East 4th Property 
Inc., and 2015 Main Property Inc. are the registered owners of the various lands that 
comprise the Development, and which hold registered title in trust for the beneficial 
owner, the 5th & Main Partnership. Each of the registered owners is owned through the 
5th & Main Partnership and as such the same ownership group owns the entirety of the 
development site and is collectively the sole Owner of the Development. 

On June 29, 2018, Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (CEVP) applied for a CPCN to construct and 
operate new and renovated steam plant works and related facilities at CEVP’s existing site at 720 Beatty 
Street and at an adjacent site within BC Place Stadium, including a proposed corporate reorganization 
involving CEVP, Westbank Projects Corp., Emanate Energy Solutions Inc. and Creative Energy 
Developments Limited Partnership (Expo-Beatty Plant Application). 
 
By Order C-1-20, dated March 5, 2020, the BCUC approved the Expo-Beatty Plant Application, including 
the corporate restructuring and amalgamation, subject to approval by the Lieutenant Governor in 
Council (LGIC).  
 
On page 1 of Appendix M to the Expo-Beatty Plant Application, CEVP provides the following 
organizational chart showing the anticipated structure at the time of application: 
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 Please provide an organizational chart, similar to the one provided in the preamble above, to 
show the corporate structure of CEMP, including the following: 

• Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership 
• Creative Energy Mount Pleasant G.P. Inc. 
• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc.  
• Westbank Projects Corp. 
• Emanate Energy Solutions Inc.  
• Creative Energy Canada Platforms Corp.  
• Creative Energy Developments GP Ltd. 
• Creative Energy Developments Limited Partnership 
• Mount Pixel Projects Limited Partnership 
• 1038324 B.C. Ltd. 
• 5th & Main Partnership 
• 2000 Main Holdings Inc. 
• 111 East 5th Property Inc. 
• 110 East 5th Property Inc. 
• 130 East 4th Property Inc. 
• 2015 Main Property Inc. 
• any affiliate, associate, subsidiary or parent companies not identified above that have 

direct or indirect interests in public utilities (CEMP, CEVP or other as applicable) 

Please clearly identify the following:  

• public utilities (current or proposed); 
• all General Partners and Limited Partners; and 

38.1 
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• the “Owner” as defined in the Application. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the following chart.  

 

CEMP provides additional context below, as referred to also in the response to BCUC IR 1.1. 

Creative Energy Developments LP (CEDLP) is the sole shareholder of Creative Energy Mount Pleasant 
GP Inc. and holds 100 Common shares. 

• The ownership of Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP (CEMP) is split into two classes of Units, the 
Class A (Limited) Units of which 100 are issued and held by Creative Energy Developments LP 
(CEDLP), and the Class A (General) Units of which 1 is issued and held by Creative Energy Mount 
Pleasant GP Inc. 
 

• Creative Energy Mount Pleasant GP Inc. is the general partner of CEMP and CEDLP is the sole 
limited partner of CEMP. 

 
• All of the shares of Creative Energy Mount Pleasant GP Inc. are held by CEDLP. 
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• As such, CEMP is a wholly owned subsidiary of CEDLP, as illustrated in the chart, and was set up 
that way in order to insulate the assets and liabilities associated with this particular project, so 
that they are not exposed to liabilities from other operations. 

Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (CEVP) is a separate entity and at this time is affiliated to 
CEDLP through Creative Energy Canada Corp., which is CEVP’s parent company and also a 50 percent 
interest holder in CEDLP.  

On June 29, 2020, the Lieutenant Governor in Council (LGIC), by Order in Council No. 367, provided 
consent to the amalgamation of CEVP as reviewed in the Order C-1-20 proceeding and recommended 
by the Commission. Upon completion of the transactions approved by the Commission pursuant to 
Order C-1-20, CEVP will become a subsidiary of CEDLP.  Those transactions are planned to occur July 
31, 2020. 

Westbank Projects Corp. is not applicable nor relevant to the organizational chart for CEMP. 
Westbank Projects Corp. is affiliated with Creative Energy Canada Platforms Corp. in that both entities 
are ultimately indirectly owned 100% by Westbank Holdings Ltd. 

Westbank Projects Corp. (through its affiliate 2000 Main Holdings) together with Mount Pixel Projects 
Limited Partnership (and its General Partner 1038324 B.C. Ltd.) – together, the 5th & Main Partnership 
– have partnered to construct the Main Alley Development and this entity is not applicable nor 
relevant to the organizational chart for CEMP.  

The 5th & Main Partnership is the beneficial owner of all of the lands comprising the Development. 
The entities 111 East 5th Property Inc., 110 East 5th Property Inc., 130 East 4th Property Inc., and 2015 
Main Property Inc. are the registered owners of the various lands that comprise the Development, 
and which hold registered title in trust for the beneficial owner, the 5th & Main Partnership. Each of 
the registered owners is owned through the 5th & Main Partnership and as such the same ownership 
group owns the entirety of the development site and is collectively the sole Owner of the 
Development. These entities are not applicable nor relevant to the organizational chart for CEMP.   

 

 Please update the organizational chart provided in response to information request (IR) 38.1 to 
show the corporate structure of CEMP and all affiliated companies following the corporate 
restructuring approved by Order C-1-20, and assuming the amalgamation is approved by LGIC. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the following chart.  The corporate structure of CEMP is unchanged following the 
reorganization of CEVP, as illustrated in the chart.  Please refer also to the final slide of Appendix M of 
the Application for a Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity for the Beatty-Expo Plants and 
Reorganization (Exhibit B-1 in that proceeding), which shows the corporate structure of CEVP 
following the reorganization approved by Order C-1-20. The approved reorganization of CEVP is 
planned to occur July 31, 2020. 

38.2 
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 Reference: APPLICATION OVERVIEW 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 1.5; Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. Application for a 
Certificate of Public Convenience and Necessity to Acquire and Operate a Thermal 
Energy System for Cooling at the Vancouver House Development, Exhibit B-6, BCUC IR 
19.1 
Acquisition and operation of the Mount Pleasant DCS 

In response to BCUC IR 1.5 and in reference to whether CEVP considered purchasing and operating the 
Mount Pleasant DCS, CEMP stated: 

No. CEVP owns and operates the steam utility and connected NEFC hot water system in 
downtown Vancouver. The Mount Pleasant DCS will not be connected to the steam 
utility system and will be a separate TES and separate utility. CEMP was formed by 
CEDLP for the purpose of acquiring, operating and expanding the Mount Pleasant DCS to 
serve the cooling demand of the Main Alley Development. 

Pursuant to Order C-2-20, dated April 1, 2020, CEVP was grated a CPCN to acquire and operate the 
Vancouver House DCS.  
 
In Exhibit B-6 in the CEVP Application for a CPCN to Acquire and Operate a Thermal Energy System for 
Cooling at the Vancouver House Development, CEVP states: 

The DCS will not connect to Creative Energy's existing customer core, North East False 
Creek, or other service areas. 
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 Given that the Vancouver House DCS is not connected to the steam utility system or North East 
False Creek (NEFC) but was nonetheless acquired by CEVP, please discuss the factors that led to 
the formation of CEMP to own and operate the Mount Pleasant DCS. Please discuss any 
differences between the Mount Pleasant DCS and the Vancouver House DCS. 

RESPONSE: 

The difference between the structure of the legal entity proposed to own the Mount Pleasant DCS 
versus the entity that owns the Vancouver House TES and DCS is due to the timing of the respective 
projects.  

Creative Energy Developments LP (CEDLP) is a limited partnership of Creative Energy Canada Corp. 
and Emanate Energy Solutions Inc. It was formed in January 2018 to develop, finance and manage 
urban energy infrastructure projects in North America including in British Columbia. The plan is for 
CEDLP to identify, develop and finance potential project opportunities. For those projects that will 
proceed forward to construction and/or applications for regulatory approvals as required, a separate 
wholly-owned subsidiary limited partnership or company will be established to pursue the individual 
project. The intent is that each individual energy project is constructed, owned and operated by a 
separate wholly-owned subsidiary of CEDLP.  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP (CEMP) is an example of such a separate wholly-owned subsidiary 
of CEDLP. CEMP was formed by CEDLP for the purpose of acquiring, operating and expanding the 
Mount Pleasant DCS to serve the cooling demand of the Main Alley Development. The acquisition of 
the Mount Pleasant DCS was negotiated in 2019-2020 in the context of CEDLP and its plans (as 
outlined above), resulting in the Construction and Purchase Agreement dated as of March 5, 2020 
between CEMP and the Owner.  

The acquisition of the Vancouver House DCS by Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms Inc. (CEVP) was 
negotiated in 2015/16 resulting in the Construction and Purchase Agreement in relation to that 
project dated as of February 12, 2016. That agreement predates the formation of CEDLP by nearly two 
years. Following the formation of CEDLP in 2018, CEVP is no longer in the business of developing new 
TES unrelated to the Core Steam and NEFC systems. 

 
 

B. PROJECT NEED, ALTERNATIVES AND JUSTIFICATION 

 Reference: INTRODUCTION 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 4.1  
Requested Approvals  

In response to BCUC IR 4.1, CEMP stated: 

CEMP seeks approval to construct and operate all four phases under a single CPCN 
because all four phases are necessary in respect of the design of all buildings in the Main 
Alley Development. 

 Please explain why CEMP considers all four phases to be “…necessary in respect of the design of 
all buildings in the Main Alley Development.” 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP and the Owner each require certainty that required regulatory approvals are in place for CEMP 
to provide cooling service from a district energy system to all buildings of the development. The 
Owner requires certainty that CEMP has all approvals required to provide such scope of service so 

39.1 
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that the Owner can design the Main Alley Development buildings without their own on-site cooling 
equipment.  The design work for a commercial building typically commences 4-5 years before 
occupancy. CEMP requires regulatory certainty so that it can commit unconditionally to the 
transactions contemplated by the Construction and Purchase Agreement. 

Regulatory certainty is required at this time, in the form of CPCN approval for all phases, so that CEMP 
can declare satisfied the conditions precedent in the Construction and Purchase Agreement, thereby 
committing unconditionally to the transactions contemplated therein. CEMP’s unconditional 
commitment will in turn allow the Owner to move forward with designing and building the Main Alley 
Development as contemplated.   

For clarity, the capital expenditure to serve the later phases of the development with cooling will not 
be implemented until those phases are under construction, so there is no load risk specific to the later 
phases.  

 
40.1.1 Please identify all terms in the Construction and Purchase Agreement related to this 

necessity.   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the conditions precedent in sections 2.2 and 2.3 of the Construction and Purchase 
Agreement.   
 
 

 Reference: BUSINESS CONTEXT 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 5.3; CPCN Guidelines, pp. 4–5 
Alternative to Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP acquiring the Mount Pleasant DCS 

The BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines outline the minimum requirement for an application submitted under 
sections 45 and 46 of the Utilities Commission Act (UCA). Section 2 on pages 4 and 5 of the CPCN 
Guidelines includes items specific to Project Need, Alternatives and Justification. Items (i) through (v) of 
that section state: 

(i) Studies or summary statements identifying the need for the project and 
confirming the technical, economic and financial feasibility of the project, 
identifying assumptions, sources of data, and feasible alternatives considered. 
The applicant should identify alternatives that it deemed to be not feasible at an 
early screening stage, and provide the reason(s) why it did not consider them 
further;  

(ii) A comparison of the costs, benefits and associated risks of the project and 
feasible alternatives, including estimates of the value of all of the costs and 
benefits of each alternative or, where these costs and benefits are not 
quantifiable, identification of the cost area or benefit that cannot be quantified. 
Cost estimates used in the economic comparison should have, at a minimum, a 
Class 43 degree of accuracy as defined in the most recent revision of the 
applicable AACE International Cost Estimate Classification System 
Recommended Practices;  

(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impacts on customer rates; 

(iv) A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and 

41.0 
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benefit cash flows of the project and feasible alternatives, and justification of 
the length of the term and discount rate used for the calculation;  

(v) A schedule and supporting discussion comparing the project and feasible 
alternatives in terms of social and environmental factors, and the applicant’s 
assessment regarding the overall social and environmental impact of the project 
relative to the overall impact of the feasible alternatives; [Emphasis added] 

3 Class 4 estimates are generally prepared based on limited information and subsequently have 
fairly wide accuracy ranges. They are typically used for project screening, determination of 
feasibility, concept evaluation, and preliminary budget approval.  

Regarding the alternatives considered for the centralized approach, CEMP stated the following in 
response to BCUC IR 5.3:   

The parties have agreed that CEMP will acquire the existing operating cooling 
equipment and that the value of the existing assets will be maximized through 
expansion to serve the additional buildings in the Main Alley Development. No other 
options were identified nor considered given the unique circumstances. 

 Please describe the “unique circumstances” CEMP refers to in response to BCUC IR 5.3, as noted 
above.  

RESPONSE: 

The unique circumstances are those set forth in sections 1.1 and 2 of the Application. In summary and 
as stated in section 2.3 of the Application, 

“The Mount Pleasant DCS is a very specific and localized project, Owner-driven and designed 
to serve an identified cooling load at five specific buildings being developed over time. It is not 
planned to be built with excess capacity in the hopes of serving as yet unidentified future 
growth opportunities. The DCS will cross a road and will serve multiple sites, but those sites 
are all controlled by the same entity, the Owner, and the need and desirability of the 
agreement to transfer and upgrade the Mount Pleasant DCS stems directly from the 
commercial and competitive interests of the Owner. 

The Owner is designing and constructing the Main Alley Development to be served by a 
centralized TES for cooling and through the Construction and Purchase Agreement it indicates 
its preference for Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP to own, design, build and operate the 
TES.” 

 
 Please explain why CEMP has considered no alternatives to the Project, other then a 

decentralized approach where CEMP would not own the equipment or be involved.  

 
RESPONSE: 

CEMP has not put forward any alternatives to the proposal to acquire the existing Mount Pleasant 
DCS, and operate, modernize and expand it to serve the Main Alley Development, as specified by the 
Owner through the terms of the Construction and Purchase Agreement, because there are no feasible 
alternatives for CEMP. Any alternative would necessarily be hypothetical and not feasible for CEMP to 
undertake because CEMP could not pursue it either under the Construction and Purchase Agreement 
or otherwise.  

41.1 
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The alternatives, whether or not feasible, are as follows: 

1. The proposed project where CEMP acquires the existing cooling equipment and premises from 
the Owner and modernizes and expands it to serve the needs of the Owner pursuant to the 
terms of the Construction and Purchase Agreement as stipulated and agreed to by the Owner 
in its prerogative. This alternative is the Owner’s preferred project and is feasible. 
 

2. The alternative where the Owner retains its cooling equipment, and builds and operates its 
own cooling equipment to serve the needs of its development. This alternative might be 
feasible, but it would not involve CEMP and therefore is not an alternative for CEMP. It is 
assessed in the Application to demonstrate the benefit to the Owner/Customer of the 
proposed project. The Owner has determined that the proposed project is a better option, 
and has entered into the Construction and Purchase Agreement. 

 
3. An alternative where CEMP does not acquire the existing cooling equipment and instead 

CEMP acquires premises and builds a brand new DCS nearby to serve the Main Alley 
Development. This alternative would forgo the benefit of leveraging existing on-site cooling 
equipment and the available premises enclosing it in favour of new equipment and new 
premises, which would be much more expensive. The Owner would not agree. This alternative 
is hypothetical and not feasible. 

The Owner is designing and constructing the Main Alley Development to be served by a centralized 
DCS for cooling and through the Construction and Purchase Agreement it indicates its preference for 
CEMP to own, design, expand and operate the DCS. If the BCUC does not approve the Application, the 
acquisition by CEMP will not proceed in accordance with the Construction and Purchase Agreement, 
and the Owner will have to consider its alternatives (per item 2, above). CEMP is not aware of any 
feasible alternatives that could involve CEMP providing public utility service to the Owner and hence 
CEMP is not aware of any feasible alternatives involving CEMP. 

Section 2.3 of the Application outlines indicative alternatives that were available to the Owner (again 
not involving CEMP) for benchmark comparison purposes. To the extent the purpose of this 
proceeding is to ensure that the Owner will be adequately protected if the BCUC approves the 
Application, section 3.3.6 of the Application provides the evidence that the Owner is better off than it 
would be under its alternative of a distributed approach where CEMP would not own the equipment. 
Be that as it may, it was the Owner’s ultimate decision to pursue a DCS for the Main Alley 
Development in full view of the Owner’s alternatives, as reviewed in advance through a Feasibility 
Study. 

 
41.2.1 Please discuss, in CEMP’s view, how the BCUC can determine if the Project is in the 

public interest in absence of any consideration of alternatives.    

RESPONSE: 

Except for the fact that the Mount Pleasant DCS - assuming the BCUC approves this Application and it 
is owned by CEMP - will serve customer load across a public street to different sites all controlled by 
the same entity, the DCS would be deemed a Stream A TES under the BCUC’s TES Regulatory 
Framework Guidelines and CEMP would be exempt from the need for a CPCN to acquire and operate 
the Mount Pleasant DCS.  As noted in section 4.1 of the Application, because the Mount Pleasant DCS 
will serve load across a public street CEMP assumed that the Commission would deem it a Stream B 
TES by default. The Application was therefore prepared in accordance with the TES Guidelines for a 
Stream B TES and with regard also to the CPCN Guidelines to the extent applicable.  
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The fact that the CPCN Guidelines contemplate that there will typically be feasible alternatives to a 
proposed project and that in this case there are no feasible alternatives for CEMP does not impede a 
determination that the actions contemplated by the Application are in the public interest. Given that 
the Owner/Customer wishes to design the Main Alley Development buildings with space cooling and 
to establish a district cooling system to provide the cooling, leveraging existing cooling equipment and 
owned and operated by CEMP, under the Owner/Customer’s own commercial and competitive 
interest, and that there is consequently no alternative for CEMP under the Construction and Purchase 
Agreement put in place to achieve that outcome, in our submission this necessarily means that the 
Mount Pleasant DCS serves the public interest. In view of the unique circumstances of the Mount 
Pleasant DCS, this observation runs parallel to the corollary if the project was deemed to be a Stream 
A TES, in which case it would be exempt from requiring a CPCN, meaning that the public interest is 
necessarily presumed to be served through long-term commercial agreements with the customer in 
response to localized and competitive considerations, as we have here. 
 
Through this second round of IRs, CEMP has been requested to address potential issues arising from 
various references to the CPCN Guidelines (underlined and with emphasis added, as noted), which 
may be suggestive of an unduly prescriptive approach in view of the unique circumstances of the 
Mount Pleasant DCS. It is important to note that the CPCN Guidelines, on page 1, state as follows: 
 

“The guidelines do not alter the fundamental regulatory relationship between utilities and the 
Commission. They provides general guidance regarding the Commission’s expectations of the 
information that should be included in CPCN applications while providing the flexibility for an 
application to reflect the specific circumstances of the applicant, the size and nature of the 
project, and the issues raised by the application. An applicant is expected to apply the 
guidelines in a flexible and reasonable manner that reflects the spirit and intent of the 
guidelines.” 

The above reference is quoted in the preamble of BCUC IR 38.1. Of note is the statement that the 
guidelines provide general guidance while also providing flexibility for an application to reflect the 
specific circumstances of the applicant, the size and nature of the project, and the issues raised by the 
application.  

CEMP confirms its view that its proposed acquisition of the Mount Pleasant DCS as set forth in the 
Application is not amenable to the BCUC’s traditional approach to reviewing CPCN applications. CEMP 
submits that the BCUC’s review of the Application should consider the flexibility noted in the 
guidelines for the specific circumstances of the size and nature of this project, and the issues raised by 
the application. 

A typical application for a CPCN involves an established public utility proposing to construct and 
operate an extension to its existing utility system to serve forecast load growth. CEMP understands 
that the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines are focused on that paradigm; with new service areas getting only 
fleeting mention at the end of the CPCN Guidelines in section 7.  

In contrast,  

• CEMP would be a new utility providing a new service (cooling) in a new localized district 
service area; 
 

• CEMP is not choosing a preferred project among feasible alternatives to serve a need 
identified by CEMP. The Mount Pleasant DCS project plan is driven by the Owner’s prerogative 
and commercial interest to construct buildings at the Main Alley Development, have the 
buildings served with space cooling, and design the buildings to connect to a DCS. The parties 
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agree that CEMP should acquire the existing non-utility cooling system, and operate, 
modernize and expand it as public utility equipment serving the need specified by the one and 
only customer; and 

 
• Any alternative would necessarily be hypothetical and not feasible for CEMP to undertake 

because CEMP could not pursue it either under the Construction and Purchase Agreement or 
otherwise. 

For all the reasons summarized above, CEMP proposed in section 4 of the Application that the 
Commission can reasonably apply an efficient review process to review the Application and grant the 
requested CPCN without a public hearing process and with due regard also to the foundational 
principles and guidelines for regulatory efficiency as set out in the Alternative Energy Services (AES) 
Inquiry Report and the flexibility contemplated within the CPCN Guidelines.   
 
 

 Reference: INTRODUCTION 
CPCN Guidelines, p. 4; Exhibit B-1, Section 3.3.6, p. 21; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 12.4  
Project Alternatives 

Page 4 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines states: 

An application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain the following 
information: … 

(iii)  A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impacts on customer rates [Emphasis added] 

On page 21 of the Application, CEMP provides the following table: 

 

42.0 

Table 7: Centralized versus Distributed Cooling of the Main Alley Development 

Centralized Distributed 

DCS Ml&M3 M2 M4 MS 

Soft Cost & Contingency 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 25.0% 

WACC 6.63% 6.63% 6.63% 6.63% 

Depreciation Period 20 years 20 years 20 years 20 years 

Maintenance 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 1.00% 

Insurance 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 0.12% 

Capital 3,510,000 3,000,000 2,900,000 1,500,000 

Tota l Capita l 4,387,500 3,750,000 3,625,000 1,875,000 

Capital Charge 402,156 343,723 332,266 171,862 

Maintenance 43,875 37,500 36,250 18,750 

Insurance 5,265 4,500 4,350 2,250 

Operators• 300,000 66,667 66,667 66,667 

Tota l Fixed Charge 751,296 452,390 439,532 259,528 

Subscribed Peak (kW) 1,280 840 1,155 390 

Load (MWh) 890 655 790 240 

$/MWh $48.53 $48.53 $48.53 $48.53 

Variable Charge 43,189 31,785 38,336 11,646 

All-in$/kW $442 $621 $576 $414 $695 

All-in$/MWh $579 $893 $739 $605 $1,130 
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 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the All-in $/kW for Distributed and Centralized 
DCS are based on a levelized rate design. 

RESPONSE: 

The cost of service model attached to the Application presents indicative rates of the CEMP 
(Centralized) DCS on both a levelized and cost of service basis. The All-in $/kW indicative rate for the 
CEMP Centralized DCS reported in the table above is the rate in 2021 based on a levelized rate design. 

As discussed in the responses to BCUC IR 5.4 and BCUC IR 41.2, under a distributed approach where 
each of the buildings in the Main Alley Development is supplied cooling energy by its own on-site 
cooling equipment, CEMP would not own the equipment nor be involved. A person that owns 
equipment to provide energy only to itself is not a public utility under the Utilities Commission Act. 
Thus, Creative Energy has not developed separate cost of service models of the indicative rates under 
a levelized rate design for each building based on the distributed approach.  To facilitate the indicative 
comparison, the All-in $/kW rates for each distributed option are effectively the initial year cost of 
service rates for each option based on the simplified estimation calculations presented on the 
‘Distributed Comparison’ worksheet of the model.  It is reasonable to compare these rates to the 
levelized rate in 2021 of the Centralized DCS, as that would be the form of rate design that CEMP will 
bring forward as part of a final rates application and we have no basis to present any rates for the 
distributed alternative other than a high-level cost of service estimate based on the assumptions 
presented in Table 7. 

As a concluding comment, and as noted in the narrative supporting the presentation of Table 7 in the 
Application, while a distributed approach is not an alternative for CEMP, the assessment was 
presented to offer a reasonable comparison to the higher overall costs that would be expected under 
a distributed approach, consistent with the inputs to the Mount Pleasant DCS cost of service model. 

 
42.1.1 If not confirmed, please complete the following table.  

 
  As of Year 2030 in $/kW: Centralized DCS Distributed DSC 

M1 & M3 M2 M4 M5 

  Levelized Rate Design           
  Cost of Service Rate Design           

 

RESPONSE: 

 As of Year 2030 in $/kW: Centralized 
DCS 

Distributed DCS 

M1 & M3 M2 M4 M5 

Levelized Rate in 2030 $464 Unable to provide and not applicable. Please refer 
to the responses to BCUC IR 41.2, 41.2.1 and 42.1. 

Unit Cost of Service in 2030 $502 $640 $564 $399 $709 
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C. PROJECT DECRIPTION 

 Reference: THE MOUNT PLEASANT DCS PROJECT AND PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS 
Exhibit B-1, p. 9; Appendix B, Schedule J, KWL Report; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 7.5, 7.5.3 
Acquisition of the Existing Cooling Plant  

On page 9 of the Application, CEMP states: 

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP retained Kerr Wood Leidal Consulting Engineers 
(KWL), to provide a third-party review of the existing DCS assets and to provide 
recommendations on the phasing of capital expenditures for upgrades, improvements 
and connections to buildings of the Development as they come online. 

Schedule J of Appendix B (Construction and Purchase Agreement) of Exhibit B-1 contains a Purchased 
Assets Report by Kerr Wood Leidal (KWL Report). 
 
In response to BCUC IR 7.5, CEMP stated: 

CEMP is taking responsibility for the 150-ton chiller with respect to removal and 
replacement and is therefore included in the Description of Purchased Assets. As there 
will be no useful life for CEMP, the purchase price is $0 (as agreed during purchase 
negotiations with the Owner). 

In response to BCUC IR 7.5.3, CEMP stated, “The KWL report assumes correctly that the 150-ton chiller is 
purchased for $0.” 

 Please confirm if the KWL Report assumes that the 150-ton chiller will be both purchased and 
used by CEMP in the operation of the Mount Pleasant DCS. 

RESPONSE: 

The KWL Report correctly assumes that the 150-ton chiller will be purchased for $0 and taken out of 
service in the first phase of construction. It will not be used by CEMP in the operation of the Mount 
Pleasant DCS. 

 
43.1.1 If confirmed, please describe the impacts to KWL’s recommendations on the phasing of 

the capital expenditures and the design of system redundancy. 

RESPONSE: 

There is no impact on KWL’s recommendations of the phasing of the capital expenditures and the 
design of system redundancy. KWL and CEMP are aligned in this regard. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

43.0 
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 Reference: THE MOUNT PLEASANT DCS PROJECT AND PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS 
Exhibit B-1, Section 3.1, p. 13; Appendix B, Schedule J  
Peak Load Capacity and Annual Cooling Demand  

On page 13 of the Application, CEMP provides a summary of Peak and Annual Cooling Load in Table 3.  
Table 3 is reproduced below: 

 

 Please provide a graph depicting the expected DCS cooling energy demand (in MWh) by month 
by building (assuming full build-out of all phases).   

RESPONSE: 

Energy demand is provided to CEMP by the developer’s mechanical consultant when their design is at 
a stage when this process is appropriate. CEMP has only received the cooling energy demand by 
month for M2, as shown in the following graph. These estimates are from 2018 and are based on core 
and shell design – base building only – and do not factor in specific tenant information and demand 
assumptions.   

 

 

 
 

44.0 

Table 3: Summa1ry o,f Peak and Annual Cooling Load 

Buillding IFlloor Area Pea'k Cooling Peak Ca1paoity Annual Annual 
m2 W/m2 kW Cooling Coo'ling 

kWh/m2 MWh 

Ml 5,400 60 320 41 220 

M3 - existing 7,880 60 470 41 330 

M2 15,979 53 840 41 655 

M4 19,250 60 1155 41 790 

M3 - expanded 16,070 60 960 41 670 

M5 3 11,519 34 390 21 240 

44.1 
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 Reference: THE MOUNT PLEASANT DCS PROJECT AND PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 8.9, IR 11.8, Attachment 7.8; Exhibit B-1, Appendix B, Schedule J, 
KWL Report, p. 5 
System Design  

Attachment 7.8 of CEMP’s responses to BCUC IR No. 1 is a 111 East 5th Cooling Plant Existing Equipment 
List, a portion of which is reproduced below:  

 

 Please discuss the operational implications of Chillers #1 and #2 being currently capped at 70 
percent operation.   

RESPONSE: 

This is a soft cap at 70% implemented by the current operators as there is currently very little load 
compared to the capacity of the system. However, we have discovered since the previous filing 
through discussions with Trane and further testing of the chillers that the chillers have been de-rated 
to 80% of the original capacity due to the change in refrigerant from R-11 to R-123. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 11.8, CEMP described the system redundancy for each phase of the Project. For 
Initial Acquisition and Operation, CEMP stated that “…only one of the two chillers is required to serve 
the peak demand through this phase and the second chiller supplies complete redundancy.”   
 
For Phase 1, CEMP stated that “…two of the three chillers are required to serve the total peak demand 
and one of the original 350-ton chillers will continue to supply complete redundancy.”   
 
For phase 2, CEMP stated that “…90% of the peak load can be served with the 400-ton chiller and one of 
the 350-ton chillers.”   
 
For phase 3, CEMP stated that “…83% of the peak load can be served with 2 400-ton chillers.”   
 
For phase 4, CEMP stated that “…74% of the peak load can be served with 2 400-ton chillers.” 
 

 Please confirm that CEMP’s statements and calculations above regarding system redundancy for 
Initial Acquisition and Operation, Phase 1 and Phase 2 factor in, if necessary, that Chillers #1 and 
#2 are being capped at 70 percent operation. 

RESPONSE: 

As per the response to BCUC IR 45.1, the chillers can operate up to 80% of the original capacity. This 
was not factored into the response to BCUC IR 11.8.  This does not change the recommendations in 
the KWL Report nor the strategy for executing the project and phasing the DCS build over time.  

 
 

45.0 

Chiller, t o be maintained. Current ly capped at 70% 

Small Chiller, to be replaced. 
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45.2.1 If not, please provide updated statements and calculations regarding system 
redundancy for each affected phase of the Project (Initial Acquisition and Operation, 
Phase 1 and Phase 2). 

RESPONSE: 

Initial Acquisition and Operation: No change in redundancy  

Phase 1:     No change in redundancy 

Phase 2:     The statement should read 86% instead of 90% 

 
 The above preamble discusses the system redundancy with regard to the chiller units. Please 

discuss whether the same level of system redundancy is in place for other major equipment 
items, such as the cooling towers.   

RESPONSE: 

The chiller units are discussed in detail with regards to redundancy as they are the most complex 
piece of equipment in the cooling plant. The cooling towers in comparison are quite simple and 
repairs are limited to the fan and piping. Thorough preventative maintenance on the cooling towers 
will reduce risk of failure to negligible. 

 
45.3.1 If not, please explain why not. Please also explain: 

i. The system redundancy in place for each phase of the Project (Initial Acquisition and 
Operation, Phase 1, Phase 2, Phase 3 and Phase 4) for each major equipment item 
noted; 

ii. Risks identified with the level of system redundancy; and 
iii. How CEMP intends to mitigate those risks. 

 
RESPONSE: 

Redundancy has not been considered for the other major equipment; infrequent, short-term 
emergency repairs for this equipment is in line with the curtailment clause in the Customer Service 
Agreement. Redundancy on each major system would be outside the norm for a commercial cooling 
plant. This approach would increase the capital cost and eliminate the value proposition of the 
project.  

 

Page 5 of the KWL Report states, “KWL recommends that a detailed design for the future system is 
completed to allow the replacement of any of the chillers in case one goes out of service.” 

 Please confirm whether the KWL recommendation noted above is referring to all phases of the 
future system, or just the phases where the existing 350-ton chillers are in operation (i.e., Initial 
Acquisition and Operation, Phase 1 and Phase 2). 

RESPONSE: 

The KWL recommendation refers to all phases. 
 
 
   

45.3 

45 .4 
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45.4.1 If referring to all phases, please explain why the Mount Pleasant DCS is not designed for 
N-1 system redundancy2 for Phases 2, 3, 4 and beyond. 

RESPONSE: 

There is no requirement for N+1 redundancy (we refer to the industry standard reference to “N+1”, 
with the same meaning as the definition the Commission has referred to below in footnote 2 in 
reference to “N-1”) for cooling service generally in BC as it is not a life-safety service, and in this case 
the customer does not require N+1 redundancy.  Increasing the plant equipment to reach this level of 
redundancy would be expected to have a material impact on rates due to the cost of the additional 
equipment, which CEMP and the Owner do not feel is warranted. CEMP did have discussions with the 
Owner around redundancy, and they agreed that N+1 redundancy is not required. 

 
45.4.2 If referring to Initial Acquisition and Operation, Phase 1 and Phase 2, please explain why 

the Mount Pleasant DCS is not designed for N-1 system redundancy for Phase 2. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 45.4 and 45.4.1. 

 
 
In response to BCUC IR 8.9, CEMP stated: 

The development is largely purposed as commercial office space for digital and 
technology companies. Typically, these uses require quite high levels of cooling 
compared to typical office uses, and certainly higher than residential uses. 

 Please discuss how the use of the buildings (i.e., predominantly commercial office space for 
digital and technology companies) impacted the system redundancy design.   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 45.4.1.  Further, a customer’s need for certainty of supply of 
cooling service dictates the decisions around redundancy of equipment to supply this service. In this 
case CEMP and the Owner/Customer agreed that N+1 redundancy is not needed. 

 
 Please discuss how CEMP determined the level of system redundancy designed for this Project 

to be appropriate.   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 45.4.1 and 45.5. 

 
 Please discuss what industry standards or codes CEMP utilizes in determining the appropriate 

level of system redundancy. Please include specific references for any standards or codes noted.   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IRs 45.4.1 and 45.5. CEMP is not aware of any industry 

 
2 N-1 system redundancy is referring to a design where any one unit can be out of service while still maintaining 100% 
service to the peak load.   
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standards or codes specifying design redundancy for space cooling equipment to serve these types of 
buildings in the BC lower mainland.  Hotter climate zones may have codes and standards, but such 
would not be applicable in BC. 

 
 Please provide a comparison of the system redundancy in place for this Project to cooling 

systems for similar building uses in the lower mainland. Please provide specific examples and 
explain where and why differences occur.   

RESPONSE: 

CEMP is not aware of any industry standards or codes specifying design redundancy for space cooling 
equipment to serve these types of buildings in the B.C. lower mainland. CEMP does not have any data 
which meets the criteria of this question.  CEMP confirms that the Vancouver House District Cooling 
System serves multiple residential and commercial buildings and does not have N+1 redundancy. 

 
In response to BCUC IR 11.8, CEMP stated the following regarding system redundancy and risk 
mitigation for Phase 2.   

There are 2 scenarios for mitigation; depending on how Phase 3 has progressed: i) if 
there is certainty of increased demand from Phase 3 going ahead, then failure of one of 
the 350-ton chillers would trigger early replacement with a new 400-ton unit, ii) if there 
is uncertainty in Phase 3 progressing, emergency repair would take place for the 350-
ton chiller. In both of these scenarios, delivering 90% of the peak load for an emergency 
interim period would have minimal impact on the ratepayer. 

 Please describe the typical lead time to procure a new 400-ton chiller unit. 

RESPONSE: 

The typical lead time to procure a new chiller is 10 to 12 weeks. 
 
 

 Please describe what CEMP considers to be a typical length of time for emergency repairs. 

RESPONSE: 

This depends on the failure mode; according to Trane, a worst-case scenario repair would be a motor 
rewind which would be about 3 weeks. 

 
 

 Please elaborate on CEMP’s statement that “…delivering 90% of the peak load for an emergency 
interim period would have minimal impact on the ratepayer.” Specifically, please describe how 
and why CEMP has assessed this to have minimal impact on the ratepayer.   

RESPONSE: 

The CEMP chiller plant is designed to meet the peak demand for the environment of Vancouver. Some 
years this peak will not be reached, while in other years Vancouver may hit the peak for a few days 
and within those days only a few hours per day. The probability of coinciding emergency periods with 
peak demand is very low.  

The time of year of an emergency failure will be a key factor in decision making. For the majority of 
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the year, there will be ample time to prepare for repair or replacement. If the unlikely scenario 
occurred, where an emergency shutdown happened at the same time as Vancouver experienced a 
design peak summer temperature, CEMP would still deliver 90% of the demand through the peak 
hours of the day, resulting in a slightly warmer temperature than desired for a few hours of the day.  

 
 Please discuss CEMP’s contractual ability to curtail load to its customers. Please identify the 

related sections of the Customer Service Agreement (CSA), if relevant.   

RESPONSE: 

CEMP will have the contractual ability to curtail load to customers as per section 23, page 18 of 
Schedule C-1 Customer Service Agreement [Non M3 Lands] and section 26, page 22 of Schedule C-2 
Customer Service Agreement [M3 Lands].  

 

 Reference  THE MOUNT PLEASANT DCS PROJECT AND PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 9.2, Attachment 9.2 
Project Schedule 

In response to BCUC IR 9.2, CEMP stated: 

Please refer to Attachment 9.2, which reflects the schedule as set out in Table 4 of the 
Application relative to the September 1, 2020 date, which was initially targeted as the 
date for CPCN approval to support providing service to M2 by the end of the 2020. 
Creative Energy acknowledges that the dates set out in Schedule F of the Construction 
and Purchase Agreement govern, and that the January 5, 2021 is the contractual 
milestone for CEMP to assume operation of the cooling plant, as clarified in the 
response to BCUC IR 9.4. 

… 

For further clarity, in Attachment 9.2 the CEMP tasks beginning at Task #8 would not 
begin until the CPCN has been granted. The schedule in Attachment 9.2 would then 
proceed in relative sequence from that point. 

 Please update Attachment 9.2 to reflect the January 5, 2021 contractual milestone for CEMP to 
assume operation of the cooling plant. 

RESPONSE: 

Attachment 9.2 did not show the contractual milestone date as this is considered a worst-case 
scenario with all schedule float depleted. Please see Attachment 46.1 for the requested view. 

 

 Reference: THE MOUNT PLEASANT DCS PROJECT AND PUBLIC INTEREST CONSIDERATIONS 
CPCN Guidelines, pp. 6–7; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 9.1, IR 12.2, Attachment 9.3 
Risk Analysis  

Section 4 on pages 6 to7 of the CPCN Guidelines includes items specific to the Project Description. Item 
(v) of that section is as follows: 

(v)  Risk analysis identifying all significant risks to successful completion of the 
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project, including an assessment of the probability of each risk occurring, and 
the consequences and the cost to mitigate the risk. The applicant should 
provide a summary description of significant project risks, including an 
assessment of the impact of each risk, the proposed risk mitigation strategy, and 
to the extent known, the financial and schedule impacts if the risk is realized. 
The risk evaluation should incorporate a risk assessment matrix with 
appropriate levels of severity and probability, a risk register and risk treatment 
as recommended in the latest revision of AACE International Recommended 
Practices. 

In response to BCUC IR 9.1 (ii), CEMP described various risks associated with the Project. 
 

 Please confirm that the list provided in response to BCUC IR 9.1 (ii) identifies, in CEMP’s view, all 
significant risks to successful completion of the Project. 

RESPONSE: 

Confirmed. The list in response to BCUC IR 9.1 (ii) identifies all significant risks to successful 
completion of the Project and in relation to phased implementation.  The CEMP Risk Register provided 
at Attachment 47.2 includes also the assessment of regulatory approval risk. 

 
47.1.1 If not, please provide a complete list. 

RESPONSE: 

Not applicable.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 47.1. 

 
 

 For each risk identified in BCUC IR 9.1 (ii) and any additional risks identified above in IR 47.1.1 
please tabularise into a risk register and include the full set of items required by the CPCN 
Guidelines as identified in the above preamble, or explain why any of these items should not 
apply.     

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to Attachment 47.2 – CEMP Risk Register. 

 
In response to BCUC IR 9.1 (ii), CEMP stated the following regarding a project risk: 

Project is cancelled from the developer side (Initial Acquisition and Operation Phase) – 
this risk has been mitigated in the terms of the Construction and Purchase Agreement 
with a make whole provision upon termination. 

 Please provide a reference for the specific terms in the Construction and Purchase Agreement 
referred to in the above preamble.   

RESPONSE: 

The Owner does not have any rights of termination in respect of the Construction and Purchase 
Agreement other than pursuant to Section 5.3 relating to conditions imposed by the BCUC on any 
“Fundamental Term” in connection with the Customer Service Agreement. This risk to CEMP is 
mitigated by the make whole provisions in respect of the termination of the Construction and 
Purchase Agreement pursuant to that section.   

47.1 
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Further in response to BCUC IR 9.1 (ii), CEMP stated the following regarding a project risk: 

Project is cancelled from the developer side (Phase 1-4) – this risk has been mitigated in 
the terms of the Construction and Purchase Agreement with variable milestones based 
on actual construction start dates for each phase so CEMP does not expend any capital 
prior to the Owner committing to the construction of each phase. 

Regarding safeguards CEMP has in place to ensure capital is not deployed before there is certainty of 
load growth with each new building connection, CEMP stated the following in response to BCUC IR 12.2: 

The construction cycle for M4 and M5 are 22 months and for M3 expansion is 24 
months. The forecast construction cycle for Phases 2, 3 and 4 is 12 months. The 
buildings will be well under construction prior to capital deployment for these phases of 
the project. 

Attachment 9.3 of CEMP responses to BCUC IR No. 1 includes a project schedule for Phases 2-4. A 
portion of the project schedule pertaining to Phase 3 is reproduced below: 

 

 Please discuss the construction cycle for M3-expansion (i.e., building construction work by the 
Owner) and the Phase 3 DCS upgrades (i.e., construction work by CEMP), which based on the 
above schedule appear to have the same construction start dates and last 24 and 22 months 
respectively. 

RESPONSE: 

The 22-month duration for the DCS upgrades includes design and procurement. CEMP will start the 
design and procurement when the developer breaks ground, assuring CEMP that the project will 
proceed as planned, and targeting completion two months prior to building completion to support 
commissioning the system on time. 

 
47.4.1 Please identify, to the best of CEMP’s knowledge at this point in time, how far in 

advance of the start of construction of the Phase 3 DCS upgrades will material 
procurement begin.   

RESPONSE: 

There will be no CEMP procurement in advance of the developer’s construction start date. 

 
 
 
 
 

12 a,;. CEMP Phase 3 1141 days Fri 9/1/ 23 Fri 10/16/26 

13 ,t- MS16 - Consultation w/Developer 2 mons Fri 9/1/23 Tue 10/31/23 

14 ~ MS17 - Construct Temp. DCS equipment 6 mons Tue 4/30/24 Sun 10/27/24 20FS-183 days 

15 a,;. MS19 - Detailed Design of DCS upgrades 8 mons Sun 10/27 /24 Tue 6/24/25 14 

16 ~ MS20 - Construct ion of DCS upgrades 22 mons Wed 10/30/24 Fri 8/21/26 20 

17 ~ Commissioning of M4 ETS 1 wk Fri 10/9/26 Fri 10/16/26 15,21SF 

18 ~ 5t h & Main Partnership - M3 Expansion 730.04 days Wed 10/30/24 Fri 10/30/ 26 

19 111!1 ~ Construction of M3 - Expansion 730 days Wed 10/30/24 Fri 10/30/26 13FS+365 day 

20 ~ MS18 - M3 Expansion Breaks Ground 1 hr Wed 10/30/24 Wed 10/30/24 19SS 

21 111!1 ~ Commissioning of M2 (Bui lding side) 2 wks Fri 10/16/26 Fri 10/30/26 19FF 

22 111!1 ~ MS21 - Service Re-Commencement Date 1 hr Fri 10/30/26 Fri 10/30/26 20SS+ 730 day 

47.4 
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47.4.2 Given the timing of construction and material procurement identified above, please 
confirm what safeguards are in place to ensure CEMP does not expend any capital 
before there is certainty of load growth with the M3-expansion building. Please include 
specific references to any relevant terms in the Construction and Purchase Agreement.   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 47.4.1, which effectively means that no additional safeguards 
are necessary. 

 
 

 Please explain why detailed design of Phase 3 DCS upgrades starts at approximately the same 
time as construction of Phase 3 DCS upgrades. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 47.4, which clarifies that the indicated timing includes design, 
procurement and construction. 

 
 

 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, whether line 17 of the above schedule intended to read 
“Commissioning of M3 ETS.” 

RESPONSE: 

Confirmed. 

 
 
 

D. PROJECT COST ESTIMATE AND INDICATIVE RATES 

 Reference: INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 20.3, IR 20.5 
Non-Fuel Operating Costs – Employees and Operators  

In response to BCUC IR 20.3, CEMP stated: 

The Mount Pleasant DCS fits in the category of plants requiring ‘General Supervision’, 
which broadly implies a requirement for two full-time operators, on site 5 days a week. 
We see no reason that this project would require a different level of supervision, 
although in the early months, when commissioning and expansion is underway, slightly 
higher levels of supervision may be prudent. 

CEMP expects to have 3 operators in total to operate the DCS. 

In response to BCUC IR 20.5, CEMP stated the following regarding operator requirements for the 
Vancouver House Development: “The South Downtown Thermal Energy system is considered an 
unsupervised plant by Technical Safety BC and accordingly it does not need staff on site.” 
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 Please explain how CEMP determined that the Mount Pleasant DCS fits in the category of plants 
requiring “general supervision.”   

RESPONSE: 

For clarity, as the response to BCUC IR 20.5 may be misconstrued, staffing requirements are 
determined by the Provincial Safety Manager of Technical Safety BC.  The pertinent regulation is the 
Power Engineers, Boiler, Pressure Vessel and Refrigeration (“PEBPVR”) Regulation, which may be 
viewed at this link:  https://www.bclaws.ca/civix/document/id/complete/statreg/17_104_2004.   

CEMP does not determine staffing requirements, but as Technical Safety BC does not give advance 
determinations of staffing requirements – this is only done at the time of issuance of an operating 
permit – CEMP must make estimates of likely staffing requirements in advance. 

The key input for staffing for a cooling plant is the prime mover nameplate rating of the refrigeration 
equipment, or in lay-terms, the size of the motors which drive the chillers. Reference section 55 of the 
PEBPVR Regulation. 

While chiller vendors and models will be finalized only near construction, CEMP expects the total 
nameplate rating of the Mount Pleasant DCS to be about 675kW, which is well below the 1000kW 
limit established in section 55(1) of the PEBPVR Regulation. 

For comparison, Vancouver House DCS will have a total nameplate rating of about 525kW. 

While the nameplate ratings are close, the material difference is that the Vancouver House DCS is 
serving a largely residential load, which will require cooling for about half of the year, and the plant 
will be on standby for the remainder of the year. 

The Mount Pleasant load already requires year-round cooling, due to the intense commercial nature 
of the end-uses.  

CEMP expects that the year-round operational needs of the Mount Pleasant DCS will result in 
Technical Safety BC placing a staffing requirement on the project of 2 full-time staff, in-line with other 
plants with a General Supervision status, such as the Southeast False Creek Energy Centre. 

 
48.1.1 Please identify the specific regulation or other guidance that specifies plant supervision 

requirements, if relevant. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 48.1. 
 
 

 Please explain how CEMP determined that plants requiring ‘General Supervision’ “…broadly 
implies a requirement for two full-time operators, on site 5 days a week.”    

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 48.1. 
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48.2.1 Please identify specific regulation or other guidance that specifies these requirements, if 
relevant. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 48.1. 
 
 

 Please describe in detail the differences between the Vancouver House DCS and the Mount 
Pleasant DCS that result in each system having different supervision and operator requirements.   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 48.1. 
 
 

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
CPCN Guidelines, p. 4; Exhibit B-1, Attachment B-1 (Excel Model); Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 
3.1.1, 3.1.2, 3.1.2.1, 24.1.1 
Financing capability 

Page 4 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines states: 

An application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain the following 
information: … 

(ii)  Evidence of the financial and technical capacity of the applicant and other 
persons involved, if any, to undertake and operate the project; … 

(iii)  A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impacts on customer rates; 

In response to BCUC IR 3.1.1, CEMP stated: 

CEMP will not receive equity and debt financing directly for the construction of the 
Mount Pleasant DCS. CEMP will receive advances from CEDLP to fund the construction 
of the Mount Pleasant DCS.  

 Please discuss and provide evidence of CEDLP’s ability to raise equity and debt financing. 

RESPONSE: 

All equity and debt for CEMP will be financed through CEDLP. To date, CEDLP’s partners have 
contributed over $10 million to CEDLP to support the development of new projects, including the 
CEMP Mount Pleasant DCS.  
 
CEDLP’s ability to raise equity for new projects is based on the appetite of its partners to fund its 
investments in such projects. The partners of CEDLP continue to be supportive of funding the 
development and construction of new district energy projects to completion. CEDLP has the ability to 
raise debt financing but has not raised any debt financing at this time. 
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In response to BCUC IR 3.1.2, CEMP stated:  

The interest charged to CEMP will be equivalent to the interest charge that CEDLP is 
charged for the proportion of debt that CEMP requires for the project. 

In response to BCUC IR 3.1.2.1, CEMP stated: 

The model reflects an interest rate of 4.5% in the estimation of the Cost of Service. 

 Please provide the interest rate charged by the lender to CEDLP. 

RESPONSE: 

CEDLP has not raised any debt financing at this time and therefore there is no current applicable 
actual debt interest rate to factor into the model of indicative rates.  As referred to in the responses to 
BCUC IR series 49.3 and BCUC IR 49.4, CEDLP is currently wholly financed through equity and further 
discussions with lenders have been deferred at this time due to COVID-19.  

CEMP has assumed an interest rate of 4.5% for the purpose of modelling indicative rates based on:  

1) Indications that the cost of financing debt would be approximately 4.5%; for example, as 
consistent with the terms that Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms has recently negotiated 
with lenders for refinancing existing debt; and  
 

2) the need to present indicative rates consistent with setting rates upon a deemed capital 
structure for both debt and equity as established through the GCOC Stage 2 Decision, and as 
further confirmed through Order G-52-15 (Please refer also to the response to BCUC IR 24.2).   

At the time that CEMP brings forward a final rates application, it will incorporate an actual cost of 
debt for CEDLP into forecast rates as applicable.  If there is no applicable CEDLP financing on which to 
establish a cost of debt for rate setting purposes, CEMP may need to propose a ‘deemed’ cost of debt 
for rate setting purposes based on other market and utility comparisons at that time.   

  
49.2.1 If the interest rate charged by the lender to CEDLP is greater than the 4.5 percent 

interest rate included in the Mount Pleasant DCS - Indicative Cost of Service Model 
(Excel Model), provided as an attachment to Exhibit B-1, please explain if these cost 
differences will be recovered from ratepayers. 

RESPONSE: 

Yes. As a Stream B TES CEMP is subject to the rate setting provisions of the Utilities Commission Act 
and the BCUC can set CEMP’s rates to recover cost increases such as increased debt interest rates.  
The rates application will set forth the cost of service for approval to recover from ratepayers, 
including in respect of the cost of debt.  

 
49.2.1.1 If these costs are to be recovered, please identify where in the Excel Model 

they are included. 

RESPONSE: 

The excel model includes an assumed debt interest rate of 4.5% for the purpose of modelling 
indicative rates. The future rates application will set forth the cost of service for recovery, including in 
respect of the cost of debt proposed to be recovered in actual rates. 
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In response to BCUC IR 24.1.1, CEMP stated: 

CEVP and CEMP has recently been in discussions with lenders to receive new, 
incremental debt financing including to support the acquisition and construction of the 
Mount Pleasant DCS assets. These discussions indicated that, at the time of filing this 
Application, the cost of debt for this financing would be approximately 4.50%. 

 Please clarify who the lender is in the above preamble.  

RESPONSE: 

Preliminary discussions have been undertaken with HSBC and TD but discussions were delayed due to 
COVID-19. 

 
49.3.1 If CEDLP is not the lender, please explain when and how CEMP plans to change its 

financing from CEDLP to the lender identified in IR 49.3. 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP will be funded by its limited partner, CEDLP.  All equity and debt for CEMP will be financed 
through CEDLP.  CEDLP is currently wholly financed through equity. 

 
49.3.1.1 If a change in financing is to occur, please identify and explain any switching 

costs, such as application and legal fees, and identify where in the Excel 
Model these items have been accounted for.   

RESPONSE: 

No change in financing is expected. 

 
 Please provide an update on the discussions for the cost of debt for the financing of the Project. 

RESPONSE: 

Further discussions with lenders have been deferred due to COVID-19.   
 
 

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
CPCN Guidelines, p. 8; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 18.8, 18.9, 18.10  
Interest on Construction Costs 

Page 8 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines states: 

(iv)  The cost estimate should provide: …. (e) Interest during construction or 
allowance for funds during construction and corporate overhead. [Emphasis 
added] 

In response to BCUC IR 18.8, CEMP provided the following table: 
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 Please provide detailed step by step calculations for: (i) Interest during Construction; and (ii) 
Allowance for Funds Used During Construction (AFUDC) provided in response to BCUC IR 18.8.  

RESPONSE: 

Upon reviewing the calculations, Creative Energy has discovered a formula error in the calculation of 
AFUDC/Return on Equity during construction that resulted in a figure higher than necessary. Revised 
figures are calculated below. 

 

 
 
Further, CEMP advises that the variance between the revised figures are applicable only to ‘AFUDC’ as 
labelled, and confirms that the figures for Interest During Construction are correct. In addition, as the 
project contemplates a levelized rate design, correcting for the lower Return on Equity during 
construction would not result in any change to the indicative levelized rates presented with the 
Application. CEMP has therefore not revised the model at this time. 
 
 
In response to BCUC IR 18.9, CEMP stated: “The rate of interest being charged is 4.5%.” 

In response to BCUC IR 18.10, CEMP stated: “The ROE [Return on Equity] being used during construction 
is 9.5%.” 
 

Phase 1
Sep-01-20 Oct-01-20 Nov-01-20 Dec-01-20 Jan-01-21 Feb-01-21 Mar-01-21 Apr-01-21 May-01-21 Jun-01-21 Jul-01-21 Aug-01-21 Sep-01-21 Oct-01-21 Nov-01-21 Dec-01-21
Sep-30-20 Oct-31-20 Nov-30-20 Dec-31-20 Jan-31-21 Feb-28-21 Mar-31-21 Apr-30-21 May-31-21 Jun-30-21 Jul-31-21 Aug-31-21 Sep-30-21 Oct-31-21 Nov-30-21 Dec-31-21

Opening Equity 732,793 896,527 1,060,261 1,223,995 1,387,729 1,551,463 1,715,197 1,878,931 2,042,665 2,206,399 2,370,133 2,533,867 2,697,601 2,861,335 3,025,069 3,188,803
Closing Equity 896,527 1,060,261 1,223,995 1,387,729 1,551,463 1,715,197 1,878,931 2,042,665 2,206,399 2,370,133 2,533,867 2,697,601 2,861,335 3,025,069 3,188,803 3,352,537
Period Average Equity (O+C/2) (1) 814,660 978,394 1,142,128 1,305,862 1,469,596 1,633,330 1,797,064 1,960,798 2,124,532 2,288,266 2,452,000 2,615,734 2,779,468 2,943,202 3,106,936 3,270,670

Return On Equity 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50% 9.50%
Periodic RoE (2) 0.75% 0.78% 0.75% 0.78% 0.78% 0.70% 0.78% 0.75% 0.78% 0.75% 0.78% 0.78% 0.75% 0.78% 0.75% 0.78%

Periodic AFUDC (1x2) 6,149 7,640 8,621 10,196 11,475 11,478 14,032 14,800 16,589 17,272 19,146 20,424 20,979 22,981 23,451 25,538

Total AFUDC - Phase 1 250,771

Phase 2 Phase 3
Jan-01-26 Jan-01-28
Dec-31-26 Dec-31-28

Opening Equity 0 Opening Equity 0
Incremental Equity - Phase 2 760,903 Incremental Equity - Phase 3 0
Period Average Equity (O+C/2) (1) 380,451 Period Average Equity (O+C/2) (1) 0
Return On Equity 9.50% Return On Equity 9.50%
Period AFUDC 36,143 Period AFUDC 0

Opening Debt 0 Opening Debt 0
Closing Debt 5,118,587 Closing Debt 446,655
Period Average Debt (O+C/2) 2,559,294 Period Average Debt (O+C/2) 223,327
Cost of Debt 4.50% Cost of Debt 4.50%
Periodic Interest During Construction 115,168 Periodic Interest During Construction 10,050

50.1 

The above referenced figures include 1·nte;rest Costs and AfUDC du~ing oonstriuctiion pell'liod~. A speciic 
reconciliatio.n is provided below: 

Capital 
Interest During Construction 
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 Please explain why charging both interest at 4.5 percent and ROE at 9.5 percent is appropriate 
as opposed to charging the weighted average cost of capital (WACC). 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP has calculated both the interest and ROE amounts to reflect the individual amounts of equity 
and debt as contributed to the project on an actual basis. For example, CEMP anticipates that the 
acquisition and Phase 1 of construction will be funded entirely by equity, and therefore has calculated 
‘AFUDC’ as a 9.5% return on the deployed equity only. For greater clarity, however, CEMP 
acknowledges that reference to AFUDC as presented is confusing; AFUDC as discussed in this context 
is more accurately described as interest during construction plus return on Equity during construction. 
In Creative Energy’s response to 50.1, greater detail is provided on the build-up of equity and debt 
deployed during the various phases of the project. 

 
 Please explain whether the CPCN requirement outlined in the preamble above was considered 

when charging both interest and ROE as opposed to the WACC. 

RESPONSE: 

As discussed and shown in the responses to BCUC IRs 50.1 and 50.2, the reference to AFUDC was 
effectively mislabelled and is more accurately described as interest during construction plus return on 
equity during construction. 

 
50.3.1 If it was considered, please explain why it should not apply in this case. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 50.3. 

  

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
CPCN Guidelines, pp. 4–5; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 1.5, 24.1, 24.2, 26.1 
Deemed Capital Structure 

Pages 4 and 5 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines state: 

An application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain the following 
information: … 

(iii)  A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impacts on customer rates; … 

(iv)  A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and 
benefit cash flows of the project and feasible alternatives, and justification of 
the length of the term and discount rate used for the calculation; 

In response to BCUC IR 24.1 CEMP confirmed that it is using the same regulatory deemed capital 
structure as CEVP. CEMP stated: 

• The Order G-52-15 confirmation that the return on equity and deemed equity 
thickness for Creative Energy rate setting for its existing system of core 
customers will continue to be based on the default equity thickness of 42.5 
percent and an equity risk premium of 75 basis points for regulated thermal 

50.2 
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energy systems; and comparable to Other TES that have an approved capital 
structure and approved equity risk premium of at least 75 basis points as 
approved for regulated thermal energy systems under the [Generic Cost Of 
Capital] Stage 2 Decision. 

In addition, as noted above in the response to BCUC IR 22.1, the [BCUC] Panel, in its 
Order C-2-20 Decision approving a CPCN for [CEVP] to acquire and operate a TES for 
Cooling at the Vancouver House Development, found that the indicative revenue 
requirements and rates were reasonable for the purposes of that Application, which 
CEMP notes included the same assumptions on ROE and capital structure to the purpose 
used in this Application. 

In response to BCUC IR 26.1, CEMP stated: 

CEMP considers that there is little value provided by comparing the indicative rates for 
the Mount Pleasant DCS to the indicative rates for the Vancouver House DCS given the 
fact that it is not an option for the Main Alley Development to obtain cooling service 
from the Vancouver House DCS and also given the different characteristics, 
dependencies and underlying cost drivers of each system.  

In response to BCUC IR 1.5, CEMP stated: 

CEVP owns and operates the steam utility and connected [North East False Creek] hot 
water system in downtown Vancouver. The Mount Pleasant DCS will not be connected 
to the steam utility system and will be a separate TES and separate utility. CEMP was 
formed by CEDLP for the purpose of acquiring, operating and expanding the Mount 
Pleasant DCS to serve the cooling demand of the Main Alley Development. 

 Given that Vancouver House DCS has different underlying cost drivers and CEMP will not be 
connected to the steam utility system and therefore will be a separate TES and utility, please 
explain why CEMP considers it appropriate to use CEVP’s regulatory deemed capital structure. 

RESPONSE: 

As explained in the response to BCUC IR 24.1, CEMP is not applying for approval of rates at this time 
and believes that for the purpose of presenting indicative rates in this CPCN Application, it is 
reasonable to use the default deemed capital structure and ROE consistent with the Commission’s 
direction through the GCOC Stage 2 Decision on the default equity thickness of 42.5 percent and an 
equity risk premium of 75 basis points for regulated thermal energy systems, of which the Mount 
Pleasant DCS is an example.  Further, as the Commission referenced in the preamble to BCUC IR 24.1, 
the Commission has recommended that the small [TES] utilities use the established risk matrix to 
justify any request for approval of a capital structure and risk premium over and above the 
benchmark.  CEMP intends to prepare such a risk matrix to support its case for the use of the default 
equity thickness of 42.5 percent and an equity risk premium of 75 basis points for regulated thermal 
energy systems when it brings forward a final rates application following CPCN approval as applicable. 

CEMP clarifies further that the discussion as referenced in the preamble to this question was set in the 
context of explaining why a comparison of the indicative rates for the Mount Pleasant DCS to the 
indicative rates of the Vancouver House DCS has little value, in particular because it is not an option 
for the Main Alley Development customer to obtain cooling service from the Vancouver House DCS 
and the scale of the systems and overall energy demand is different (the “different characteristics, 
dependencies and underlying cost drivers of each system” broadly speaking). That general 
commentary was not intended to reflect a specific opinion on the comparative financial and business 
risk inherent in developing, operating and maintaining relatively small TES utilities.  
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 Please identify and compare the deemed capital structure and equity risk premium of other 

comparable TES by Creative Energy or other TES providers approved by the BCUC, against 
CEMP’s proposed deemed capital structure and equity risk premium. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the following table.  

CEMP offers no commentary on whether or which of these heating utilities are comparable, and in 
which respects, to the CEMP cooling utility in terms of overall design, development, operation, cost of 
service, risk, etc. but it provides this information to highlight the general applicability of the 
established deemed capital structure and equity risk premium for small TES utilities to further its view 
that its approach to estimating indicative rates for the purpose of this CPCN Application is 
appropriate.  

Risk Factor FEI Natural Gas Class of 
Service - Benchmark 

UniverCity Dockside Green Energy River District Energy 

Capital Structure 60/40 Actual 57.5/42.5 Deemed – 
Approved 

57.5/42.5 Deemed – 
Approved 

57.5/42.5 Deemed – 
Approved 

Equity Risk Premium  75 bps - Approved 100 bps - Approved 75 bps - Approved 

 Technology risk / system 
performance risk 
associated with chosen 
technologies 

Natural Gas Proven 
Technology 

Natural Gas boilers 
proven Technology 

Biomass gasification 
initiative technology … 

Natural Gas boiler proven 
Technology 

 Fuel Cost Risk and 
Availability 

Natural Gas: Low-medium Natural gas fueled energy 
centre: low-medium. 

Biomass: medium-high; 
natural gas: low-medium 

Natural gas fueled energy 
centre: low-medium. 

 Customer Base (e.g., 
diversity, certainty, 
growing, declining) 

Established and diverse 
customer base but very 
slow growth 

Greenfield utility; 
uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout 

Greenfield utility; 
uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout 

Greenfield utility; 
uncertainty related to 
timing of full buildout 

 Default risk of customer Minimal Minimal Minimal Minimal 

 Property development 
risk 

Medium to high: there are 
competing energy options 

Low: phased approach to 
capital deployment 

High: phased approach to 
capital deployment 

Low: phased approach to 
capital deployment 

 Developer / customer 
connection risk 

Medium to high: due to 
building stock changes 
and competitive energy 
sources 

Low: mandatory 
connection 

Low: mandatory 
connection 

Low: mandatory 
connection 

 Load forecast uncertainty Minimal in the short term 
as mature utility with 
deferral account; 
somewhat higher in the 
long term 

Inherent uncertainty in 
load forecast 

Inherent uncertainty in 
load forecast 

Inherent uncertainty in 
load forecast 

 Utility size Large and mature Small development 
specific utility 

Small development 
specific utility 

Small development 
specific utility 

 Initial construction risk Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

 Future construction cost 
risk 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

Depends on the nature of 
the individual project 

 Operating cost risk Minimal as revenue 
requirement application 
to recover costs  

Minimal as mechanism in 
place to recover costs 

Minimal as mechanism in 
place to recover costs 

Minimal as mechanism in 
place to recover costs 

 Public acceptance risk Medium and natural gas 
is an established and 
widely used technology, 

Low as seen as a green 
alternative 

Low as gasification 
technology part of 
approval process for the 

Low as seen as a green 
alternative 
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Risk Factor FEI Natural Gas Class of 
Service - Benchmark 

UniverCity Dockside Green Energy River District Energy 

but public perceives it as 
less than clean 

development … 

 Fixed/variable rate design 15% fixed / 85% variable 60% fixed / 40% variable 50% fixed / 50% variable 66% fixed / 34% variable 

 Levelized approach to 
rates 

No Yes Yes Yes 

 Financial risk Low-medium: appropriate 
standalone financing 
structure for capital 
markets 

Low-medium: subsidiary 
of parent utility 

Low-medium: subsidiary 
of parent utility 

Low-medium: subsidiary 
of parent utility 

 Competitive challenges Competitive with 
electricity and 
competition from 
alternative energy 
providers 

Other utilities and 
electricity 

Other utilities and 
electricity 

Other utilities and 
electricity 

 Provincial climate change 
and energy policies 

Encourage reduction of 
fossil fuels to reduce GHG 
emissions and lower 
energy use 

Favourable government 
policies 

Favourable government 
policies 

Favourable government 
policies 

 Regulatory uncertainty Low to medium: 
uncertainty exists for 
service offerings within 
the natural gas class of 
service 

Medium risk: new, 
uncertainty, scrutiny … 

Medium risk: new, 
uncertainty, scrutiny 

Medium risk: new, 
uncertainty, scrutiny 

 Business development 
risk 

Minimal High as part of overhead 
costs 

High as part of overhead 
costs 

High as part of overhead 
costs 

 
 

51.2.1 If none are comparable, please explain why not and discuss why CEMP’s proposed 
deemed capital structure and equity risk premium are appropriate. 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP has not applied for approval of a deemed capital structure and equity risk premium at this time 
and proposes that this will be considered as part of a future rates application.  Please refer to the 
responses to BCUC IR 51.1, 51.2 and 24.1  for a discussion of why CEMP considers that the established 
deemed capital structure and equity risk premium for small TES utilities is a reasonable assumption 
for the purpose of estimating indicative rates in support of this CPCN Application. 

 
 

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 19.1, 19.2, 19.3, 26.1 
Non-Fuel Operating Costs – Maintenance  

In response to BCUC IR 19.1, CEMP stated: 

CEMP has estimated maintenance costs at 1.0 percent of plant in service costs per 
annum, escalated at inflation. This approach is consistent with other recent projects 
including in respect of the indicative cost of service supporting recent Commission 
approvals of the CPCNs for the Vancouver House Heating TES and Cooling TES. 
[Emphasis added] 
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In response to BCUC IR 19.2, CEMP stated: 

A capital reserve fund will not be maintained. CEMP believes that its estimate of 
maintenance expense is sufficient to cover any normal wear-and-tear of the DCS assets. 
This approach is consistent with other recent projects including in respect of the 
indicative cost of service supporting recent Commission approvals of the CPCNs for the 
Vancouver House Heating TES and Cooling TES. [Emphasis added] 

In response to BCUC IR 19.3, CEMP stated: 

As the magnitude and timing of emergency repair costs cannot be predicted, we have 
refrained from forecasting them. Should extraordinary events require maintenance 
costs that exceed our estimate of recurring maintenance costs, Creative Energy will 
apply for recovery of those costs at that time as applicable and necessary. This approach 
is consistent with other recent projects including in respect of the indicative cost of 
service supporting recent Commission approvals of the CPCNs for the Vancouver House 
Heating TES and Cooling TES. [Emphasis added] 

In response to BCUC IR 26.1, CEMP stated: 

CEMP considers that there is little value provided by comparing the indicative rates for 
the Mount Pleasant DCS to the indicative rates for the Vancouver House DCS given the 
fact that it is not an option for the Main Alley Development to obtain cooling service 
from the Vancouver House DCS and also given the different characteristics, 
dependencies and underlying cost drivers of each system.  

 Given that Vancouver House DCS is stated to have has different characteristics, dependencies 
and underlying cost drivers, please provide the names of the other recent projects referenced in 
the preambles above. 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP clarifies that the first three preamble references above clearly note that the reference to other 
recent projects includes the Vancouver House Heating TES and Cooling TES.  

CEMP provides the following additional clarity into the context that supports both: 1) the assessment 
that the benchmark indicative rates of the Mount Pleasant DCS are not especially useful to compare 
to the indicative rates of the Vancouver House DCS given the different characteristics, dependencies 
and underlying cost drivers; and 2) the assessment that some specific operating cost inputs, 
assumptions and methods are nonetheless consistent across those projects. 

The Vancouver House DCS cooling load and equipment will be driven primarily by residential demand 
due to the nature of the unique residential building design at the Vancouver House Development. A 
high-level snapshot of the system is as follows, based on indicative estimates: 

• Total capital and development costs: ~$2.6 million 
• Annual fixed O&M at project buildout: ~$118,000 
• Annual fuel (electricity) variable cost: ~$60,000   
• Annual fixed plus variable cost of service at project build out: ~$480,000 
• Annual Cooling Energy: 2,010 MWh 
• Peak Cooling Capacity: 2,489 kW 
• Indicative annual levelized fixed rate at project buildout (not including flow-through variable 

fuel) (2021): $131/kW (Projected fixed rate revenues at project build out: ~$326,000) 
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The Mount Pleasant DCS cooling load and equipment will be driven primarily by the demand of 
commercial tenants with a technological heavy focus as a key driver of that demand. A high-level 
snapshot of the system is as follows, based on indicative estimates: 

• Total capital and development costs: ~$9.5 million 
• Annual fixed O&M at project buildout: ~$710,000 
• Annual fuel (electricity) variable cost: ~$111,000   
• Annual fixed plus variable cost of service at project build out: ~$1.9 million 
• Annual Cooling Energy at project build out: 2,575 MWh 
• Peak Cooling Demand: 3,665 kW 
• Indicative annual levelized fixed rate at project buildout (not including flow-through variable 

fuel) (2029): ~$430/kW (Projected fixed rate revenues at project at build out: ~$1.6 million) 

As referred to in the table below there are certain cost inputs to total forecast O&M that are 
consistent between the Mount Pleasant DCS and other recent TES projects in the Creative Energy 
family: Vancouver House Heating TES, Vancouver House Cooling DCS, Horseshoe Bay Stream A TES. 
However, the overall differences in load profile (cooling vs. heating, residential vs. commercial uses), 
capital costs and energy input costs highlighted above demonstrate that the indicative rates of a TES 
project cannot be meaningfully compared against those for another TES project.  In addition, the 
construction of the Mount Pleasant DCS is phased in over a longer period than other projects.  

CEMP assumptions and methods that are consistent with other recent projects including in respect 
of the indicative cost of service supporting recent Commission approvals of the CPCNs for the 
Vancouver House Heating TES and Cooling TES: 

• Maintenance: 1.14% of capital costs with inflation of 2.0% 

o The estimate of maintenance expense is sufficient to cover any normal wear-and-tear 
of the TES assets and that a separate emergency fund is note required.  

o It is on this basis also that it is expected that sufficient capital reserves will be met,  
although a specific capital reserve fund will not be maintained 

• Operator cost requirements based on FTE at $100,000 base salary with inflation of 2.0% 
annually 

• Owner's insurance of 0.123% of net book value and general liability insurance of 0.25% of 
revenues with inflation of 2.0% annually 

• Expected fees equivalent to Municipal Access Fees of 1.25% of revenues with inflation of 2.0% 
annually 

• Residual general and administration costs allocated on the basis of Massachusetts formula  

 
52.1.1 With respect to the estimated maintenance costs, capital reserve fund, and emergency 

repair costs, please explain how other recent projects are consistent with the approach 
taken in this Application. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 52.1. 
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 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 1.4, 1.5, 1.6, 2.1.1, 3.2, 3.3, 20.3  
Administration Costs 

In response to BCUC IR 1.5, CEMP stated: 

CEVP owns and operates the steam utility and connected NEFC hot water system in 
downtown Vancouver. The Mount Pleasant DCS will not be connected to the steam 
utility system and will be a separate TES and separate utility. CEMP was formed by 
CEDLP for the purpose of acquiring, operating and expanding the Mount Pleasant DCS to 
serve the cooling demand of the Main Alley Development. 

In response to BCUC IR 1.6, CEMP stated: 

CEMP is established as a single purpose entity for the sole purpose of undertaking this 
Project. This structure is beneficial in that it allows for the assets and liabilities 
associated with the Mount Pleasant DCS to be segregated from the assets and liabilities 
of other operating entities, for example within the Creative Energy family of companies, 
and allows for more efficient and transparent accounting for the operations of the 
Mount Pleasant DCS.  

In response to BCUC 2.1.1 and with reference to whether CEMP intends to enter into any agreements 
with CEVP for the ongoing operation, maintenance, administration and regulation of the Mount Pleasant 
DCS, CEMP stated: 

Yes, CEMP intends to have CEVP provide ongoing operation, maintenance, 
administration and regulation of the Mount Pleasant DCS. The term will be as long as 
CEMP is providing service. 

In response to BCUC IR 3.2, CEMP stated: 

CEVP staff will directly assign and capitalize their time to the project for activities related 
to project development and regulatory approval and would also directly assign their 
time to the project for directly attributable operations and maintenance activities. 
Residual general and administration expense, which includes the wages of CEVP 
employees not directly assigned to projects, are allocated through the Massachusetts 
Formula in proportion to the ratio for such assignment for all such allocable costs across 
all applicable projects. 

In response to BCUC IR 3.3, CEMP stated: 

Residual general and administration costs are shared across all projects in the Creative 
Energy family through the allocation of such costs using the Commission-approved 
Massachusetts Formula. All other operations and maintenance costs are project specific 
and will only be recovered through Commission-approved rates for service charged to 
the customers of this project once it is operational. Overall, therefore, there is no risk to 
ratepayers of the Core Steam system associated with development of the CEMP DCS. 
There is also no risk to the ratepayers of CEVP if the project is approved because when 
the project is placed into service, recovery of residual general and administration costs 
will be fairly allocated to the ratepayers of all projects in the Creative Energy family in 
accordance with the Commission-approved Massachusetts formula. 
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 Please provide the entities that are included in the “Creative Energy family” and identify which 
ones are subject to the Massachusetts Formula. 

RESPONSE: 

The Massachusetts formula is applicable to operating and regulated projects in BC and is used to 
determine in a simple and transparent manner the appropriate allocation of residual general and 
administration costs to the following projects in the Creative Energy family: 

• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms – Core Steam system 
• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms – Northeast False Creek system 
• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms – Vancouver House Heating TES 
• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms – Vancouver House Cooling TES 
• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms – Kensington TES 
• Creative Energy Vancouver Platforms – Main & Keefer TES 
• Creative Energy Pendrell Limited Partnership – Pendrell Street TES 
• Creative Energy Horseshoe Bay Limited Partnership – Horseshoe Bay TES 
• Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership – Mount Pleasant DCS 

 
 As CEMP is a separate utility formed by CEDLP and it will not be connected to CEVP’s steam 

system, please explain why CEMP considers the Massachusetts Formula to be appropriate for 
allocating residual general and administration costs. In your response, please include a 
discussion on whether the allocation is just and reasonable for the ratepayers of CEMP and 
CEVP.  

RESPONSE: 

As a general overall comment that is applicable to all entities in the Creative Energy family in BC, 
operations and management functions are provided across the utilities by shared staff with their costs 
allocated to each utility either directly or through the Commission-approved Massachusetts Formula.   
 
Commission Order G-205-18 approved for Creative Energy the use of the Massachusetts Formula 
methodology to allocate residual general and administration costs between Creative Energy 
Vancouver Platforms’ (CEVP) Core steam service and its other regulated Vancouver projects, including 
the NEFC. The Panel in the 2018-2022 RRA proceeding agreed with Creative Energy’s assessment that 
the methodology is used by many utilities and is a valid methodology commonly used to allocate costs 
to outside projects or other entities. The Panel approved the methodology for application in future 
revenue requirements. All salaries and benefits that are not directly assigned and capitalized to 
projects (that is, the “residual”) are included in the category of General and Administrative costs for 
allocation as per the Massachusetts Formula methodology. It must necessarily be the case that a 
single Massachusetts Formula is applicable in order to provide a consistent basis on which to 
determine allocation ratios across all relevant projects. The Panel in CEVP’s 2019-2020 RRA 
proceeding is considering matters related to the mechanics of the Massachusetts Formula, and not its 
overall applicable use as currently approved.  
 
The costs to operate and administer the Mount Pleasant DCS will be directly assigned where possible. 
The residual administrative and overhead costs that comprise the total costs for allocation through 
the Massachusetts formula will thus necessarily include the residual costs incurred by Creative Energy 
Vancouver Platforms to otherwise support the operation of the Mount Pleasant DCS.  The 
Massachusetts Formula is the approved mechanism by which it can be established that each of the 
entities noted in the response to BCUC IR 53.1 – and including the Mount Pleasant DCS once in 
operation – are each allocated a fair proportion of the total allocable residual general and 
administration costs, in a simple, transparent and readily verified manner.  The approach is fair and 
cost-effective to all ratepayers, across all systems.   
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 Please complete the following table listing all roles required for the general oversight, 
management, administration, operation, maintenance, or other as appropriate, of the Mount 
Pleasant DCS. For each role identified, please include whether the person will be employed by 
CEMP, CEVP or other (for example, Creative Energy Mount Pleasant GP Inc.). 

 
Department Role CEMP CEVP Other 

[Complete as 
necessary] 

Oversight 
     

     
Management 
        
     
Administration 
         
       
Operation 
       
       
Maintenance  
         
         
Other [Complete as necessary] 
         
     

 
RESPONSE: 

Department Role CEMP CEVP Other [Complete 
as necessary] 

Oversight 

 CEO  Employed  

 VP Projects & Engineering  Employed  

 CFO  Employed  

Management 

 Director, Operations   Employed  

Administration 

  Controller   Employed  

 Accountant   Employed  

 Office Coordinator  Employed  
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Department Role CEMP CEVP Other [Complete 
as necessary] 

Operation 

 Plant Crew TBD   

 Distribution Lead and 
Distribution Crew   Employed  

Maintenance  

 Plant Crew TBD  

  Distribution Lead   Employed  

  Distribution Crew   Employed  

Other (Growth and new customer connections) 

VP, Projects & 
Engineering     Employed  

Construction 
Manager/Project 
Engineer 

  Employed  

 
 

 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that CEMP intends to enter into a service agreement with 
CEVP. 

RESPONSE: 

The direct operations and maintenance requirements of the Mount Pleasant DCS are expected to 
require additional operations personnel within CEVP’s ‘Service Line’ group.  Accordingly, CEMP and 
CEVP will put into place the resources required to operate and maintain the Mount Pleasant DCS as 
determined by Technical Safety BC and use expert vendors and third-party resources as appropriate. A 
service agreement may or may not be required, and the form of any agreement has not yet been 
finalized at this time.  
 
As described above, CEVP currently has management and administration resources and systems in 
place and operates a number of systems in the lower mainland. The addition of the Mount Pleasant 
DCS to the operating portfolio will be achieved without any net-new resources, largely by virtue of the 
robust systems already in place. Similarly, the precise form of a service agreement will not induce any 
risks to either CEVP or CEMP. 
 

53.4.1 If confirmed, please provide a copy of the agreement.  

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 53.4. 

 
53.4.2 If not confirmed, please explain why not, and discuss what risks this poses to the 

ongoing operation and maintenance of the Mount Pleasant DCS.  

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 53.4 
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 Please discuss whether CEMP considered retaining any other service providers for the operation 
and maintenance for the Mount Pleasant DCS. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 53.4. CEMP did not consider another service provider as that 
approach would not be cost effective due to the additional overhead that a 3rd-party service provider 
would need to account for as compared to leveraging CEVP resources and allocating residual shared 
costs through the Massachusetts formula. 
 

53.5.1 If yes, please discuss the relative cost and services available from these service 
providers. 

RESPONSE: 

Not applicable.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 53.5. 

 
53.5.2 If CEMP did not consider retaining other companies, please explain why not.  

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IR 53.4 and 53.5. 

 
 Considering CEVP’s role in the operation and maintenance of the Mount Pleasant DCS, please 

discuss whether CEVP has sufficient staff and resources to provide the aforementioned services 
to CEMP. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the responses to BCUC IR 53.4 and 53.5. 

In response to BCUC IR 1.4, CEMP stated: 

CEVP is a separate entity affiliated to CEMP. CEVP staff have extensive experience in the 
development, design, implementation, operation and maintenance of district thermal 
energy systems, (TES), which include TES for cooling that are regulated public utilities. 
Certain CEVP staff and project managers directly charge time to CEMP project 
development and their time is budgeted to such purpose and not included in CEVP 
revenue requirements. Once the Mount Pleasant DCS is operational, certain residual 
general and administrative expenses will be allocated to the cost of service of the 
Mount Pleasant DCS in accordance with the Commission-approved Massachusetts 
formula for the assignment of such costs from the total of all such allocable costs for 
Creative Energy projects. 

 Please discuss whether a Transfer Pricing Policy and a Code of Conduct should be filed with the 
BCUC. 

RESPONSE: 

Yes, a Transfer Pricing Policy (TPP) and Code of Conduct should be filed with the BCUC.  
 
At the time of the filing of CEVP’s 2019-2020 RRA for the Core steam and NEFC hot water system, a 
decision on Creative Energy’s Application for a CPCN for Beatty-Expo Plants and Approval of Corporate 
Reorganization was pending. Creative Energy addressed this point directly in the CEVP 2019-2020 RRA 
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in setting out its view that a TPP ought to be properly informed by the Commission’s decision in the 
matter of the proposed corporate reorganization that forms part of that application. 
 
Thus, through CEVP’s 2019-2020 RRA for the Core steam and NEFC hot water systems, Creative Energy 
provided a transparent accounting of the allocation of its costs to its non-regulated and regulated 
thermal energy systems to demonstrate that concerns about cross-subsidization between customers 
of the different systems are properly addressed in practice, and in the absence of a governing TPP.  
 
As noted in the CEVP 2019-2020 RRA, Creative Energy has intended in the next CEVP RRA to file a TPP 
for Commission review and approval.  
 
 

53.7.1 If so, please explain who would be responsible for the filing and when the Transfer 
Pricing Policy and a Code of Conduct would be filed with the BCUC.  

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 53.7. 

 
53.7.2 If not, please explain why not. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 53.7. 

 
 

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
CPCN Guidelines, pp. 4–5; Exhibit B-1, Section 3.3.5, pp. 19–20; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 
25.1; Excel Model, ‘Monthly’, ‘Annual’  
Indicative Rates 

Pages 4 and 5 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines state: 

An application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain the following 
information: 

(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impacts on customer rates;   

(iv)  A schedule calculating the net present values of the incremental cost and 
benefit cash flows of the project and feasible alternatives, and justification of 
the length of the term and discount rate used for the calculation;  

(v)  A schedule and supporting discussion comparing the project and feasible 
alternatives in terms of social and environmental factors, and the applicant’s 
assessment regarding the overall social and environmental impact of the project 
relative to the overall impact of the feasible alternatives; 

On page 19 of the Application, CEMP states:  

Creative Energy will seek to recover its cost of service through a fixed charge and a 
variable charge. 
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The purpose of the fixed charge will be to fairly recover from each building the cost of 
service that does not vary with cooling energy consumption. Figure 5 illustrates an 
indicative rate on a dollar per kilowatt ($/kW) of total subscribed peak capacity, 
levelized over the contract term. Under this rate each building will pay a proportion of 
the fixed cost of service based on each building’s respective amount of subscribed peak 
cooling demand that the DCS must be able to serve at any point in time. 

Figure 5 on page 20 of the Application shows: 

 

The ‘Monthly’ tab in the Excel Model shows: 

 

In response to BCUC IR 25.1, CEMP stated:  

The billing determinants in kW are the total peak capacity of the system and the initial 
rate of $399/kW under the indicative levelized rate design is solved to recover the cost 
of service over the duration of the contract while assuming a 2 percent cost escalation 
factor in the fixed charge for inflation. 

 Please provide a detailed, step by step explanation, including a functional Excel spreadsheet, of 
how the net present value of $399/kW was calculated, including discount rate and cash flows 
used. 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP clarifies that the $399/kW figure cited above is not a net present value, but is rather the 
starting levelized capacity rate in 2019. This starting point rate result is solved through the “goal seek” 
function in excel to produce a levelized rate design that escalates on a smooth and predictable basis 
and that recovers the cost of service over the duration of the contract (including the RDDA balance). 
The solution therefore accounts for all cost of service inputs in the model, including an assumed 9.5% 
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ROE for the project based on the economics over the entire project.  
 
 

 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, that $399/kW is the rate design used to evaluate the 
Project. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 54.1 and to the Figure 5 reproduced in the preamble above, 
which confirm the overall levelized rate design and the result that the indicative starting point 
levelized rate is $399/kW.  
 
 

 Please discuss how the rate design used to evaluate the Project distributes costs among current 
and future ratepayers and discuss why CEMP considers it to be fair and reasonable. 

RESPONSE: 

With the important caveat that a rate design proposal has not been developed nor applied for at this 
time, CEMP can offer the following considerations for why the indicative rate design is a reasonable 
assumption for the purposes of considering this CPCN Application. The indicative levelized rates are 
stable, smooth and predictable over time and are modelled to fully recover revenue requirements 
over contract duration. In view of the lumpy and phased nature of the Main Alley Development, such 
rates are expected to also be more readily understood and acceptable to the customer as compared 
to a cost of service rate, which could change dramatically year to year. The reference to Figure 5 
copied in the preamble to this question highlights these differences.  In addition, CEMP notes that the 
fixed versus variable components of the rate design are fairly aligned with cost causation principles. 
Fixed capital and operating costs that do not vary with consumption will be recovered from the 
building customers through a fixed charge in proportion to the capacity of the system to meet each 
building’s peak demand. A variable charge will only recover costs that vary in proportion with energy 
consumption.  

 
 
 
In the ‘Monthly’ tab of the Excel Model, CEMP provides the following pricing analysis:  
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 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether $399/kW is equivalent to $626.89/MWh. 

RESPONSE: 

Not confirmed. As discussed in CEMP response to IR 54.1, $399/kW is the levelized capacity rate at a 
single point-in-time (2019), whereas the $626.89/MWh is a levelized cost per unit of energy for the 
entire lifetime of the project based on projected revenues. 
 
 

54.4.1 If confirmed, please provide the conversion calculation. 

RESPONSE: 

Not applicable. Please see the response to BCUC IR 54.4. 
 
 

54.4.2 If not confirmed, please explain the difference between these two rates designs. 

RESPONSE: 

The figure of $626.89/MWh is not a rate design but an expression of the levelized cost per unit of 
energy over the life of the project based on projected revenues. 
 
In the ‘Annual’ tab of the Excel Model, CEMP provides the rate setting mechanisms considered: 
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 Please explain the difference between the Fixed Revenue Cost/$MWh - Levelized rate of 
$626.89 and the Fixed Revenue – RD $/MWh rates highlighted in orange in the preamble above. 

RESPONSE: 

The figure of $626.89/MWh is not a rate design but an expression of the levelized cost per unit of 
energy over the life of the project based on projected revenues. 
 
The orange highlighted rows are the costs per unit of energy applicable to one annual period; that is, 
based on projected revenues in the period.  
 
The red highlighted figures are the indicative levelized rates on a $/kW basis in the applicable period. 

 
 

 Please explain the difference between the $399/kW rate and the Fixed Revenue – RD $/kW 
rates highlighted in red in the preamble above. 

RESPONSE: 

The levelized rates highlighted in red are an escalation of the starting point $399/kW rate (2019) as 
solved for in the model, as explained further above.  Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 54.1.  
 

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
CPCN Guidelines, p. 4; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 12.4  
Risk Analysis for Indicative Rates  

Page 4 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines states: 

An application under sections 45 and 46 of the UCA should contain the following 
information: … 

(iii) A schedule calculating the revenue requirements of the project and feasible 
alternatives, and the resulting impacts on customer rates 

In response to BCUC IR 12.4, CEMP provided the following chart: 
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The indicative response is provided in the table below. 

All Buildings No M5 No M5/M3 NoM5/M3/M4 
Project Cost 9.553.463 9.11 6.858 4.657.302 3,352,537 

Year of Revenue Requirement 2029 2027 2023 2022 

Capital Charge (Dep+CoD+RoE) 1,037,260 1,030,861 525,973 390,623 
Maintenance 124,901 112,878 52,775 37,311 
Insurance 16,235 14,856 7,283 5,059 
Corporate Overhead 134,089 128,883 119,068 116,733 
Municipal Access Fee 19,697 18,166 13.451 10,773 
Property Tax 0 0 0 0 
Rent 48,760 46,866 43,297 42.448 
Operators 365,698 351.498 324,730 318,362 
Total Fixed Charge 1,746,641 1,704,007 1,086,576 921 ,310 

Subscribed Peak (kW) 3,665 3,275 2,785 1,630 
Load (MWh) 2,575 2,335 1,995 1,205 

$/MWh $42.93 $44.74 $42.41 $49.40 
Variable Charge 110,548 104.468 84,600 59,522 

All-in Revenue $/kW $506.74 $552.21 $420.53 $601.74 
All-in Revenue $/MWh $721 .24 $774.51 $587.06 $813.97 
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 Please confirm, or explain otherwise, whether the All-in Revenue $/kW and $/MWh figures are 
based on a Cost of Service rate design. 

RESPONSE: 

The figures referenced in the table compare the indicative total fixed and variable cost of service of 
each scenario in the reference year noted and express those totals also on an all-in unit basis, in terms 
of both kW and MWh, given that these units vary by scenario.  This high-level indicative summary 
does not reflect a model of the rate design of each scenario. Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 
55.2.   
 
 

55.1.1 If confirmed, please provide which cell numbers in the Excel Model where these rates 
are referenced from. 

RESPONSE: 

The costs of the scenarios presented in the table are expressed on a unit basis to make the scenarios 
comparable.  These results were calculated separately for the purpose of responding to the scenarios 
presented in BCUC IR 12.4 and are not reflective of an indicative rate design or project alternative and 
cannot be referenced in the model for the Mount Pleasant DCS.     
 
 

 Please provide the levelized rates for each scenario provided above and provide the cell 
numbers in the Excel Model where these rates are referenced from. 

RESPONSE: 

The preamble to this question, in reference to both the extract from the CPCN Guidelines and to the 
response to BCUC IR 12.4, may be suggesting that: 1) all four phases may not be necessary in respect 
of the design of all buildings in the Main Alley Development and 2) that some form of CPCN approval 
may then be applicable insofar as some partial development or phasing of the project could represent 
an available, feasible alternative for evaluation. That is not case, as emphasized in the responses to 
BCUC IR Series 40 and 41 above.  Regulatory certainty is required at this time in the form of CPCN 
approval for all phases so that CEMP can declare satisfied the conditions precedent in the 
Construction and Purchase Agreement, thereby committing unconditionally to the transactions 
contemplated therein, which will in turn allow the Owner to move forward with designing and 
building the Main Alley Development as contemplated. Please also refer to the responses to BCUC IR 
Series 4.0 also, for example.   

CEMP provided a high-level indicative response to the scenarios that the Commission presented in 
BCUC IR 12.4, and as summarized in the referenced table as requested. Those scenarios do not 
represent alternatives to the project and this BCUC IR Series 55 may now misconstrue that CEMP has 
undertaken to model a rate design in respect of these scenarios as if they represent feasible project 
alternatives. These scenarios are not feasible alternatives for CEMP and CEMP does not have a rate 
design model in respect of them; accordingly, it does not have the requested rate design information.  
Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 41.2.  
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 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
Excel Model, ‘Monthly’  
Revenue Deferral Account  

In the ‘Monthly’ tab of the Excel Model, CEMP provides the Revenue Deferral Account Balance, shown 
below.  

 

 Please explain why the revenue deferral account will remain open after costs have been 
recovered. 

RESPONSE: 

The revenue deferral account will not remain open after deferred costs have been recovered.  As 
described in the response to BCUC IR 54.1, the levelized rate design is based on recovering all deferred 
costs over the contract duration. The report of a negative closing RDDA in the model at the reference 
noted is only a construct of the model.  Rates will not be proposed nor set at a level that would over-
recover the cost of service at such time that the RDDA balance is extinguished. 

 

 Reference:  INDICATIVE COSTS AND RATES FOR SERVICE  
CPCN Guidelines, p. 7; Exhibit B-3, p. 70  
Benchmark Rates 

Page 7 of the BCUC’s CPCN Guidelines states: 

(ii)  The project cost estimate should include the basis of estimate, the preparation 
effort (level of effort used to develop the cost estimate), as defined in the latest 
revision of the AACE International Recommended Practices, along with a 
description of the method of estimating used, the percentage of project 
definition and design complete at the time of the estimate based on the 
judgment of the utility’s management, identification and justification of all 
assumptions, exclusions, inflation and discount factors, and sources of 
benchmarks and other data including lessons learned from relevant past 
projects. [Emphasis added] 
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Page 70 of Exhibit B-3 states: 

On page 20 of the Application, CEMP states:  

Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP can offer no comparable benchmark rates to 
other cooling TES that would put the indicative rates into context due to the 
unique characteristics of the Mount Pleasant DCS, the expected load and the 
phasing of capital expenditures over time.  

26.1  Please compare Mount Pleasant DSC’s indicative rates to the indicative rates 
used in the Vancouver House Application.  

RESPONSE:  

CEMP considers that there is little value provided by comparing the indicative rates for 
the Mount Pleasant DCS to the indicative rates for the Vancouver House DCS given the 
fact that it is not an option for the Main Alley Development to obtain cooling service 
from the Vancouver House DCS and also given the different characteristics, 
dependencies and underlying cost drivers of each system. Please refer also to the 
response to BCUC IR 8.9. 

 Please compare Mount Pleasant DSC’s indicative rates to cooling services either offered by CEVP 
or by another TES, explaining all differences between indicative rates for the Mount Pleasant 
DCS and the rates for the chosen comparison(s).   

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the response to BCUC IR 57.1 for the requested comparison to the indicative rates for 
the Vancouver House Cooling TES.  

 
 

E. CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENTS 

 Reference: CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 16.1, 31.1 
Updates to Customer Service Agreements  

In response to BCUC IR 16.1 and with reference to the CSAs, CEMP stated: “The definition of sub-meter 
in CSA agreements contains a typo; the meters would be owned and operated by the Owner. The CSA’s 
will be amended to correct this mistake.” 

In response to BCUC IR 31.1, CEMP stated: “The rates will be appended to the Customer Service 
Agreement (CSA); CEMP will amend the CSA to correct and make the reference clear.” 

 Please update the CSAs to reflect the amendments noted in the above preambles. 

RESPONSE: 

Please refer to the Attachment 58.1 – M3 and Attachment 58.1 – Non-M3. 
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F. CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT 

 Reference: CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT 
Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 36.5 
Costs   

In response to BCUC IR 36.5, CEMP stated: 

The costs for which Creative Energy is responsible include: 

o Water for the chiller plant & cooling towers 
o Electricity for the chiller plant 
o Internet to the chiller plant 

 Please confirm, or otherwise explain, that “Creative Energy” in the preamble above refers to 
CEMP. 

RESPONSE: 

Confirmed. 

 
 

 Reference: CONTRIBUTION AGREEMENT 
Exhibit B-1, Appendix C, pp. 7–8; Exhibit B-3, BCUC IR 36.7 
Assignments  

Section 24 (b) on pages 7 to 8 of the Contribution Agreement states: 

(b)  Assignment by Creative Energy - Creative Energy may assign this Agreement 
without the consent of the Owner to any of Creative Energy’s Affiliates, or to 
any lender(s) providing financing for any assets of Creative Energy, which 
include the Cooling Plant, for collateral security purposes, or to another person 
providing the Energy Services in the place and stead of Creative Energy, 
provided that any such Affiliate, lender or other person agrees in writing with 
the Owner to be bound by the terms and conditions of this Agreement effective 
as of the date of such transfer, and any such assignment shall not release 
Creative Energy from any of its obligations hereunder without the written 
consent of the Owner, which consent shall not be unreasonably withheld. 

In response to BCUC IR 36.7, CEMP stated:  

Creative Energy considers that BCUC approval would not be required for the assignment 
specified in section 24(b) of the Contribution Agreement because such assignment is in 
ordinary course of business as provided for in section 52 of the Utilities Commission Act. 

 Please explain the circumstances under which “Creative Energy may assign this Agreement ….to 
another person providing the Energy Services in the place and stead of Creative Energy”. 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP would assign its rights under the Contribution Agreement to a purchaser of the Mount Pleasant 
DCS in the event a sale of the Mount Pleasant DCS was proposed and approved by the BCUC.   
 

59.0 

59.1 

60.0 

60.1 
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 If the agreement is assigned to another person, please discuss any impacts on CEMP’s 

ownership, rights or access to the Mount Pleasant DCS.  

RESPONSE: 

As referenced in the response to BCUC IR 60.1, an assignment of this agreement would only take place 
in the event of the sale of the Mount Pleasant DCS with the approval of the BCUC.  
 
 
 

G. MOUNT PLEASANT DCS – INDICATIVE COST OF SERVICE  

 Reference:  MOUNT PLEASANT DCS – INDICATIVE COST OF SERVICE MODEL  
Exhibit B-1, Attachment B-1   
Updates to the Excel Model  

 If responses to any of the IRs above result in changes to the Excel Model, please provide an 
updated version of the Excel Model and note all revisions made. 

RESPONSE: 

CEMP corrected a calculation in regards to AFUDC, as explained in the response to BCUC IR 50.1, and 
accordingly attaches an updated version of the model. 
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Overview

				Overview



				Every project contains some level and amount of risk. To manage and mitigate project risks, include the risk management plan as a key artifact in the project toolbox. Unlike issues, risks are not yet directly impacting the project and may be mitigated and prevented from turning into an issue. Should a risk turn into an issue, it will be more time consuming and costly to recover from than the original risk, had it been mitigated. 

A risk management plan may be used when the project:
• Results in a new process, product or service
• Impacts safety, quality or customer service
• Is large, complex and costly

Benefits of a risk management plan include:
• Increase focus and attention on risks
• Proactive approach for preventing risks from becoming issues
• Provide a consistent approach for analyzing, prioritizing, communicating and managing risks
• Provide an approach to efficiently and effectively mitigate risks
• Save cost and time by identifying, prioritizing, and managing risks



				Risk Management Plan Process: 
1. A risk is identified during the project lifecycle
2. Risk is logged on the risk management plan template
3. Project team assesses and prioritizes the risk based on probability and impact to project health, scope, schedule, and budget
4. Project team determines response type (accept, avoid, reduce, or transfer) and response plan to mitigate the risk
5. Project team monitors and controls the risk via the response plan
6. Process is repeated when additional risks are identified

The risk management plan template is a simple yet useful document to help you keep track of and manage your project stakeholders throughout the project lifecycle. It can be customized by adding or changing column headings to meet the needs of your organization.















Risk Mgmt Plan



				Risk Register

				Creative Energy Mount Pleasant										Review date: May. 21, 2020

								Probability:		Impact:		Priority Score  = Probability Score x Impact Score

								5 > 75%		5 = Critical		Very high - immediate action required

								4 = 50-75%		4 = Severe		High - high risk, action needed

								3 = 25-50%		3 = Major		Medium - action to be delegated to correct authority

								2 = 10-25%		2 = Mod.		Low - monitor and manage via routine procedures

								1 = 0-10%		1 = Minor		Very low - managed by routine procedures

				#		Risk Description		Probability		Impact		Priority Score		Response Type		Action		Action closed (yes / no)

						REGULATORY & CONTRACTUAL RISKS

				1		Regulatory approvals not received or delayed		1		4		4		Accept		Risk is accepted; CPCN Application and process; Project is in the public interest.		yes

				2		Project is cancelled from the developer side at any phase		2		4		8		Reduce		Risk reduction achieved in the terms of the Construction and Purchase Agreement		yes										Avoid

				3		Financial Risk - evaluating costs for expansion several years from now with uncertainty in future equipment and construction costs		2		3		6		Accept		Risk is accepted, financial modelling has been performed to analyze the impacts and the business case is solid.		yes

				4		Construction Cost Overun		3		3		9		Reduce		Contingency has been set on the high end due to the brownfield nature of the project		yes										Mitigate

				5		Construction Delay (Owner caused)		3		2		6		Accept		Phase delays will also delay capital expenditure and reduce CEMP exposure. Delays during individual phases are protected by fixed charges starting at a fixed date regardless of Service Commencement date if construction delayed.		yes										Mitigate

				6		Construction Delay (CEMP Contractor caused)		3		3		9		Reduce		The risk of poor performance is reduced by conducting a thorough RFP process that includes a scoring system that puts added emphasis on past performance and lower emphasis on bid price.		no										Mitigate

				7		Load Timing		3		2		6		Reduce		The risk of the load timing is reduced by the terms of the Construction and Purchase Agreement which starts the fixed charge at a fixed date.		yes										Mitigate

				8		Annual Energy Load (Occupancy Risk)		3		2		6		Reduce		The occupancy risk to CEMP is mitigated by the fixed charge approach of the rate structure.		yes

				9		Plant Efficiency		3		3		9		Reduce		The risk of poor plant efficiency has been mitigated by hiring KWL to design phase 1 of the plant upgrades, their design concept for cascading the new building to improve the change in Temperature will have a big impact in overall efficiency.		yes





















Risk categories

						Risk Categories		This list is a work in progress, please update as needed and include in base template



				Overall Category		Subcategory		Risk examples

				Natural threats		Meteorological		Hurricane

								Tornado / wind storm

								Hail / snow / ice storm

								Flood 

								avalanche

								forest fire

								drought

								extreme temperature

						Geological		Tsunami

								Earthquake

								Volcano

								Landslide

						Ecological		Infestations

								Global warming

				Unintentional threats		Technical / accidental		Spills

								Fire

								Explosion

								Structural collapse

				People		Resources / Contractors		Working hour restrictions

								Quality control processes

								Labour skill level

								Labour availability

								Unfamiliar with contractors / subcontractors

								Unclear coordination / communication between contractors

						Public		Noise permits

				Scope				Poor scope definition / clarity

								Not completing scope within timeframe

								Accuracy of works completed

								Working with unfamiliar / new technology

								Defects

								Repairs

								Unidentified issues that require immediate attention

				Materials				Procurement lead times

								Material storage before site (weather, availability)

								Material storage on site (weather, security, appropriate location)

								Material quality control through this process, ensure conforms to quality requirements

								Material theft prevention

								Equipment maintenance / reliability

				Regulatory / permits				Permit delays

								Extending past permit validity period

								Set work hours

				Scheduling				Concurrent activity assessment

								Public holidays

								City sanctioned events that warrant road closures accounted for

				Quality				Quality checks conducted by whom? 

								3rd parties need to witness any aspect of the work?

				Site conditions				Unexpected utilities

								Unexpected geological conditions (large rocks, concrete casings)

								Asbestos

								Security concerns / requirements

								Sufficient lighting

								Emergency in manhole / site that requires personnel to be evacuated

				Budget				How are variances to be handled in a timely manner

								Over budget prevention - daily time sheets and weekly checks?

								Fixed price / force account?

								Escalation of rates for contractors / vendors

								Cost / availability of raw materials

				EH&S (Environment Health & Safety)				Risk of environmental release/spill

								Risk of WorksafeBC/WSIB orders/stop work

								Any risk to worker or public safety

						Public		Risk of vehicle crashing into site, protection measures? Barricades etc. 

								How is the public isolated from the worksite





Risk Definitions

		Consequence ratings														Probability ratings

		IMPACT		1		2		3		4		5						Chance		Frequency		Probability		Rating

				Insignificant		Negligible		Moderate		Extensive		Significant				Almost Certain		Is expected to occur in most circumstances		Has occurred 9 or 10 times in the past 10 years in this organization or circumstances are in train that will almost certainly cause it to happen		>95%		5

		People		Minor injury or first aid treatment		Injury requiring treatment by medical practitioner and/or lost time from workplace.		Major injury / hospitalization		Single death and/or multiple major injuries		Multiple deaths				Likely		Will probably occur in most circumstances		Occurred more than 7 times over 10 years in this organization or in other similar organizations or circumstances have such that it is likely to happen in the next few years		>65%		4

		Information		Compromise of information otherwise available in the public domain.		Minor compromise of information sensitive to internal or sub-unit interests.		Compromise of information sensitive to the organizations operations.		Compromise of information sensitive to organizational interests.		Compromise of information with significant ongoing impact.				Possible		Might occur at some time		Has occurred in this organization more than 3 times in the past 10 years or occurs regularly in similar organizations or is considered to have a reasonable likelihood of occurring in the next few years		>35%		3

		Property		Minor damage or vandalism to asset.		Minor damage or loss of <5% of total assets		Damage or loss of <20% of total assets		Extensive damage or loss <50% of total assets		Destruction or complete loss of >50% of assets				Unlikely		Could occur at some time		Has occurred 2 or 3 times over 10 years in this organization or similar organizations		<35%		2

		Economic		1% of budget (organizational, division or project budget as relevant)		2-5% of annual budget		5-10 % of annual budget		> 10% of budget		> 30% of project or organizational annual budget				Rare		May occur only in exceptional circumstances		Has occurred or can reasonably be considered to occur only a few times in 100 years.		<5%		1

		Reputation		Local mention only. Quickly forgotten.

Freedom to operate unaffected. Self-improvement review required		Scrutiny by Executive, internal committees or internal audit to prevent escalation Short term local media concern. 

Some impact on local level activities		Persistent national concern. Scrutiny required by external agencies. Long term ‘brand’ impact.		Persistent intense national public, political and media scrutiny

Long term ‘brand’ impact. Major operations severely restricted.		International concern, Governmental Inquiry or sustained adverse national/international media. ‘Brand’ significantly affects organizational abilities.

		Capability		Minor skills impact. Minimal impact on non-core operations. The impact can be dealt with by routine operations.		Some impact on organizational capability in terms of delays, systems quality but able to be dealt with at operational level		Impact on the organization resulting in reduced performance such that targets are not met. Organizations existence is not threatened, but could be subject to significant review.		Breakdown of key activities leading to reduction in performance (eg. service delays, revenue loss, client dissatisfaction, legislative breaches).		Protracted unavailability of critical skills/people. Critical failure(s) preventing core activities from being performed. Survival of the project/activity/organization is threatened.

				Insignificant		Negligible		Moderate		Extensive		Significant

		Almost Certain		Medium		High		High		Very High		Very High

		Likely		Low		Medium		High		High		Very High

		Possible		Low		Low		Medium		High		High

		Unlikely		Very Low		Low		Low		Medium		High

		Rare		Very Low		Very Low		Low		Low		Medium
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT


CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, by its General 
Partner, CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC.


NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM


THERMAL ENERGY SERVICE


CIVIC ADDRESS: �


LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS:


�


TERMS & CONDITIONS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE


Effective: __________________________


These Terms and Conditions are available for public inspection on the website of the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission and at the office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission in Vancouver, British Columbia.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM SERVICE AGREEMENT


Customer Information and Billing Address


Name or company name (include business registration no. if applicable)


Mailing/billing address


If company, contact name Telephone Email


Property/Service location address (the “Lands”)


Legally described as:


The Customer, by signing this Agreement, accepts and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions herein contained, 
including in Sections A, B and C below.


CUSTOMER:


  


Signature Date


  


Name Title
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SECTION A - DEFINITIONS


Unless the context otherwise requires, in these Terms and Conditions the following terms have the 
following meanings:


Affiliate: means, with respect to any Person (i) any entity over which such Person exercises, 
directly or indirectly, Control, (ii) any entity that is under the common Control of the same entity 
as such Person, or (iii) any entity which exercises control over such Person by virtue of ownership, 
financial participation or the rules which govern it.


BCUC: means the British Columbia Utilities Commission and includes any replacement 
authority, commission or board having similar jurisdictional authority.


Buildings: means the buildings, structures and improvements on the Lands, and Building means 
any one or more of the Buildings that may be situate on any parcel created upon the subdivision of 
the Lands and includes a subdivision by air space plan or strata plan, or a Building operated as a 
separate component of the development on the Lands, and which may be subject to a separate 
Customer Service Agreement.


Building System: means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system and storage 
equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing Thermal Energy in a Building, 
including any Sub-Meters, connected to but downstream of and excluding the Energy Transfer 
Station and the Demarcation Points located within that Building.


Control: means more than fifty per cent (50%) of the securities having ordinary voting power for 
the election of directors of such Person or to direct or cause the direction of the management and 
policies of such Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise.


Costs: means all: (i) actual, documented and/or committed and non-terminable costs reasonably 
incurred by the Utility in connection with the termination of the Customer Service Agreement and 
any agreement or arrangement related to the provision of Energy Services, including amounts 
payable to contractors or employees due to termination of construction, service, supply or 
employment agreements entered into by the Utility in connection with such performance; and (ii) 
reasonable fees and expenses incurred by the Utility in connection with the Utility enforcing its 
rights under the Service Agreement.


Customer: means a Person receiving Energy Services pursuant to this Customer Service 
Agreement.


Customer Service Agreement: means an agreement between the Utility and a Customer for the 
provision of Energy Services to a Building or Buildings, which agreement is comprised of a page 
bearing the information and signature of the Customer and these Terms and Conditions.


Customer’s Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Customer or any Affiliate of the 
Customer.
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Demarcation Points means the Energy Transfer Stations.


Design Capacity: means the load for which the Neighbourhood Energy System has been 
designed.


Distribution System: means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and ancillary components 
and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the Demarcation Points.


Early Termination Payment: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 19.2.


Encumbrance: means any financial encumbrance, excluding any financial encumbrance in favour 
of the City of Vancouver.


Energy Services: means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling purposes to be provided 
through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points.


Energy Transfer Station: means, in respect of each Building, one or more separate exchangers 
for space cooling, energy metering equipment including temperature sensors and flow meters, 
control panel and all pipes, fittings and other associated equipment which control the transfer, and 
measure Energy Services from the Distribution System to the Building System for such Building.


Governmental Authority: means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, local or other 
government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, arbitral body, commission, 
board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, commission, board or authority thereof.


Initial Term: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1.


Lands: means those lands and premises situate in Vancouver, British Columbia, more particularly 
described on the signature page forming part of this Customer Service Agreement.


Meter: means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the Utility and comprising 
part of an Energy Transfer Station, excluding any energy consumption meter owned by a 
Customer or a Person other than the Utility comprising part of a Building System.


NES Area: means the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood in the City of Vancouver, within which the 
Lands are situate.


Neighbourhood Energy System: means the energy system by which the Utility delivers Thermal 
Energy to Customers, including the Distribution System and the Energy Transfer Stations.


Person: means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an unincorporated 
organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited partnership, trust, trustee, strata 
corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited liability company, union, Governmental Authority or 
other entity or organization.


Services Commencement Date: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1.
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Standard Fees and Charges: means the standard fees and charges which may be charged to the 
Customer by the Utility and set out in the Tariff.


Sub-Meters means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the UtilityCustomer to 
be used to measure individual consumption of the tenants of each Building


Tariff: means Tariff No. �, which sets out the rates for Energy Services and certain related terms 
and conditions, as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, and as filed with, 
the BCUC.


Terms and Conditions: means these Thermal Energy Service Terms & Conditions, including
Sections A, B and C herein, all as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, 
and as filed with, the BCUC to the extent required by the BCUC.


Thermal Energy: means all thermal energy for space cooling purposes.


Utility: means Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership carrying on the business of a 
public utility.


Utility’s Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Utility or any Affiliate of the Utility.
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SECTION B – NATURE OF AGREEMENT


1. The Lands


1.1 If the Customer wishes to subdivide the Lands, including by way of air space or strata plan 
or both, then the Customer shall provide prior notice of such subdivision to the Utility, 
together with subdivision plans for the Lands and such further information as the Utility 
may require, and the Customer will execute and deliver, or will cause the applicable Person 
to complete, execute and deliver, to the Utility at its option forthwith following such 
subdivision, a Customer Service Agreement in respect of any one or more of the following:


(a) any Building;


(b) any legal parcel, including without limitation an air space parcel or a remainder 
parcel, that is subdivided from the Lands or any portion thereof; and


(c) a strata corporation that is formed within any Building by way of the deposit of a 
strata plan, and in each such case the applicable Customer Service Agreement shall 
be executed and delivered to the Utility by the strata corporation prior to the first
conveyance of a strata lot within the applicable strata plan.


1.2 The Customer will cause any Person to whom the Customer transfers or otherwise 
disposes, whether directly or indirectly, all or any portion of its interest in the Lands to 
complete, execute and deliver to the Utility a Customer Service Agreement covering the 
applicable portion of the Lands so transferred or otherwise disposed.


2. Provision of Energy Services


2.1 The Utility will provide Energy Services to the Customer solely in accordance with these 
Terms and Conditions.


2.2 The Customer may be required to provide reference information and identification 
acceptable to the Utility.


2.3 The Utility may refuse to provide Energy Services to the Customer if there is an unpaid 
account for Energy Services in respect of the Customer or the relevant Building(s).


2.4 This Customer Service Agreement relates only to the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility to the Customer, upon the Terms and Conditions.  The Utility shall not be 
responsible for the provision of any utility services other than the Energy Services, such as 
electricity and natural gas, and the Customer shall be solely responsible for any fees and 
charges associated with such utility services, in addition to the fees and charges payable to 
the Utility hereunder. 
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3. Assignment


3.1 The Customer may not assign this Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or 
obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of the Utility, such consent not to 
be unreasonably withheld. The Utility may, subject to BCUC approval, assign this 
Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or obligations thereunder (including, 
without limitation, by way of the sale of the majority of its shares or business or its material 
assets or by way of an amalgamation, merger or other corporate reorganization) to any of 
its Affiliates or to any other Person without the consent of the Customer, provided such 
Affiliate or Person is duly qualified to carry out the Customer Service Agreement and
agrees in writing to assume and be bound by the provisions of this Customer Service 
Agreement in all respects and to the same extent as the Utility is bound.


4. Applicable Rates


4.1 The rates to be charged to the Customer by, and paid by the Customer to, the Utility for 
Energy Services are set out in the Tariff from time to time in effect, which may be reviewed 
onand the websiteUtility shall provide notice to the Customer of any amendments to the 
BCUC or at the office of the BCUC in Vancouver, British ColumbiaTariff from time to 
time.


4.2 The rates have been determined on the basis of the estimated connected loads and Design 
Capacity which are in turn based on the intended design and use of the Buildings.  The 
Customer must not significantly change its connected load without the prior written 
approval of the Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned. 


4.3 The Utility may conduct periodic reviews of the quantity of Thermal Energy delivered and 
the rate of delivery of Thermal Energy to the Customer for the purpose of, among other 
things, determining whether to substitute a more applicable Tariff.


4.4 If the maximum Thermal Energy demand exceeds the Design Capacity, the Utility may, 
subject to BCUC approval, assess additional fees and charges to the Customer for usage 
exceeding such limits as approved by the BCUC, provided that if usage exceeds such 
limits, the Utility reserves the right to temporarily suspend or limit the Energy Services to 
reduce the load on the Neighbourhood Energy System.


5. Ownership and Care of Neighbourhood Energy System


5.1 Notwithstanding any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of law or equity to the 
contrary, the Utility owns all components of the Neighbourhood Energy System and all 
additions or extensions thereto will be and remain the property of and vest in the Utility, 
whether located inside or outside of any Building.  No component of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System shall be moved or removed from the Lands (whether located inside or 
outside of any Building) without the advance written permission of the Utility.


5.2 The Customer will take reasonable care of and protect all components of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or 
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outside of any Building) against damage and must advise the Utility promptly of any 
damage to or disappearance of the whole or part of any such component.  Subject to 
Section 8.1, the Customer will pay to the Utility promptly upon request the cost of any 
broken, missing or damaged component of the Neighbourhood Energy System (or part 
thereof), except to the extent that the Customer demonstrates that such component (or part 
thereof) was broken, missing or damaged due to a defect therein or to any act or omission 
of the Utility or any of the Utility’s Representatives.


6. Meter Reading


6.1 The amount of Thermal Energy registered by a Meter during each billing period will be 
converted to megawatt-hour.


6.2 The interval between consecutive Meter readings will be at the sole discretion of the 
Utility. The Meter will typically be read at monthly intervals.


7. Meter Testing


7.1 If the Customer doubts the accuracy of a Meter, then the Customer may request to have the 
Meter tested by an independent qualified third party.


7.2 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording accurately, then the Customer must pay 
the Utility for the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter as set out in the 
Standard Fees and Charges and the reconnection charge as set out in Section 10.


7.3 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording inaccurately, then the Utility will incur 
the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter.


8. Maintenance


8.1 The Utility will repair, maintain and replace all components of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or outside of the Buildings or any 
of them), from time to time at its own cost to keep the same in good working order. For 
greater certainty, except for the Utility’s obligation to repair, maintain and replace such 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System as aforesaid, the Utility is not, and will 
not be, responsible for repairing, maintaining or replacing any Building System or part 
thereof or other facility or equipment in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or 
outside of the Buildings or any of them).


8.2 The Customer shall not make any alterations to any Building System which may impact the 
provision of the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of the 
Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned.


8.3 The Customer will promptly repair, maintain and replace the Building Systems from time 
to time at its own cost to keep the same in good working order.
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9. Connections and Disconnections


9.1 No connection, disconnection, reconnection, extension, installation, replacement or any 
other change is to be made to any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System by 
anyone except by the Utility’s Representatives authorized by the Utility.


10. Energy Services Reconnections


10.1 If:


(a) Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer for any of the reasons specified 
in Section 15 or any other provision of this Customer Service Agreement; or


(b) a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or 
Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer:


(i) at the request of the Customer with the approval of the Utility; or


(ii) to permit a test of a Meter at the request of the Customer, which Meter is 
subsequently determined to be accurate,


and the Customer or the employee, agent or other representative of the Customer re-applies 
for Energy Services for the same Building within 12 months of such discontinuance or 
disconnection (as applicable), then if the Building’s Building System is reconnected to the 
Neighbourhood Energy System or if Energy Services are restored to the Customer, then the 
Customer will pay, as part of fees owing for the first month of Energy Services, a 
reconnection charge equal to the sum of:


(c) the actual costs that the Utility will incur in reconnecting the Building’s Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or restoring Energy Services to the 
Customer; and


(d) the Basic Charge (as set out in the Tariff) that the Customer would have paid had 
Energy Services continued during the period between the date of discontinuance or 
disconnection (as applicable) and the date of such re- application.


10.2 If a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy 
Services are discontinued to the Customer for public safety or repairs or maintenance by 
the Utility, there will be no reconnection charge to reconnect the Building’s Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or to restore Energy Services to the 
Customer.


11. Billing


11.1 The Utility will render bills to the Customer in accordance with this Customer Service 
Agreement and the Tariff.
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11.2 Subject to Section 11.4 below, if Meter readings cannot be obtained for any reason, 
consumption may be estimated by the Utility for billing purposes and the next bill that is 
based on actual Meter readings will be adjusted for the difference between estimated and 
actual use over the interval between Meter readings.


11.3 If any Meter fails to register or registers incorrectly, the consumption may be estimated by 
the Utility for billing purposes, subject to Section 12.


11.4 If the Customer terminates this Customer Service Agreement, then the final bill rendered to 
the Customer will be based on an actual Meter reading.


11.5 Bills will be rendered as often as deemed necessary by the Utility, but generally on a 
monthly basis. The due date for payment of bills shown on the face of the bill will be the 
first business day after:


(a) the 21st calendar day following the billing date; or


(b) such other longer period, as may be specified in the Application for Service or 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Customer and the Utility.


11.6 Bills will be paid in the manner specified therein, which may include payment by regular 
mail, payment at a designated office of the Utility and/or payment by on-line banking or 
electronic funds transfer.


11.7 If the Customer requests historic billing information then the Utility may charge the 
Customer the cost of processing and providing this information.


12. Back-billing


12.1 Minor adjustments to a Customer’s bill, such as an estimated bill or an equal payment plan 
billing, do not require back-billing treatment.


12.2 Back-billing means the re-billing by the Utility for Energy Services rendered to the 
Customer because original billings were discovered to be either too high (over-billed) or 
too low (under-billed). The discovery may be made by either the Customer or the Utility.  
The cause of the billing error may include any of the following non-exhaustive reasons or 
combination thereof:


(a) stopped Meter;


(b) metering equipment failure;


(c) inaccurate Meter, as determined pursuant to Section 7;


(d) switched Meters;


(e) double metering;


(f) incorrect Meter connections;
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(g) incorrect use of any prescribed apparatus respecting the registration of a Meter;


(h) incorrect Meter multiplier;


(i) the application of an incorrect rate;


(j) incorrect reading of Meters or data processing; or


(k) tampering, fraud, theft or any other criminal act.


12.3 Where the Customer requests that the Meter be tested, the provisions of Section 7 will 
apply in addition to those set forth in this Section 12.


12.4 Where metering or billing errors occur and the Customer does not request that the Meter be 
tested, the consumption and demand will be based on the records of the Utility for the 
Customer or on the Customer’s own records to the extent they are available and accurate 
or, if not available, on reasonable and fair estimates made by the Utility. Such estimates 
will be on a consistent basis within the class of customer of which the Customer is a 
member or according to the provisions of this Customer Service Agreement, as applicable.


12.5 In every case of under-billing or over-billing, the cause of the error will be remedied 
without delay, and the Customer will be promptly notified of the error and of the effect on 
the Customer’s ongoing bill.


12.6 In every case of over-billing, the Utility will refund to the Customer money incorrectly 
collected, with interest computed at the short-term bank loan rate applicable to the Utility 
on a monthly basis thereon, for the shorter of:


(a) the duration of the error; and


(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error.


12.7 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will back-bill 
the Customer for the shorter of:


(a) the duration of the error; or


(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error.


12.8 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will offer the 
Customer reasonable terms of repayment. If requested by the Customer, the repayment 
term will be equivalent in length to the back-billing period. The repayment will be interest 
free and in equal instalments corresponding to the normal billing cycle. Delinquency in 
payment of such instalments will be subject to the usual late payment charges.


12.9 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, if the Customer disputes a portion of a back-billing due 
to under-billing based upon either consumption, demand or duration of the error, the Utility 
will not threaten or cause the discontinuance of Energy Services for the Customer’s failure 
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to pay that portion of the back-billing, unless there is no reasonable ground for the 
Customer to dispute that portion of the back- billing. The undisputed portion of the bill will 
be paid by the Customer and the Utility may threaten or cause the discontinuance of Energy 
Services if such undisputed portion of the bill is not paid.


12.10 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in all instances of back-billing where changes of 
ownership have occurred, the Utility will make a reasonable attempt to locate the former 
customer. If, after a period of one year, such former customer cannot be located, the 
over-billing or under-billing applicable to them will be cancelled.


12.11 Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if there are reasonable grounds to believe 
that the Customer has tampered with or otherwise used the Thermal Energy or any 
component of the Neighbourhood Energy System in an unauthorized way, or there is 
evidence of fraud, theft or another criminal act, then back-billing will be applied for the 
duration of the unauthorized use, and the provisions of paragraphs 12.7, 12.8, 12.9 and 
12.10 above will not apply.


12.12 Under-billing resulting from circumstances described in paragraph 12.11 will bear interest 
at the rate specified in the Tariff on unpaid accounts from the date of the original 
under-billed invoice until the amount under-billed is paid in full.


12.13 In addition, the Customer is liable for the direct administrative costs incurred by the Utility 
in the investigation of any incident of tampering, including the direct costs of repair, or 
replacement of equipment.


13. Late Payment Charge And Collection Charge


13.1 If the amount due on any bill has not been paid in full on or before the due date shown on 
such bill, a further bill will be rendered to include the overdue amount plus a late payment 
charge as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges. Notwithstanding the due date shown, to 
allow time for payments made to reach the Utility and to co-ordinate the billing of late 
payment charges with scheduled billing cycles, the Utility may, in its discretion, waive late 
payment charges on payments not processed until a number of days after the due date. If 
the Customer’s account is overdue and requires additional effort to collect, the Utility may 
charge the Customer a collection charge as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges.


14. Dishonoured Payments Charge


14.1 If a cheque received by the Utility from the Customer in payment of any account is 
returned by the Customer’s bank, trust company or financial institution because of 
insufficient funds (NSF), or any reason other than clerical error, a returned cheque charge 
as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges will be added to the amount due and payable by 
the Customer whether or not the applicable Building System has been disconnected from 
the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy Services have been discontinued to the 
Customer.
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15. Refusal to Provide Energy Services and Discontinuance of Energy Services


15.1 The Utility may, after following the billing and the back-billing processes in Sections 11 
and 12, respectively, and after having given two (2) business days' prior written notice, 
discontinue providing Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer:


(a) fails to fully pay for any Energy Services provided to any Building(s) on or before 
the due date for such payment; or


(b) fails to provide or pay by the applicable date required any security deposit, 
equivalent form of security or guarantee or any requisite increase thereof.


15.2 The Utility may, without having to give any notice, discontinue providing Energy Services 
to the Customer if the Customer:


(a) breaches any material terms and conditions of this Customer Service Agreement;


(b) uses the provided Thermal Energy in a manner that may, in the opinion of the 
Utility acting reasonably:


(i) lead to a dangerous situation; or


(ii) have a negative impact on the Neighbourhood Energy System, or any 
components thereof;


(c) fails to make modifications or additions to the Customer’s equipment as required 
by the Utility to prevent a danger or negative impact described in paragraph (d) 
above;


(d) negligently or fraudulently misrepresents to the Utility its use of Thermal Energy or 
the Thermal Energy load requirements of, or Thermal Energy volume consumed 
within and by, any Building; or


(e) terminates this Customer Service Agreement pursuant to Sections 19 or 20 or 
causes the termination of this Customer Service Agreement for any reason.


15.3 The Utility may, on not less than 30 days' prior written notice, discontinue providing 
Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer:


(a) refuses to provide reference information and identification acceptable to the Utility 
when applying for Energy Services or at any subsequent time on request by the 
Utility;


(b) has defective pipes, appliances, or Thermal Energy fittings in any part or parts of 
Building(s) which may adversely impact the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility; or
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(c) makes any alterations to any Building System which may impact the provision of 
the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of the Utility, 
such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned.


15.4 The Utility may, without having to give notice, discontinue proving Energy Services to the 
Customer if the Customer stops consuming Thermal Energy in any of the Buildings for a 
time period determined by the Utility, acting reasonably but such period to be no less than 
six months, unless a shorter period is agreed to in writing by the Customer.


15.5 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury or damage suffered by the Customer by 
reason of the discontinuation of or refusal to provide Energy Services in accordance with 
this Section 15.


16. Security for Payment of Bills


16.1 If the Customer does not establish or maintain credit to the satisfaction of the Utility, the 
Utility may require the Customer to provide a security deposit or equivalent form of 
security, the amount of which may not exceed the estimated total bill for the two highest 
consecutive months’ consumption of Thermal Energy by the Customer.


16.2 A security deposit or equivalent form of security is not an advance payment.


16.3 The Utility will pay interest on a security deposit at the rate and at the times specified in the 
Standard Fees and Charges. If a security deposit is returned to the Customer for any reason, 
the Utility will credit any accrued interest to the Customer’s account at that time. No 
interest is payable on any unclaimed deposit left with the Utility after the account for which 
it is security is closed, or on a deposit held by the Utility in a form other than cash.


16.4 A security deposit (plus any accrued interest) will be returned to the Customer after one 
year of good payment history, or when this Customer Service Agreement is terminated 
pursuant to Sections 19 or 20, whichever occurs first.


16.5 If the Customer’s bill is not paid when due, the Utility may apply all or any part of the 
Customer’s security deposit or equivalent form of security and any accrued interest 
towards payment of the bill. Under these circumstances, the Utility may still elect to 
discontinue Energy Services to the Customer for failure to pay for Energy Services in 
accordance with these Terms and Conditions.


16.6 If the Customer’s security deposit or equivalent form of security is appropriated by the 
Utility for payment of an unpaid bill, the Customer must re-establish the security deposit or 
equivalent form of security before the Utility will reconnect or continue Energy Services to 
the Customer.


17. Account Charge


17.1 When a change of customer occurs for a Building, then an account charge, as set out in the 
Standard Fees and Charges, will be paid by the new customer with respect to each account 
in that new customer’s name for which a separate bill is rendered by the Utility.
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18. Term of Customer Service Agreement


18.1 The initial term of this Customer Service Agreement is 25 years (the “Initial Term”) from 
the date on which the Utility commences delivery of the Energy Services (the “Services 
Commencement Date”).


18.2 The Customer may:


(a) terminate this Customer Service Agreement with effect upon the expiry of the 
Initial Term; or


(b) renew the term of this Customer Service Agreement for a period between five and 
20 years, and the rates for such renewal period shall be determined in accordance 
with Section 4,


by giving no less than three years’ written notice to the Utility at the address specified in 
the most recent bill rendered to the Customer that the Customer so elects to terminate this 
Customer Service Agreement.


18.3 If the Customer does not elect to terminate or renew this Customer Service Agreement in 
accordance with Section 18.2, then this Customer Service Agreement shall renew 
automatically for a further term of 20 years, at rates to be determined in accordance with 
Section 4.


19. Termination after Services Commencement Date


19.1 Either the Customer or the Utility may terminate this Customer Service Agreement at any 
time after the Services Commencement Date in connection with a default by the other party 
under this Customer Service Agreement that is continuing beyond any applicable cure 
period.


19.2 If the defaulting party under Section 19.1 is the Customer, then the Customer shall pay to 
the Utility an early termination payment (the “Early Termination Payment”) equal to the 
sum of:


(a) the net present value of the remaining rates for Energy Services as set out in the 
Tariff for the balance of the Initial Term utilizing a discount rate of seven percent 
(7%); 


(b) any breakage or make-whole amounts payable by the Utility to its lenders arising in 
connection with any financing of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System; and 


(c) without duplication, all Costs incurred by the Utility.


19.3 If the defaulting party under Section 19.1 is the Utility, then the Utility shall be responsible 
for all costs, expenses, damages and liabilities incurred by the Customer in connection with 
the termination of this Customer Service Agreement, provided that in no event will the 
Utility or any of its officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents be liable to the 
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Customer for any indirect or consequential loss, cost or expense whatsoever, including any 
loss of profits, revenues or other economic loss, suffered by the Customer or its officers, 
directors, employees, contractors or agents.


20. Effect of Termination


20.1 The Customer is not released from any obligations to the Utility previously existing as at 
the effective date of termination as a result of the Customer terminating this Customer 
Service Agreement.


20.2 If this Customer Service Agreement is terminated in accordance with Section 18.3, the 
Utility shall remove any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System located on the 
Lands that is not used by the Utility to service other Customers.


20.3 Notwithstanding any termination by the Customer pursuant to this Section, and without 
derogating from the generality of Section 5, all components of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System will remain the property of and vest in the Utility.


21. Liability


21.1 Neither the Utility, nor any of the Utility’s Representatives, is responsible or liable for any 
loss, injury (including death), damage or expense incurred by the Customer or any Person 
claiming by or through the Customer, that is caused by or results from, directly or 
indirectly, any discontinuance, suspension, or interruption of, or failure or defect in the 
supply, delivery or transportation of, or any refusal to supply, deliver, or transport Thermal 
Energy, or provide Energy Services, unless the loss, injury (including death), damage or 
expense is directly and solely attributable to the negligence or wilful misconduct of the 
Utility or any of the Utility’s Representatives; provided however that neither the Utility nor 
any of the Utility’s Representatives is responsible for any loss of profit, loss of revenue or 
other economic loss, even if the loss is directly attributable to the negligence or wilful 
misconduct of the Utility or any of the Utility’s Representatives.


21.2 The Utility may, on 48 hours’ notice to the Customer, suspend Energy Services 
temporarily to make repairs or improvements to the Neighbourhood Energy System, 
except in the event of fire, flood or other emergency, where no notice shall be required. The 
Utility will, as soon as reasonably possible, restore Energy Services.


21.3 The Customer shall bear and retain the risk of, and hereby indemnifies and holds harmless 
the Utility and all of the Utility’s Representatives from, all loss and damage to all 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)), subject to Section 8.1 and except to the extent any 
loss or damage is attributable to the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Utility or any of 
the Utility’s Representatives, or is caused by or results from a defect in the Neighbourhood 
Energy System or such components of the Neighbourhood Energy System.


21.4 The Customer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Utility and all of the Utility’s 
Representatives from all claims, losses, damages, liabilities, costs, expenses and injury 
(including death) suffered by the Customer or any person claiming by or through the 
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Customer or any third party and caused by or resulting from the use of Thermal Energy by 
the Customer or the presence of Thermal Energy on or in any part of the Building(s) or 
from the Customer or the Customer’s employees, contractors or agents damaging any 
component of the Neighbourhood Energy System. This paragraph will survive any 
termination of the Customer Service Agreement.


21.5 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility will not in any way be responsible 
for any aspect of the design, engineering, permitting, construction or installation of any 
Building System.


21.6 The Customer will obtain and maintain at its own expense appropriate insurance coverage 
(including property and liability) throughout the Initial Term and any renewal thereof and 
will provide the Utility with evidence of same upon request.


22. Access to Buildings and Equipment


22.1 The Utility’s Representatives will have, at all reasonable times, reasonable access to all 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)) to ascertain the quantity or method of use of 
Energy Services, as well as for the purpose of reading, testing, repairing or removing the 
whole or any such component (or part thereof), turning Thermal Energy on or off, 
conducting system leakage surveys, stopping leaks, and examining pipes, fittings, 
connections and appliances.  Utility shall act reasonably in connection with having access 
to the Lands or Building and take all reasonable steps not to disturb or interfere with the use 
and occupancy of the Lands or Building by Customer and any of its tenants, licencees 
guests or invitees.


22.2 In furtherance of the above in Section 22.1, the Customer hereby grants and covenants to 
secure for the Utility and its subcontractors, agents, employees and representatives, by 
licenses, statutory rights of way or other agreements, and for nominal consideration, 
non-exclusive access to, on, over and under the Lands for the purposes of the Utility 
performing its obligations under this Customer Service Agreement, and if applicable for 
the connection of the Neighbourhood Energy System to other customers of the Utility as 
may be approved by the BCUC where required.  Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, the Customer will, forthwith upon the Utility’s request, grant or cause to be 
granted to the Utility and duly register in the relevant Land Title Office a statutory right of 
way in the Utility’s standard form in respect of each lot comprising a part of the Lands to 
allow the Utility to perform its obligations. For greater certainty, the access granted 
pursuant to this Section 22.2 will be adequate, in the sole discretion and determination of 
the Utility, to allow the Utility to efficiently and effectively carry out its obligations 
without undue disturbance or interference from the Customer or any of its contractors, 
agents, employees or representatives.


22.3 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that each statutory right of way, lease or other 
registrable interest granted pursuant to this Section may be registered by the Utility in the 
relevant Land Title Office, together with any priority agreements as the Utility may deem 
necessary or advisable.  The Customer will at the request of the Utility ensure that each 
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statutory right of way granted pursuant to this Section will have priority over any 
Encumbrance registered against the title to the Lands, the applicable subdivided parcel 
thereof or the Customer’s leasehold interest therein, as applicable. 


22.4 To the extent there is a statutory right of way in favour of the Utility registered against the 
Lands, the Customer hereby covenants and agrees to be bound by, and to comply with, 
such registered statutory right of way.


23. Curtailment of Energy Services


23.1 If there is a breakdown or failure of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System, 
or at any time to comply with the requirements of any law, the Utility will have the right to 
require the Customer or a class or classes of customers serviced by the Neighbourhood 
Energy System, until notice of termination of the requirement is given, or between 
specified hours, to discontinue use of Thermal Energy for any purpose or purposes or to 
reduce in any specified degree or quantity the Customer’s consumption of Thermal Energy 
for any purpose or purposes.


23.2 Any such requirement as described in Section 23.1 shall be communicated by notice to the 
Customer. Any notice of the termination of any such requirement shall also be 
communicated by notice.


23.3 If in the opinion of the Utility, acting reasonably, the Customer has failed to comply with 
any requirement of the Utility communicated in accordance with this Section 23, then the 
Utility will be at liberty, after notice to the Customer is communicated in accordance with 
this Section, to discontinue Energy Service to the Customer.


23.4 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury, damage or expense occasioned to or 
suffered by any Customer for or by reason of any discontinuance of Energy Services as 
contemplated by this Section 23.


24. Disturbing Use


24.1 The Customer will take and use the Thermal Energy supplied by the Utility so as not to 
endanger or negatively impact the Neighbourhood Energy System.


24.2 The Utility may require the Customer, at the Customer’s expense, to provide equipment 
which will reasonably limit such fluctuations or disturbances and may refuse to supply 
Thermal Energy or suspend the supply thereof until such equipment is provided.


25. Taxes


25.1 The rates and charges set out in these Terms and Conditions do not include social services 
tax, goods and services tax, harmonized sales tax or any other tax that the Utility may be 
lawfully authorized or required to add to its normal rates and charges.
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26. Special Contracts and Supplements


26.1 In unusual circumstances, special contracts and supplements to these Terms and 
Conditions may be negotiated between the Utility and the Customer and submitted for 
approval by the BCUC where a minimum rate or revenue stream is required by the Utility 
to ensure that the provision of Energy Services to the Customer is economic.


27. Conflicting Terms and Conditions


27.1 Whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions is in conflict with any special terms or 
conditions provided in the Tariff, the terms or conditions provided in the Tariff will prevail 
and whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions or in the Tariff is in conflict with the 
terms of any special contract the terms of such special contract will prevail.


28. Authority of Agents of the Utility


28.1 None of the Utility’s Representatives has authority to make any promise, agreement or 
representation not incorporated in this Customer Service Agreement, and any such 
unauthorized promise, agreement or representation is not binding on the Utility.


29. Utility Contact Information


29.1 Section E attached to and forming part of these Terms and Conditions sets out the contact 
information and hours of operation for the Utility in the event of an emergency or in the 
event the Customer has any inquiries with respect to the Energy Services or the fees and 
charges payable by the Customer to the Utility hereunder or in the event of any disputes.


30. Collection and Use of Data 


30.1 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility may from time to time collect and 
provide to the City of Vancouver data regarding the performance of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System on a system-wide basis for the NES Area or on the basis of a specified area 
within the NES Area system.


31. Notices


31.1 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this Customer 
Service Agreement by the Customer to the Utility will be effective only if in writing and 
when it is actually delivered (which delivery may be by telecopy or other 
telecommunications device) to the Utility at the address set out in Section C herein or such 
other address as the Utility may designate to the Customer by notice to the Customer in 
accordance with Section 31.2.  


31.2 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this Customer 
Service Agreement by the Utility to the Customer or a class of customers may be made by 
either or both of public notices in the press and announcements over the radio, and may be 
communicated to any individual Customer by either or both of notice in writing (via 
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e-mail, regular mail or personal delivery, or left at the relevant Building) and oral 
communication (including by telephone).
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SECTION C - UTILITY CONTACT INFORMATION


In the case of an Emergency (at any time):


Telephone:  604-688-9584


For all general inquiries:


Suite 1 – 720 Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2M1


Telephone: 604-688-9584
Fax: 604-688-2213
Email: info@creativeenergycanada.com


Hours of Operation: Monday – Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (closed on statutory holidays)
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ID Task 
Mode


Task Name Duration Start Finish Predecess Mileston


1 Creative Energy Mount Pleasant LP 396.04 days Tue 3/10/20 Sat 4/10/21 No
2 MS2 ‐ CPCN Application Submittal 1 hr Tue 3/10/20 Tue 3/10/20 Yes
3 CPCN Application process 9 mons Tue 3/10/20 Sat 12/5/20 No
4 Detailed Design of Phase 1 4 mons Mon 4/27/20 Tue 8/25/20 No
5 MS3 ‐ Complete Plant Detailed Design 1 hr Thu 11/5/20 Thu 11/5/20 Yes
6 MS4 ‐ Complete DPS/ETS Detailed Design 1 hr Sun 7/5/20 Sun 7/5/20 Yes
7 MS5 ‐ CPCN Application Approval Deadline 


(Option for Owner to Terminate)
1 hr Sat 12/5/20 Sat 12/5/20 Yes


8 Service Connection to 110 E 4th 49 days Sat 12/5/20 Sat 1/23/21 No
9 Energy Transfer Station (ETS) 6 wks Sat 12/5/20 Sat 1/16/21 3,7 No
10 Distributed Piping System (DPS) 6 wks Sat 12/5/20 Sat 1/16/21 3,7 No
11 Commissioning of M2 ETS 1 wk Sat 1/16/21 Sat 1/23/21 9,10 No
12 Initial Acquisition & Operation 37 days Sat 12/5/20 Mon 1/11/21 No
13 DCS Asset Handover 1 mon Sat 12/5/20 Mon 1/4/21 3,7 No
14 MS6 ‐ Assume Operation of the DCS 1 hr Tue 1/5/21 Tue 1/5/21 Yes
15 Demolition of 150 ton chiller 7 days Mon 1/4/21 Mon 1/11/21 13 No
16 Phase 1 Construction 126 days Sat 12/5/20 Sat 4/10/21 No
17 Procure new 400‐ton chiller 12 wks Sat 12/5/20 Sat 2/27/21 3,7 No
18 Install 400‐ton chiller 6 wks Sat 2/27/21 Sat 4/10/21 15,17 No
19 5th & Main Partnership ‐ M2 (114 E 4th) 333.04 days Tue 3/10/20 Sat 2/6/21 No
20 Construction of M2 280 days Tue 3/10/20 Tue 12/15/20 No
21 MS7 ‐ M2 ETS room Available for fit out 1 hr Mon 8/31/20 Mon 8/31/20 Yes
22 Commissioning of M2 (Building side) 2 wks Sat 1/23/21 Sat 2/6/21 20FF,11 No
23 MS9 ‐ Service Commencement Date M2 1 hr Tue 12/15/20 Tue 12/15/20 20 Yes
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Project: M&5 Base Case Simplif
Date: Fri 7/10/20






Fixed Inputs

		Inputs for Main Alley Model



				Timing Assumptions

										Units				Input

				Model Start Date						date				Jan-01-20

				Acquisition Date - 111 E 5th + 2015 Main						date				Aug-31-20

				Construction Start Date - Phase I						date				Sep-01-20

				Construction End - Phase I						date				Feb-28-22

				Construction Period - Phase I						months				18 months

				Construction Period - Phase II						date				Dec-31-26

				Construction Period - Phase III						date				Dec-31-28

				Commissioning Period						months				0 months

				Commissioning Delay						months				0 months

				Operating Period						years				25 years

				Operating Period - Phase III						years				25 years

				Start of Commissioning Date						date				Mar-01-22

				End of Operation										Dec-31-53

				COD Date - 111 E 5th + 2015 Main						date				Sep-01-20

				COD Date - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						date				Feb-01-21

				COD Date - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						date				Jan-01-23

				COD Date - M3/111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						date				Jan-01-27

				COD Date - M5/Phase III						date				Jan-01-29

				Beginning of Annual Forecast						date				Jan-01-22

				Valuation Date						date				Sep-01-20

				Monthly Periods						months				24 months



				Project Cost Estimates

										Units				Input

				111 E 5th + 2015 Main						$				732,793

				M2 + M4/114 E 4th + 110 E 5th (Phase I)						$				2,619,744

				M3/111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						$				5,764,322

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						$				436,605

				Total						$				9,553,463



				Engineering Estimates

										Units				Input

				Cooler Efficiency - Existing						%				500.0%

				Cooler Efficiency - Phase I						%				550.0%

				Cooler Efficiency - Phase II+						%				600.0%

				Interconnection Losses						%				98.0%

				Pumping Electricity						%				2.0%



				Energy Demands

				111 E 5th						MWh				330

				2015 Main						MWh				220

				M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						MWh				655

				M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						MWh				790

				M3/111 E 5th (Phase II)						MWh				670

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						MWh				240



				Peak Demand

				111 E 5th						kW				470

				2015 Main						kW				320

				M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						kW				840

				M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						kW				1,155

				M3/111 E 5th (Phase II)						kW				960

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						kW				390



				Building Size

				111 E 5th						m2				7,880

				2015 Main						m2				5,400

				M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						m2				15,979

				M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						m2				19,250

				M3/111 E 5th (Phase II)						m2				16,070

				M5/Residential Tower (Phase III)						m2				11,520



				Operating Assumptions

										Units				2020

				Corporate Overhead						$				110,000

				Property Tax						$				0

				Rent						$				40,000

				Operators						$				300,000

														450,000

				Maintenance						% of NBV				1.00%

				Insurance						% of NBV+EBITDA				0.12%

				Municipal Access Fee						% of Fixed Revenue				1.25%



				General Inflation Factor (Annual)						%				2.00%

				Fixed Rate Inflation Factor (Annual)						%				0.75%

				Electricity Inflation Factor (Annual)						%				2.00%

				Depreciation Period for Plant (Revenue Requirement)						years				20 years

				Combined Corporate Tax Rate						%				27.00%

				Class 1 CCA						%				4.00%

				Class 17 CCA						%				30.00%



				Financing Assumptions

										Units				Input

				Debt/Capitalization						%				57.50%

				Equity/Capitalization						%				42.50%

				Cost of Debt						%				4.50%

				Cost of Equity						%				9.50%

				WACC						%				6.63%

				Debt Amortization Period						years				20 years



				Conversion Factors

														Input

				KWh/MWh										1,000

				MJ/KWh										3.6

				GJ/MWh										3.6

				Sq.Ft/m2										10.764



				Monthly Seasonal Demand

										Units		Heating		Cooling

				January				1		%		14.20%		2.17%

				February				2		%		12.30%		2.46%

				March				3		%		11.40%		3.42%

				April				4		%		8.60%		5.36%

				May				5		%		6.20%		8.66%

				June				6		%		4.50%		12.08%

				July				7		%		3.70%		21.61%

				August				8		%		3.50%		22.47%

				September				9		%		4.30%		13.21%

				October				10		%		7.20%		3.94%

				November				11		%		10.80%		2.48%

				December				12		%		13.30%		2.12%

































































Variable Inputs

		Variable Inputs for Main Alley Model



				Period Start						Jan-01-20		Feb-01-20		Mar-01-20		Apr-01-20		May-01-20		Jun-01-20		Jul-01-20		Aug-01-20		Sep-01-20		Oct-01-20		Nov-01-20		Dec-01-20		Jan-01-21		Feb-01-21		Mar-01-21		Apr-01-21		May-01-21		Jun-01-21		Jul-01-21		Aug-01-21		Sep-01-21		Oct-01-21		Nov-01-21		Dec-01-21		Jan-01-22		Jan-01-23		Jan-01-24		Jan-01-25		Jan-01-26		Jan-01-27		Jan-01-28		Jan-01-29		Jan-01-30		Jan-01-31		Jan-01-32		Jan-01-33		Jan-01-34		Jan-01-35		Jan-01-36		Jan-01-37		Jan-01-38		Jan-01-39		Jan-01-40		Jan-01-41		Jan-01-42		Jan-01-43		Jan-01-44		Jan-01-45		Jan-01-46		Jan-01-47		Jan-01-48		Jan-01-49		Jan-01-50		Jan-01-51		Jan-01-52		Jan-01-53		Jan-01-54		Jan-01-55		Jan-01-56		Jan-01-57		Jan-01-58		Jan-01-59		Jan-01-60		Jan-01-61		Jan-01-62		Jan-01-63		Jan-01-64		Jan-01-65		Jan-01-66		Jan-01-67		Jan-01-68		Jan-01-69		Jan-01-70		Jan-01-71

				Period End						Jan-31-20		Feb-29-20		Mar-31-20		Apr-30-20		May-31-20		Jun-30-20		Jul-31-20		Aug-31-20		Sep-30-20		Oct-31-20		Nov-30-20		Dec-31-20		Jan-31-21		Feb-28-21		Mar-31-21		Apr-30-21		May-31-21		Jun-30-21		Jul-31-21		Aug-31-21		Sep-30-21		Oct-31-21		Nov-30-21		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53		Dec-31-54		Dec-31-55		Dec-31-56		Dec-31-57		Dec-31-58		Dec-31-59		Dec-31-60		Dec-31-61		Dec-31-62		Dec-31-63		Dec-31-64		Dec-31-65		Dec-31-66		Dec-31-67		Dec-31-68		Dec-31-69		Dec-31-70		Dec-31-71

				Year						2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071

				Days in Period						30		28		30		29		30		29		30		30		29		30		29		30		30		27		30		29		30		29		30		30		29		30		29		30		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364		365		364		364		364

				Timing Flags

				Model Dates

				Monthly Periods						-24		-23		-22		-21		-20		-19		-18		-17		-16		-15		-14		-13		-12		-11		-10		-9		-8		-7		-6		-5		-4		-3		-2		-1		0		12		24		36		48		60		72		84		96		108		120		132		144		156		168		180		192		204		216		228		240		252		264		276		288		300		312		324		336		348		360		372		384		396		408		420		432		444		456		468		480		492		504		516		528		540		552		564		576		588

				Months in Period						1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12		12

				Years in Operation - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

				Years in Operation - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51		52

				Years in Operation - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51

				Years in Operation - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45		46		47		48		49		50		51

				Years in Operation - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43		44		45

				Years in Operation - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		13		14		15		16		17		18		19		20		21		22		23		24		25		26		27		28		29		30		31		32		33		34		35		36		37		38		39		40		41		42		43

				Construction Period - Phase I						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Construction Period - Phase II						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Construction Period - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Commissioning Period						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Total Project						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase I - Cost of Service						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase II - Cost of Service						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Operating Period - Phase III - Cost of Service						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Accrual Period

				Debt Repayment Period - Phase 1

				Debt Repayment Period - Phase 2						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Debt Repayment Period - Phase 3						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Debt Repayment Period - Rate Design

				Energy Usage Forecast

				Month						1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		1		2		3		4		5		6		7		8		9		10		11		12		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Energy Demand

				Cooling Demand - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		330		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cooling Demand - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Cooling Demand						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		550		550		550		550		550		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

						Month		Load %

				January		1		2.17%		2.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				February		2		2.46%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				March		3		3.42%		0.0%		0.0%		3.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				April		4		5.36%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		5.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		5.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				May		5		8.66%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		8.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		8.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				June		6		12.08%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		12.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		12.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				July		7		21.61%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		21.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		21.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				August		8		22.47%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		22.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		22.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				September		9		13.21%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		13.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		13.2%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				October		10		3.94%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.9%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		3.9%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				November		11		2.48%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				December		12		2.12%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		2.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Periodic Load Percentage						2.2%		2.5%		3.4%		5.4%		8.7%		12.1%		21.6%		22.5%		13.2%		3.9%		2.5%		2.1%		2.2%		2.5%		3.4%		5.4%		8.7%		12.1%		21.6%		22.5%		13.2%		3.9%		2.5%		2.1%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				COP Efficiency						500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		550.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		600.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%		500.0%

				Periodic Cooling Demand (MWh)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		73		22		14		12		12		30		41		65		104		146		260		271		159		48		30		26		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Annual Electricity Demand (MWh)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15		4		3		2		2		6		8		13		21		29		52		54		32		10		6		5		241		363		363		363		363		425		425		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Subscribed Capacity

				Capacity - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		470		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Subscribed Capacity						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		790		790		790		790		790		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Peak - Subscribed Capacity						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		66		66		66		66		66		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Subscribed Capacity - Rate Design

				Capacity - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Capacity - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Subscribed Capacity - Rate Design						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Peak - Subscribed Capacity						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		273		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		3,275		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		4,235		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



						Month		Load %

				January		1		17.99%		18.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		18.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				February		2		20.39%		0.0%		20.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				March		3		28.33%		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		28.3%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				April		4		44.37%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		44.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		44.4%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				May		5		71.67%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		71.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		71.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				June		6		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				July		7		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				August		8		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				September		9		100.00%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		100.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				October		10		32.63%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		32.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		32.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				November		11		20.49%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		20.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				December		12		17.56%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		17.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		17.6%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%

				Periodic Peak Demand						18.0%		20.4%		28.3%		44.4%		71.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		32.6%		20.5%		17.6%		18.0%		20.4%		28.3%		44.4%		71.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		32.6%		20.5%		17.6%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%



				Peak Demand						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		158		52		32		28		28		66		92		145		234		326		326		326		326		106		67		57		326		506		506		506		506		595		595		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		611		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Peak						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		258		152		132		128		128		166		192		245		334		426		426		426		426		206		167		157		278		376		376		376		376		424		424		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		433		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Connected Area

				Area - 111 E 5th						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		657		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - 2015 Main						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		450		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - M2/114 E 4th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		1,332		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - M4/110 E 5th (Phase I)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - 111 E 5th Redev. (Phase II)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Area - Phase III						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Connected Area (m2)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Connected Area (sq.ft)						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		314,944		522,151		522,151		522,151		522,151		610,308		610,308		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Inflation Factors

										2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079

				General Inflation Factor						1.000		1.020		1.040		1.061		1.082		1.104		1.126		1.149		1.172		1.195		1.219		1.243		1.268		1.294		1.319		1.346		1.373		1.400		1.428		1.457		1.486		1.516		1.546		1.577		1.608		1.641		1.673		1.707		1.741		1.776		1.811		1.848		1.885		1.922		1.961		2.000		2.040		2.081		2.122		2.165		2.208		2.252		2.297		2.343		2.390		2.438		2.487		2.536		2.587		2.639		2.692		2.745		2.800		2.856		2.913		2.972		3.031		3.092		3.154		3.217		3.281

				Fixed Rate Inflation Factor						1.000		1.008		1.015		1.023		1.030		1.038		1.046		1.054		1.062		1.070		1.078		1.086		1.094		1.102		1.110		1.119		1.127		1.135		1.144		1.153		1.161		1.170		1.179		1.188		1.196		1.205		1.214		1.224		1.233		1.242		1.251		1.261		1.270		1.280		1.289		1.299		1.309		1.318		1.328		1.338		1.348		1.358		1.369		1.379		1.389		1.400		1.410		1.421		1.431		1.442		1.453		1.464		1.475		1.486		1.497		1.508		1.520		1.531		1.542		1.554		1.566

				Electricity Inflation Factor						1.000		1.020		1.040		1.061		1.082		1.104		1.126		1.149		1.172		1.195		1.219		1.243		1.268		1.294		1.319		1.346		1.373		1.400		1.428		1.457		1.486		1.516		1.546		1.577		1.608		1.641		1.673		1.707		1.741		1.776		1.811		1.848		1.885		1.922		1.961		2.000		2.040		2.081		2.122		2.165		2.208		2.252		2.297		2.343		2.390		2.438		2.487		2.536		2.587		2.639		2.692		2.745		2.800		2.856		2.913		2.972		3.031		3.092		3.154		3.217		3.281

				Electricity Inflation Factor (+5/+2)						1.000		1.050		1.103		1.158		1.216		1.276		1.340		1.407		1.477		1.551		1.629		1.661		1.695		1.729		1.763		1.798		1.834		1.871		1.909		1.947		1.986		2.025		2.066		2.107		2.149		2.192		2.236		2.281		2.326		2.373		2.420		2.469		2.518		2.569		2.620		2.672		2.726		2.780		2.836		2.893		2.951		3.010		3.070		3.131		3.194		3.258		3.323		3.389		3.457		3.526		3.597		3.669		3.742		3.817		3.893		3.971		4.050		4.131		4.214		4.298		4.384

				O&M Cost Forecast

										2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079

				Maintenance

				Insurance						0		1,786		4,499		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,904		14,245		14,692		15,776		16,243		16,521		16,805		17,093		17,387		17,687		17,992		18,303		18,620		18,943		19,271		19,606		19,948		20,296		20,650		21,011		21,379		21,754		22,136		22,525		22,922		23,326		23,738		24,159		23,685		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Corporate Overhead						110,000		112,200		114,444		116,733		119,068		121,449		123,878		126,355		128,883		131,460		134,089		136,771		139,507		142,297		145,143		148,046		151,006		154,027		157,107		160,249		163,454		166,723		170,058		173,459		176,928		180,467		184,076		187,758		191,513		195,343		199,250		203,235		207,299		211,445		215,674		219,988		224,388		228,875		233,453		238,122		242,884		247,742		252,697		257,751		262,906		268,164		273,527		278,998		284,578		290,269		296,075		301,996		308,036		314,197		320,481		326,890		333,428		340,097		346,899		353,837		360,913

				Property Tax						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Rent						40,000		40,800		41,616		42,448		43,297		44,163		45,046		45,947		46,866		47,804		48,760		49,735		50,730		51,744		52,779		53,835		54,911		56,010		57,130		58,272		59,438		60,627		61,839		63,076		64,337		65,624		66,937		68,275		69,641		71,034		72,454		73,904		75,382		76,889		78,427		79,996		81,595		83,227		84,892		86,590		88,322		90,088		91,890		93,728		95,602		97,514		99,464		101,454		103,483		105,552		107,664		109,817		112,013		114,253		116,538		118,869		121,247		123,672		126,145		128,668		131,241

				Operators						300,000		306,000		312,120		318,362		324,730		331,224		337,849		344,606		351,498		358,528		365,698		373,012		380,473		388,082		395,844		403,761		411,836		420,072		428,474		437,043		445,784		454,700		463,794		473,070		482,531		492,182		502,025		512,066		522,307		532,753		543,408		554,277		565,362		576,669		588,203		599,967		611,966		624,206		636,690		649,423		662,412		675,660		689,173		702,957		717,016		731,356		745,983		760,903		776,121		791,644		807,476		823,626		840,098		856,900		874,038		891,519		909,350		927,537		946,087		965,009		984,309

				Insurance Cost Forecast

										2019		2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071		2072		2073		2074		2075		2076		2077		2078		2079

				EBITDA						0		-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Business Interruption Insurance (2 Years of EBITDA0				0.12%		0		87		313		882		1,434		1,429		1,373		1,519		1,712		1,896		2,085		2,080		2,075		2,069		2,062		2,055		2,048		2,040		2,032		2,023		2,013		2,003		1,992		1,981		1,969		1,956		1,943		1,929		1,915		1,900		1,884		1,867		1,850		1,833		912		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Accumulated Cost of Plant						0		1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Replacement Insurance				0.12%		0		1,665		4,023		4,023		4,023		4,023		4,023		11,078		11,078		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		11,614		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Replacement Insurance (Inflated)						0		1,699		4,186		4,269		4,355		4,442		4,531		12,726		12,980		13,880		14,158		14,441		14,730		15,024		15,325		15,631		15,944		16,263		16,588		16,920		17,258		17,604		17,956		18,315		18,681		19,055		19,436		19,824		20,221		20,625		21,038		21,459		21,888		22,326		22,772		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Forecasted Cost of Insurance						0		1,786		4,499		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,904		14,245		14,692		15,776		16,243		16,521		16,805		17,093		17,387		17,687		17,992		18,303		18,620		18,943		19,271		19,606		19,948		20,296		20,650		21,011		21,379		21,754		22,136		22,525		22,922		23,326		23,738		24,159		23,685		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Electricity Forecast

										2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058		2059		2060		2061		2062		2063		2064		2065		2066		2067		2068		2069		2070		2071

				BC Hydro Large General Service Rate (Effective April 1, 2019)

Brittni Scott: https://www.bchydro.com/content/dam/BCHydro/customer-portal/documents/corporate/tariff-filings/electric-tariff/bchydro-electric-tariff.pdf						Jan-31-20		Feb-29-20		Mar-31-20		Apr-30-20		May-31-20		Jun-30-20		Jul-31-20		Aug-31-20		Sep-30-20		Oct-31-20		Nov-30-20		Dec-31-20		Jan-31-21		Feb-28-21		Mar-31-21		Apr-30-21		May-31-21		Jun-30-21		Jul-31-21		Aug-31-21		Sep-30-21		Oct-31-21		Nov-30-21		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53		Dec-31-54		Dec-31-55		Dec-31-56		Dec-31-57		Dec-31-58		Dec-31-59		Dec-31-60		Dec-31-61		Dec-31-62		Dec-31-63		Dec-31-64		Dec-31-65		Dec-31-66		Dec-31-67		Dec-31-68		Dec-31-69		Dec-31-70		Dec-31-71

				Electricity inflation factor (2%)		1-Jan-2019		2.00%		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0612		1.0824		1.1041		1.1262		1.1487		1.1717		1.1951		1.2190		1.2434		1.2682		1.2936		1.3195		1.3459		1.3728		1.4002		1.4282		1.4568		1.4859		1.5157		1.5460		1.5769		1.6084		1.6406		1.6734		1.7069		1.7410		1.7758		1.8114		1.8476		1.8845		1.9222		1.9607		1.9999		2.0399		2.0807		2.1223		2.1647		2.2080		2.2522		2.2972		2.3432		2.3901		2.4379		2.4866		2.5363		2.5871		2.6388		2.6916		2.7454		2.8003

				Electricity inflation factor (5%/2%)		No				1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.0500		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1025		1.1576		1.2155		1.2763		1.3401		1.4071		1.4775		1.5513		1.6289		1.6615		1.6947		1.7286		1.7632		1.7984		1.8344		1.8711		1.9085		1.9467		1.9856		2.0253		2.0658		2.1071		2.1493		2.1923		2.2361		2.2808		2.3265		2.3730		2.4205		2.4689		2.5182		2.5686		2.6200		2.6724		2.7258		2.7803		2.8359		2.8927		2.9505		3.0095		3.0697		3.1311		3.1937		3.2576		3.3228		3.3892		3.4570		3.5261		3.5967		3.6686		3.7420

				Electricity inflation factor						1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0200		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0404		1.0612		1.0824		1.1041		1.1262		1.1487		1.1717		1.1951		1.2190		1.2434		1.2682		1.2936		1.3195		1.3459		1.3728		1.4002		1.4282		1.4568		1.4859		1.5157		1.5460		1.5769		1.6084		1.6406		1.6734		1.7069		1.7410		1.7758		1.8114		1.8476		1.8845		1.9222		1.9607		1.9999		2.0399		2.0807		2.1223		2.1647		2.2080		2.2522		2.2972		2.3432		2.3901		2.4379		2.4866		2.5363		2.5871		2.6388		2.6916		2.7454		2.8003





				Electricity usage charge		$/kWh		0.0606		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		61.81		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		63.05		64.31		65.60		66.91		68.25		69.61		71.00		72.42		73.87		75.35		76.86		78.39		79.96		81.56		83.19		84.85		86.55		88.28		90.05		91.85		93.69		95.56		97.47		99.42		101.41		103.44		105.51		107.62		109.77		111.96		114.20		116.49		118.82		121.19		123.62		126.09		128.61		131.18		133.81		136.48		139.21		142.00		144.84		147.73		150.69		153.70		156.78		159.91		163.11		166.37		169.70

				Demand charge		$/Peak KW /Month		12.3400		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		3,247		1,908		1,666		1,608		1,649		2,137		2,469		3,141		4,283		5,469		5,469		5,469		5,469		2,650		2,142		2,019		43,610		60,225		61,430		62,658		63,911		73,607		75,079		78,092		79,654		81,247		82,872		84,529		86,220		87,944		89,703		91,497		93,327		95,194		97,098		99,039		101,020		103,041		105,101		107,204		109,348		111,535		113,765		116,041		118,361		120,729		123,143		125,606		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-

				Basic charge		$/day		0.2673		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		8.18		8.45		8.18		8.45		8.62		7.79		8.62		8.34		8.62		8.34		8.62		8.62		8.34		8.62		8.34		8.62		103.54		105.61		108.01		109.87		112.07		114.31		116.92		118.93		121.31		123.74		126.56		128.73		131.31		133.94		136.99		139.35		142.13		144.98		148.28		150.83		153.85		156.93		160.50		163.27		166.53		169.86		173.73		176.72		180.26		183.86		188.06		191.29		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-		-





Monthly

		Monthly Model for Main Alley



				Circuit Breaker (On=1)		0









				Period Start						Jan-01-20		Feb-01-20		Mar-01-20		Apr-01-20		May-01-20		Jun-01-20		Jul-01-20		Aug-01-20		Sep-01-20		Oct-01-20		Nov-01-20		Dec-01-20		Jan-01-21		Feb-01-21		Mar-01-21		Apr-01-21		May-01-21		Jun-01-21		Jul-01-21		Aug-01-21		Sep-01-21		Oct-01-21		Nov-01-21		Dec-01-21		Jan-01-22		Jan-01-23		Jan-01-24		Jan-01-25		Jan-01-26		Jan-01-27		Jan-01-28		Jan-01-29		Jan-01-30		Jan-01-31		Jan-01-32		Jan-01-33		Jan-01-34		Jan-01-35		Jan-01-36		Jan-01-37		Jan-01-38		Jan-01-39		Jan-01-40		Jan-01-41		Jan-01-42		Jan-01-43		Jan-01-44		Jan-01-45		Jan-01-46		Jan-01-47		Jan-01-48		Jan-01-49		Jan-01-50		Jan-01-51		Jan-01-52		Jan-01-53		Jan-01-54		Jan-01-55		Jan-01-56		Jan-01-57		Jan-01-58

				Period End						Jan-31-20		Feb-29-20		Mar-31-20		Apr-30-20		May-31-20		Jun-30-20		Jul-31-20		Aug-31-20		Sep-30-20		Oct-31-20		Nov-30-20		Dec-31-20		Jan-31-21		Feb-28-21		Mar-31-21		Apr-30-21		May-31-21		Jun-30-21		Jul-31-21		Aug-31-21		Sep-30-21		Oct-31-21		Nov-30-21		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53		Dec-31-54		Dec-31-55		Dec-31-56		Dec-31-57		Dec-31-58

				Year						2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2020		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053		2054		2055		2056		2057		2058

				Timing Flags



				Valuation Flag						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Sensitivity Toggles

				Circuit Breaker				0

				Income Statement



				Fixed Charge Revenue				51,971,851		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,663		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292		0		0		0		0		0

				Variable Revenue				4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Revenue				56,199,728		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,636		28,654		28,311		28,228		28,474		57,541		58,022		58,994		60,648		62,364		63,840		63,974		62,539		58,283		57,547		57,370		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Electricity Costs				4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0

				O&M Cost				27,347,283		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,425		39,570		39,716		39,863		41,031		41,537		41,690		41,844		42,000		42,157		42,314		42,473		42,633		42,794		42,956		43,120		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783		621,156		670,809		687,467		705,968		719,794		733,895		748,276		762,941		777,898		793,152		808,709		824,574		840,755		857,257		874,086		891,250		908,754		926,607		944,813		963,382		982,320		1,001,633		1,021,331		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Operating Costs				31,575,160		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		43,597		41,759		41,562		41,627		42,842		44,064		44,698		45,825		47,634		49,507		51,141		51,434		50,159		46,064		45,490		45,476		588,769		630,798		643,202		655,800		710,934		775,276		794,025		816,516		832,553		848,909		865,590		882,602		899,952		917,647		935,694		954,099		972,870		992,014		1,011,539		1,031,451		1,051,760		1,072,472		1,093,597		1,115,141		1,137,113		1,159,523		1,182,379		1,205,688		1,229,462		1,253,708		1,278,439		1,302,757		0		0		0		0		0



				EBITDA				24,624,568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345		0		0		0		0		0



				Interest				2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Depreciation				9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		21,955		25,500		28,956		32,325		35,610		38,813		41,936		44,981		47,950		50,845		53,667		56,419		59,101		61,717		64,268		801,052		560,737		392,516		274,761		192,333		1,898,480		1,328,936		1,064,252		744,976		521,483		365,038		255,527		178,869		125,208		87,646		61,352		42,946		30,062		21,044		14,731		10,311		7,218		5,053		3,537		2,476		1,733		1,213		849		594		416		291		204		0		0		0		0		0

				Earnings Before Taxes				12,442,004		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-31,280		-35,060		-38,751		-42,354		-46,693		-22,134		-25,490		-28,767		-31,968		-35,093		-38,145		-41,127		-44,038		-46,882		-49,660		-52,374		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,623		357,394		-1,406,649		-831,843		-415,574		-85,785		148,036		314,619		434,072		520,472		583,669		630,557		665,960		693,253		714,798		732,244		746,746		759,110		769,897		779,499		788,188		796,152		797,764		793,111		787,510		780,999		774,109		766,852		760,141		0		0		0		0		0

				Income Taxes				3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		54,441		187,178		192,995		197,706		201,621		204,960		207,872		210,465		212,811		214,961		215,396		214,140		212,628		210,870		209,009		207,050		205,238		0		0		0		0		0

				Net Income				9,082,663		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-31,280		-35,060		-38,751		-42,354		-46,693		-22,134		-25,490		-28,767		-31,968		-35,093		-38,145		-41,127		-44,038		-46,882		-49,660		-52,374		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,623		357,394		-1,406,649		-831,843		-415,574		-85,785		148,036		314,619		434,072		520,472		583,669		630,557		611,519		506,075		521,802		534,538		545,125		554,150		562,024		569,034		575,377		581,191		582,368		578,971		574,882		570,130		565,099		559,802		554,903		0		0		0		0		0



				Fixed Charge Revenue Build Up



				Revenue Requirement - Actual

				Depreciation		$		9,965,595		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		15,014		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		475,947		475,947		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		486,067		330,075		318,114		318,114		318,114		318,114		318,114		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity		$		4,110,279		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,618		3,265		3,697		4,389		4,958		4,959		6,046		6,368		7,133		7,426		8,236		8,796		9,046		9,924		10,145		11,070		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		224,271		330,157		320,864		309,364		289,301		269,238		249,860		229,112		209,049		188,986		169,388		148,861		128,798		108,735		89,162		72,487		59,437		46,629		33,913		21,011		8,203		1,349		451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt		$		2,634,142		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,678		2,092		2,370		2,813		3,178		3,178		3,875		4,081		4,571		4,759		5,278		5,637		5,797		6,360		6,502		7,094		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		143,728		211,587		205,631		198,261		185,403		172,546		160,127		146,830		133,973		121,115		108,555		95,400		82,542		69,684		57,141		46,454		38,092		29,883		21,734		13,466		5,257		864		289		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				O&M		$		27,347,283		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,425		39,570		39,716		39,863		41,031		41,537		41,690		41,844		42,000		42,157		42,314		42,473		42,633		42,794		42,956		43,120		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783		621,156		670,809		687,467		705,968		719,794		733,895		748,276		762,941		777,898		793,152		808,709		824,574		840,755		857,257		874,086		891,250		908,754		926,607		944,813		963,382		982,320		1,001,633		1,021,331		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948		0		0		0		0		0

				Income Taxes		$		1,675,408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		93,806		207,205		206,468		203,688		195,260		134,410		128,333		126,335		124,050		121,412		118,662		7,880		7,899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Revenue Requirement		$		45,732,707		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		46,774		47,980		48,836		50,119		52,220		64,688		66,624		67,306		68,718		69,356		70,843		71,920		72,490		74,093		74,617		76,297		929,606		934,654		934,002		932,432		1,169,321		1,688,499		1,689,910		1,711,873		1,692,779		1,673,959		1,656,542		1,637,164		1,619,200		1,601,534		1,678,737		1,774,320		1,756,842		1,737,644		1,701,715		1,474,676		1,452,731		1,447,567		1,442,625		1,437,385		1,432,556		1,034,059		1,052,302		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948		0		0		0		0		0



				Rate Design				Yes

				$/kW				$399.00		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$401.99		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$405.01		$408.04		$411.11		$414.19		$417.30		$420.42		$423.58		$426.75		$429.96		$433.18		$436.43		$439.70		$443.00		$446.32		$449.67		$453.04		$456.44		$459.86		$463.31		$466.79		$470.29		$473.82		$477.37		$480.95		$484.56		$488.19		$491.85		$495.54		$499.26		$503.00		$506.77		$510.58		$514.40		$518.26		$522.15		$526.07		$530.01		$533.99

				Subscribed Capacity		kW				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		66		66		66		66		66		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		136		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		0		0		0		0		0

				Fixed Revenue		$		51,971,851		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,663		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292		0		0		0		0		0



				Revenue Deferral Account

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,363		42,048		64,699		88,769		114,878		125,138		137,460		150,507		165,065		180,312		197,164		215,187		233,840		254,241		275,231		298,067		590,938		411,823		211,289		-12,703		-15,345		294,910		616,120		796,453		956,259		1,094,539		1,211,463		1,303,145		1,369,543		1,409,243		1,518,694		1,720,840		1,905,010		2,068,059		2,191,619		2,074,881		1,914,421		1,724,863		1,504,755		1,251,174		962,586		229,967		-545,147		-1,395,194		-2,292,747		-3,240,506		-4,242,005		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988

				Under/(Over) Recovery				-6,239,145		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,310		21,515		22,372		23,654		25,557		9,674		11,611		12,293		13,704		14,343		15,829		16,906		17,477		19,079		19,603		21,284		264,492		-210,274		-219,514		-229,735		-1,562		301,281		292,288		136,086		105,174		74,447		45,033		13,569		-16,571		-46,506		18,337		101,466		71,443		39,604		-9,060		-248,930		-283,803		-301,990		-320,055		-338,514		-356,663		-768,578		-763,855		-788,359		-781,594		-774,525		-767,143		-760,345		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,310		41,879		64,419		88,353		114,326		124,552		136,748		149,752		164,211		179,408		196,142		214,070		232,664		252,919		273,844		296,514		562,560		380,664		192,309		-18,446		-14,265		285,936		587,198		752,207		901,626		1,030,706		1,139,573		1,225,032		1,286,574		1,323,036		1,427,580		1,620,160		1,792,282		1,944,614		2,058,999		1,942,689		1,791,079		1,612,431		1,404,809		1,166,241		894,511		194,008		-533,888		-1,333,506		-2,176,787		-3,067,272		-4,007,648		-5,002,350		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988

				AFUDC on Deferral				939,156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		53		169		280		416		552		585		711		754		855		904		1,022		1,117		1,176		1,322		1,386		1,553		28,379		31,159		18,980		5,743		-1,081		8,974		28,923		44,246		54,633		63,833		71,890		78,113		82,969		86,207		91,114		100,680		112,727		123,446		132,620		132,193		123,342		112,432		99,946		84,933		68,075		35,958		-11,259		-61,688		-115,960		-173,234		-234,357		-297,638		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing RDDA w/ AFUDC				-5,299,988		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		20,363		42,048		64,699		88,769		114,878		125,138		137,460		150,507		165,065		180,312		197,164		215,187		233,840		254,241		275,231		298,067		590,938		411,823		211,289		-12,703		-15,345		294,910		616,120		796,453		956,259		1,094,539		1,211,463		1,303,145		1,369,543		1,409,243		1,518,694		1,720,840		1,905,010		2,068,059		2,191,619		2,074,881		1,914,421		1,724,863		1,504,755		1,251,174		962,586		229,967		-545,147		-1,395,194		-2,292,747		-3,240,506		-4,242,005		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988		-5,299,988



				Variable Charge Revenue Build Up



				Electricity Costs

				Electricity Basic Charge		$		4,717		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		8		8		8		8		9		8		9		8		9		8		9		9		8		9		8		9		104		106		108		110		112		114		117		119		121		124		127		129		131		134		137		139		142		145		148		151		154		157		161		163		167		170		174		177		180		184		188		191		0		0		0		0		0

				Electricity Demand Charge		$		2,992,625		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,247		1,908		1,666		1,608		1,649		2,137		2,469		3,141		4,283		5,469		5,469		5,469		5,469		2,650		2,142		2,019		43,610		60,225		61,430		62,658		63,911		73,607		75,079		78,092		79,654		81,247		82,872		84,529		86,220		87,944		89,703		91,497		93,327		95,194		97,098		99,039		101,020		103,041		105,101		107,204		109,348		111,535		113,765		116,041		118,361		120,729		123,143		125,606		0		0		0		0		0

				Electricity Usage Charge (LGS)		$/MWh				$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$61.81		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$63.05		$64.31		$65.60		$66.91		$68.25		$69.61		$71.00		$72.42		$73.87		$75.35		$76.86		$78.39		$79.96		$81.56		$83.19		$84.85		$86.55		$88.28		$90.05		$91.85		$93.69		$95.56		$97.47		$99.42		$101.41		$103.44		$105.51		$107.62		$109.77		$111.96		$114.20		$116.49		$118.82		$121.19		$123.62		$126.09		$128.61		$131.18

				Electricity Demand		MWh		13,532		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		15		4		3		2		2		6		8		13		21		29		52		54		32		10		6		5		241		363		363		363		363		425		425		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		429		0		0		0		0		0

				Periodic Pumping Electricity Demand		MWh		271		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1		1		1		1		0		0		0		5		7		7		7		7		8		8		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		9		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Usage Charge				1,230,534		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		916		273		172		147		154		382		530		831		1,342		1,873		3,349		3,483		2,048		611		384		329		15,808		24,269		24,754		25,250		25,755		30,747		31,362		32,337		32,984		33,643		34,316		35,003		35,703		36,417		37,145		37,888		38,646		39,419		40,207		41,011		41,831		42,668		43,521		44,392		45,280		46,185		47,109		48,051		49,012		49,992		50,992		52,012		0		0		0		0		0

				Total Electricity Costs		$		4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0



				O&M Build Up



				Maintenance		$		4,381,600		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		695		840		986		1,133		1,307		1,459		1,612		1,767		1,922		2,079		2,237		2,396		2,556		2,717		2,879		3,042		38,239		39,003		39,783		40,579		75,367		111,530		116,429		121,480		123,910		126,388		128,916		131,494		134,124		136,806		139,542		142,333		145,180		148,083		151,045		154,066		157,147		160,290		163,496		166,766		170,101		173,503		176,973		180,513		184,123		187,806		191,562		195,393		0		0		0		0		0

				Insurance		$		574,520		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		149		149		149		149		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		375		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,904		14,245		14,692		15,776		16,243		16,521		16,805		17,093		17,387		17,687		17,992		18,303		18,620		18,943		19,271		19,606		19,948		20,296		20,650		21,011		21,379		21,754		22,136		22,525		22,922		23,326		23,738		24,159		23,685		0		0		0		0		0

				Corporate Overhead		$		5,314,593		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		9,350		9,350		9,350		9,350		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		9,537		116,733		119,068		121,449		123,878		126,355		128,883		131,460		134,089		136,771		139,507		142,297		145,143		148,046		151,006		154,027		157,107		160,249		163,454		166,723		170,058		173,459		176,928		180,467		184,076		187,758		191,513		195,343		199,250		203,235		207,299		211,445		215,674		0		0		0		0		0

				Municipal Access Fee		$		649,648		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		331		331		331		331		333		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		688		8,314		14,312		14,419		14,527		14,636		17,340		17,470		19,697		19,845		19,994		20,144		20,295		20,447		20,601		20,755		20,911		21,067		21,226		21,385		21,545		21,707		21,869		22,033		22,199		22,365		22,533		22,702		22,872		23,044		23,217		23,391		23,566		0		0		0		0		0

				Property Tax		$		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Rent		$		1,932,579		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,400		3,400		3,400		3,400		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		3,468		42,448		43,297		44,163		45,046		45,947		46,866		47,804		48,760		49,735		50,730		51,744		52,779		53,835		54,911		56,010		57,130		58,272		59,438		60,627		61,839		63,076		64,337		65,624		66,937		68,275		69,641		71,034		72,454		73,904		75,382		76,889		78,427		0		0		0		0		0

				Operators		$		14,494,343		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		25,500		25,500		25,500		25,500		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		26,010		318,362		324,730		331,224		337,849		344,606		351,498		358,528		365,698		373,012		380,473		388,082		395,844		403,761		411,836		420,072		428,474		437,043		445,784		454,700		463,794		473,070		482,531		492,182		502,025		512,066		522,307		532,753		543,408		554,277		565,362		576,669		588,203		0		0		0		0		0

				Total O&M Costs		$		27,347,283		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		39,425		39,570		39,716		39,863		41,031		41,537		41,690		41,844		42,000		42,157		42,314		42,473		42,633		42,794		42,956		43,120		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783		621,156		670,809		687,467		705,968		719,794		733,895		748,276		762,941		777,898		793,152		808,709		824,574		840,755		857,257		874,086		891,250		908,754		926,607		944,813		963,382		982,320		1,001,633		1,021,331		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948		0		0		0		0		0



				Construction Schedule



				Construction Draws

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463

				Draws - Acquisition				732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Draws - Phase 1				2,619,744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Draws - Phase 2				5,764,322		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,764,322		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Draws - Phase 3				436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Construction Costs				9,553,463		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463



				Interest During Construction

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218

				Interest During Construction - Phase 1				0

				Interest During Construction - Phase 2				115,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest During Construction - Phase 3				10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Interest				125,218		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (IO)				9,678,681		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681



				AFUDC/RoE During Construction

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,149		13,789		22,409		32,606		44,081		55,559		69,591		84,391		100,979		118,251		137,397		157,821		178,800		201,781		225,232		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913

				ROE During Construction - Phase 1				250,771		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,149		7,640		8,621		10,196		11,475		11,478		14,032		14,800		16,589		17,272		19,146		20,424		20,979		22,981		23,451		25,538		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				ROE During Construction - Phase 2				36,143		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		36,143		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				ROE During Construction - Phase 3				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. ROE				286,913		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		6,149		13,789		22,409		32,606		44,081		55,559		69,591		84,391		100,979		118,251		137,397		157,821		178,800		201,781		225,232		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (w/ AFUDC)				9,965,595		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		902,676		1,074,049		1,246,404		1,420,335		1,595,544		1,770,756		1,948,521		2,127,055		2,307,378		2,488,384		2,671,264		2,855,422		3,040,135		3,226,850		3,414,035		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,518,940		9,518,940		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595



				Financing Schedule



				Debt Schedule

				Total Debt Funding		57.50%		5,565,242



				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Draws				5,565,242		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

		1`		Repayments - Phase 1				-5,118,587		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		-255,929		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments - Phase 2				-446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Interest Rate				4.50%

				Interest Expense - Construction				125,218		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense - Operating				2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				EBITDA				24,624,568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345		0		0		0		0		0

				less: Cash Taxes				-3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-54,441		-187,178		-192,995		-197,706		-201,621		-204,960		-207,872		-210,465		-212,811		-214,961		-215,396		-214,140		-212,628		-210,870		-209,009		-207,050		-205,238		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Cash Flow Available for Debt Service				21,265,227		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		793,838		657,466		647,788		638,983		630,735		622,819		615,079		607,401		599,706		591,938		585,608		580,687		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Principal Payments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		255,929		255,929		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Debt Service Requirement						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		480,507		468,991		499,403		486,882		474,360		461,838		449,316		436,794		424,273		411,751		399,229		386,707		374,185		361,664		349,142		336,620		324,098		311,577		299,055		286,533		23,840		22,835		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio						0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		1.49x		1.51x		1.74x		1.78x		1.82x		1.87x		1.92x		1.96x		2.01x		2.07x		1.99x		1.70x		1.73x		1.77x		1.81x		1.85x		1.90x		1.95x		2.01x		2.07x		0.00x		0.00x		-25858787147959600.00x		-25633892903079600.00x		-25399948624295600.00x		-25156399648555600.00x		-24932440695169100.00x		0.27x		0.27x		0.27x		0.27x		0.27x

				Max DSCR				2.07x

				Min DSCR				1.49x



				Equity Schedule

				Total Equity Funding		42.50%		4,113,440



				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440

				Draws				4,113,440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		0		0		0		0		760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440



				Fixed Charge Build-Up Schedule



				Capital Expenditures

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		902,676		1,074,049		1,246,404		1,420,335		1,595,544		1,770,756		1,948,521		2,127,055		2,307,378		2,488,384		2,671,264		2,855,422		3,040,135		3,226,850		3,414,035		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,518,940		9,518,940		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595

				Additions - Acquisition				732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Phase 1				2,870,514		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		169,883		171,373		172,355		173,930		175,209		175,212		177,766		178,534		180,323		181,006		182,880		184,158		184,713		186,715		187,185		189,272		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Phase 2				5,915,633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,915,633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Phase 3				446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing				9,965,595		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		902,676		1,074,049		1,246,404		1,420,335		1,595,544		1,770,756		1,948,521		2,127,055		2,307,378		2,488,384		2,671,264		2,855,422		3,040,135		3,226,850		3,414,035		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,518,940		9,518,940		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595



				Accumulated Depreciation

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		6,107		9,160		12,213		15,267		30,280		45,294		60,308		75,322		90,335		105,349		120,363		135,377		150,391		165,404		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,557,192		2,033,139		2,531,419		3,029,698		3,527,978		4,026,258		4,524,538		5,022,817		5,521,097		6,019,377		6,517,657		7,015,936		7,514,216		8,000,283		8,330,357		8,648,472		8,966,586		9,284,701		9,602,815		9,920,929		9,943,262		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595

				Depreciation Expense - Acquisition				732,793				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		3,053		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		36,640		24,426		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Depreciation Expense - Phase 1				2,870,514				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		11,960		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		143,526		11,960		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Depreciation Expense - Phase 2				5,915,633		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		295,782		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Depreciation Expense - Phase 3				446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing				9,965,595		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		3,053		6,107		9,160		12,213		15,267		30,280		45,294		60,308		75,322		90,335		105,349		120,363		135,377		150,391		165,404		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,557,192		2,033,139		2,531,419		3,029,698		3,527,978		4,026,258		4,524,538		5,022,817		5,521,097		6,019,377		6,517,657		7,015,936		7,514,216		8,000,283		8,330,357		8,648,472		8,966,586		9,284,701		9,602,815		9,920,929		9,943,262		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595



				Net Book Value of Plant						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		899,623		1,067,943		1,237,244		1,408,121		1,580,277		1,740,475		1,903,227		2,066,748		2,232,057		2,398,048		2,565,914		2,735,059		2,904,758		3,076,460		3,248,631		3,422,889		3,242,724		3,062,558		2,882,393		2,702,228		8,437,695		7,961,748		7,932,456		7,434,176		6,935,896		6,437,617		5,939,337		5,441,057		4,942,777		4,444,498		3,946,218		3,447,938		2,949,658		2,451,379		1,965,312		1,635,237		1,317,123		999,009		680,894		362,780		44,665		22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Equity

				Deemed Equity Capital				42.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		311,437		382,340		453,876		525,829		598,452		671,618		739,702		808,872		878,368		948,624		1,019,171		1,090,514		1,162,400		1,234,522		1,307,495		1,380,668		1,454,728		1,378,158		1,301,587		1,225,017		1,148,447		3,586,020		3,383,743		3,371,294		3,159,525		2,947,756		2,735,987		2,524,218		2,312,449		2,100,680		1,888,912		1,677,143		1,465,374		1,253,605		1,041,836		835,258		694,976		559,777		424,579		289,380		154,181		18,983		9,491		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Period Ratebase				9.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		155,719		346,888		418,108		489,852		562,140		635,035		705,660		774,287		843,620		913,496		983,897		1,054,842		1,126,457		1,198,461		1,271,009		1,344,082		1,417,698		1,416,443		1,339,872		1,263,302		1,186,732		2,367,234		3,484,882		3,377,518		3,265,409		3,053,640		2,841,871		2,630,103		2,418,334		2,206,565		1,994,796		1,783,027		1,571,258		1,359,489		1,147,720		938,547		765,117		627,377		492,178		356,979		221,781		86,582		14,237		4,746		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity				4,110,279		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		2,618		3,265		3,697		4,389		4,958		4,959		6,046		6,368		7,133		7,426		8,236		8,796		9,046		9,924		10,145		11,070		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		224,271		330,157		320,864		309,364		289,301		269,238		249,860		229,112		209,049		188,986		169,388		148,861		128,798		108,735		89,162		72,487		59,437		46,629		33,913		21,011		8,203		1,349		451		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Debt

				Deemed Debt Capital				57.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		421,356		517,283		614,067		711,415		809,670		908,659		1,000,773		1,094,356		1,188,380		1,283,432		1,378,878		1,475,401		1,572,659		1,670,236		1,768,964		1,867,963		1,968,161		1,864,566		1,760,971		1,657,376		1,553,781		4,851,675		4,578,005		4,561,162		4,274,651		3,988,140		3,701,630		3,415,119		3,128,608		2,842,097		2,555,586		2,269,075		1,982,564		1,696,054		1,409,543		1,130,055		940,261		757,346		574,430		391,514		208,598		25,683		12,841		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Period Ratebase				4.50%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		210,678		469,320		565,675		662,741		760,543		859,165		954,716		1,047,564		1,141,368		1,235,906		1,331,155		1,427,139		1,524,030		1,621,447		1,719,600		1,818,463		1,918,062		1,916,364		1,812,769		1,709,174		1,605,578		3,202,728		4,714,840		4,569,584		4,417,907		4,131,396		3,844,885		3,558,374		3,271,863		2,985,352		2,698,842		2,412,331		2,125,820		1,839,309		1,552,798		1,269,799		1,035,158		848,804		665,888		482,972		300,056		117,141		19,262		6,421		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt				2,634,142		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,678		2,092		2,370		2,813		3,178		3,178		3,875		4,081		4,571		4,759		5,278		5,637		5,797		6,360		6,502		7,094		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		143,728		211,587		205,631		198,261		185,403		172,546		160,127		146,830		133,973		121,115		108,555		95,400		82,542		69,684		57,141		46,454		38,092		29,883		21,734		13,466		5,257		864		289		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				CCA Schedule



				Capital Expenditures - CCA

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681

				Additions - Class 17 - Acquisition				732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Class 17 - Phase 1				2,619,744		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		163,734		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Class 17 - Phase 2				5,879,490		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,879,490		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Additions - Class 17 - Phase 3				446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		896,527		1,060,261		1,223,995		1,387,729		1,551,463		1,715,197		1,878,931		2,042,665		2,206,399		2,370,133		2,533,867		2,697,601		2,861,335		3,025,069		3,188,803		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681



				Accumulated CCA

				Opening				30.00%		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		40,275		65,775		94,730		127,055		162,665		201,479		243,415		288,396		336,346		387,191		440,858		497,276		556,378		618,095		682,363		1,483,415		2,044,151		2,436,667		2,711,428		2,903,761		4,802,240		6,131,176		7,195,428		7,940,404		8,461,887		8,826,925		9,082,452		9,261,321		9,386,529		9,474,175		9,535,527		9,578,473		9,608,536		9,629,579		9,644,310		9,654,621		9,661,839		9,666,892		9,670,429		9,672,904		9,674,638		9,675,851		9,676,700		9,677,294		9,677,710		9,678,002		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206

				Depreciation Expense - Class 17				9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		21,955		25,500		28,956		32,325		35,610		38,813		41,936		44,981		47,950		50,845		53,667		56,419		59,101		61,717		64,268		801,052		560,737		392,516		274,761		192,333		1,898,480		1,328,936		1,064,252		744,976		521,483		365,038		255,527		178,869		125,208		87,646		61,352		42,946		30,062		21,044		14,731		10,311		7,218		5,053		3,537		2,476		1,733		1,213		849		594		416		291		204		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		18,320		40,275		65,775		94,730		127,055		162,665		201,479		243,415		288,396		336,346		387,191		440,858		497,276		556,378		618,095		682,363		1,483,415		2,044,151		2,436,667		2,711,428		2,903,761		4,802,240		6,131,176		7,195,428		7,940,404		8,461,887		8,826,925		9,082,452		9,261,321		9,386,529		9,474,175		9,535,527		9,578,473		9,608,536		9,629,579		9,644,310		9,654,621		9,661,839		9,666,892		9,670,429		9,672,904		9,674,638		9,675,851		9,676,700		9,677,294		9,677,710		9,678,002		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206		9,678,206



				Net Book Value of Plant						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		732,793		878,207		1,019,986		1,158,220		1,292,999		1,424,408		1,552,532		1,677,452		1,799,250		1,918,003		2,033,787		2,146,676		2,256,743		2,364,058		2,468,691		2,570,708		2,670,174		1,869,122		1,308,385		915,870		641,109		6,328,266		4,429,786		3,547,505		2,483,254		1,738,277		1,216,794		851,756		596,229		417,360		292,152		204,507		143,155		100,208		70,146		49,102		34,371		24,060		16,842		11,789		8,253		5,777		4,044		2,831		1,981		1,387		971		680		476		476		476		476		476		476



				Tax Schedule



				Revenue Requirement Income Tax Calculation

				EBITDA				18,385,424		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		7,350		8,410		9,120		10,256		11,190		23,151		24,934		25,462		26,718		27,200		28,529		29,446		29,857		31,298		31,660		33,178		400,359		388,456		377,092		364,649		548,164		1,017,690		1,002,443		1,005,905		972,984		940,064		908,266		874,222		841,302		808,381		870,028		949,745		916,087		880,387		827,629		583,427		543,976		520,961		497,811		474,003		450,236		32,426		30,972		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Interest Deduction				-2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) CCA Deduction				-9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-18,320		-21,955		-25,500		-28,956		-32,325		-35,610		-38,813		-41,936		-44,981		-47,950		-50,845		-53,667		-56,419		-59,101		-61,717		-64,268		-801,052		-560,737		-392,516		-274,761		-192,333		-1,898,480		-1,328,936		-1,064,252		-744,976		-521,483		-365,038		-255,527		-178,869		-125,208		-87,646		-61,352		-42,946		-30,062		-21,044		-14,731		-10,311		-7,218		-5,053		-3,537		-2,476		-1,733		-1,213		-849		-594		-416		-291		-204		0		0		0		0		0

				Subtotal				6,202,859		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-10,970		-13,545		-16,379		-18,700		-21,135		-12,459		-13,879		-16,474		-18,264		-20,751		-22,316		-24,221		-26,562		-27,803		-30,057		-31,090		-400,693		-172,281		-15,424		89,888		355,832		-1,105,368		-539,555		-279,488		19,389		222,483		359,652		447,642		503,901		537,163		648,893		767,426		764,696		754,401		723,184		497,816		475,307		467,907		459,444		449,674		439,490		29,186		29,256		-849		-594		-416		-291		-204		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Loss carryforward (used)				2,355		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		13,545		16,379		18,700		21,135		12,459		13,879		16,474		18,264		20,751		22,316		24,221		26,562		27,803		30,057		31,090		400,693		172,281		15,424		-89,888		-355,832		1,105,368		539,555		279,488		-19,389		-222,483		-359,652		-447,642		-503,901		-537,163		-301,465		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		594		416		291		204		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				After Tax Income				6,205,214		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		347,428		767,426		764,696		754,401		723,184		497,816		475,307		467,907		459,444		449,674		439,490		29,186		29,256		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Total income tax		27.00%		1,675,408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		93,806		207,205		206,468		203,688		195,260		134,410		128,333		126,335		124,050		121,412		118,662		7,880		7,899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Loss Carryforwards - Actual

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		24,515		40,895		59,595		80,730		93,189		107,069		123,543		141,806		162,557		184,873		209,094		235,655		263,458		293,515		324,605		725,298		897,579		913,003		823,115		467,283		1,572,651		2,112,205		2,391,693		2,372,305		2,149,822		1,790,170		1,342,528		838,628		301,465		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		1,444		1,860		2,151		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355

				(+) Losses incurred				2,839,768		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		13,545		16,379		18,700		21,135		12,459		13,879		16,474		18,264		20,751		22,316		24,221		26,562		27,803		30,057		31,090		400,693		172,281		15,424		0		0		1,105,368		539,555		279,488		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		594		416		291		204		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Losses utilized				-2,837,413		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-89,888		-355,832		0		0		0		-19,389		-222,483		-359,652		-447,642		-503,901		-537,163		-301,465		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		10,970		24,515		40,895		59,595		80,730		93,189		107,069		123,543		141,806		162,557		184,873		209,094		235,655		263,458		293,515		324,605		725,298		897,579		913,003		823,115		467,283		1,572,651		2,112,205		2,391,693		2,372,305		2,149,822		1,790,170		1,342,528		838,628		301,465		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		849		1,444		1,860		2,151		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355		2,355



				Total Project Income Tax - Rev. Requirement				1,675,408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		93,806		207,205		206,468		203,688		195,260		134,410		128,333		126,335		124,050		121,412		118,662		7,880		7,899		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Fixed Rate Design Tax Calculation

				EBITDA				24,624,568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Interest Deduction				-2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) CCA Deduction				-9,678,206		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-18,320		-21,955		-25,500		-28,956		-32,325		-35,610		-38,813		-41,936		-44,981		-47,950		-50,845		-53,667		-56,419		-59,101		-61,717		-64,268		-801,052		-560,737		-392,516		-274,761		-192,333		-1,898,480		-1,328,936		-1,064,252		-744,976		-521,483		-365,038		-255,527		-178,869		-125,208		-87,646		-61,352		-42,946		-30,062		-21,044		-14,731		-10,311		-7,218		-5,053		-3,537		-2,476		-1,733		-1,213		-849		-594		-416		-291		-204		0		0		0		0		0

				Subtotal				12,442,004		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-31,280		-35,060		-38,751		-42,354		-46,693		-22,134		-25,490		-28,767		-31,968		-35,093		-38,145		-41,127		-44,038		-46,882		-49,660		-52,374		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,623		357,394		-1,406,649		-831,843		-415,574		-85,785		148,036		314,619		434,072		520,472		583,669		630,557		665,960		693,253		714,798		732,244		746,746		759,110		769,897		779,499		788,188		796,152		797,764		793,111		787,510		780,999		774,109		766,852		760,141		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Loss carryforward (used)				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		35,060		38,751		42,354		46,693		22,134		25,490		28,767		31,968		35,093		38,145		41,127		44,038		46,882		49,660		52,374		665,186		-37,993		-204,090		-319,623		-357,394		1,406,649		831,843		415,574		85,785		-148,036		-314,619		-434,072		-520,472		-583,669		-630,557		-464,326		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				After Tax Income				12,442,004		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		201,634		693,253		714,798		732,244		746,746		759,110		769,897		779,499		788,188		796,152		797,764		793,111		787,510		780,999		774,109		766,852		760,141		0		0		0		0		0

				Total income tax				3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		54,441		187,178		192,995		197,706		201,621		204,960		207,872		210,465		212,811		214,961		215,396		214,140		212,628		210,870		209,009		207,050		205,238		0		0		0		0		0



				Loss Carryforwards - Actual

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		66,340		105,091		147,445		194,138		216,271		241,761		270,528		302,496		337,589		375,734		416,861		460,900		507,782		557,442		609,816		1,275,001		1,237,008		1,032,918		713,295		355,901		1,762,550		2,594,392		3,009,966		3,095,751		2,947,715		2,633,096		2,199,024		1,678,552		1,094,883		464,326		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(+) Losses incurred				4,014,852		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		35,060		38,751		42,354		46,693		22,134		25,490		28,767		31,968		35,093		38,145		41,127		44,038		46,882		49,660		52,374		665,186		0		0		0		0		1,406,649		831,843		415,574		85,785		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				(-) Losses utilized				-4,014,852		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-37,993		-204,090		-319,623		-357,394		0		0		0		0		-148,036		-314,619		-434,072		-520,472		-583,669		-630,557		-464,326		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		31,280		66,340		105,091		147,445		194,138		216,271		241,761		270,528		302,496		337,589		375,734		416,861		460,900		507,782		557,442		609,816		1,275,001		1,237,008		1,032,918		713,295		355,901		1,762,550		2,594,392		3,009,966		3,095,751		2,947,715		2,633,096		2,199,024		1,678,552		1,094,883		464,326		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Project Income Tax - Rate Design				3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		54,441		187,178		192,995		197,706		201,621		204,960		207,872		210,465		212,811		214,961		215,396		214,140		212,628		210,870		209,009		207,050		205,238		0		0		0		0		0



				Project Cash Flows



				Unlevered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs				-9,553,463		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		0		0		0		0		-5,764,322		0		-436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA				24,624,568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Taxes				-3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-54,441		-187,178		-192,995		-197,706		-201,621		-204,960		-207,872		-210,465		-212,811		-214,961		-215,396		-214,140		-212,628		-210,870		-209,009		-207,050		-205,238		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Net Cash Flow				11,711,764		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		-5,214,595		716,409		273,550		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		793,838		657,466		647,788		638,983		630,735		622,819		615,079		607,401		599,706		591,938		585,608		580,687		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Cash Flows for Valuation						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		-5,214,595		716,409		273,550		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		793,838		657,466		647,788		638,983		630,735		622,819		615,079		607,401		599,706		591,938		585,608		580,687		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				IRR						0		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		7.7%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



				Project IRR - Valuation Date of Sep-01-20				7.7%



				Levered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs				-4,113,440		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		-163,734		0		0		0		0		-760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA				24,624,568		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-12,960		-13,105		-13,251		-13,398		-14,368		13,477		13,324		13,169		13,014		12,857		12,699		12,540		12,380		12,219		12,057		11,894		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense				-2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Principal Repayment				-5,565,242		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Taxes				-3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-54,441		-187,178		-192,995		-197,706		-201,621		-204,960		-207,872		-210,465		-212,811		-214,961		-215,396		-214,140		-212,628		-210,870		-209,009		-207,050		-205,238		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Net Cash Flow				9,082,187		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		-211,176		235,902		241,164		370,415		380,929		391,257		401,395		411,337		421,079		430,615		439,940		394,609		270,759		273,603		277,320		281,593		286,199		290,980		295,824		300,652		305,405		561,768		557,851		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Flows for Valuation						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-732,793		-176,694		-176,839		-176,985		-177,132		-178,102		-150,257		-150,410		-150,565		-150,720		-150,877		-151,035		-151,194		-151,354		-151,515		-151,677		-151,840		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		-211,176		235,902		241,164		370,415		380,929		391,257		401,395		411,337		421,079		430,615		439,940		394,609		270,759		273,603		277,320		281,593		286,199		290,980		295,824		300,652		305,405		561,768		557,851		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107		0		0		0		0		0

				IRR						0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		9.5%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%		0.0%



				Equity IRR - Valuation Date of Sep-01-20				9.5%



				Pricing Analysis



				Cooling Demand		MWh		79,540		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		73		22		14		12		12		30		41		65		104		146		260		271		159		48		30		26		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		0		0		0		0		0

				Connected Area		m2		2,074,522		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		1,107		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		2,438		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		0		0		0		0		0

				Connected Area		sq.ft		22,330,156		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		11,912		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		26,245		314,944		522,151		522,151		522,151		522,151		610,308		610,308		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		0		0		0		0		0



				Total Revenue				56,199,728		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		30,636		28,654		28,311		28,228		28,474		57,541		58,022		58,994		60,648		62,364		63,840		63,974		62,539		58,283		57,547		57,370		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost/MWh						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$421.59		$1,321.15		$2,078.46		$2,418.44		$2,381.27		$1,937.77		$1,406.79		$913.03		$581.17		$428.30		$245.20		$236.25		$392.81		$1,226.55		$1,928.37		$2,243.43		$601.36		$616.30		$621.46		$626.66		$631.91		$638.84		$644.19		$654.89		$660.34		$665.84		$671.39		$676.99		$682.65		$688.36		$694.13		$699.95		$705.83		$711.77		$717.76		$723.81		$729.92		$736.09		$742.32		$748.60		$754.96		$761.37		$767.85		$774.39		$780.99		$787.66		$794.40		$801.20		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/m2						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$27.68		$25.89		$25.58		$25.51		$25.73		$23.60		$23.80		$24.20		$24.87		$25.58		$26.18		$26.24		$25.65		$23.90		$23.60		$23.53		$24.77		$25.35		$25.56		$25.77		$25.99		$26.31		$26.53		$24.72		$24.93		$25.13		$25.34		$25.55		$25.77		$25.98		$26.20		$26.42		$26.64		$26.87		$27.09		$27.32		$27.55		$27.78		$28.02		$28.26		$28.50		$28.74		$28.98		$29.23		$29.48		$29.73		$29.99		$30.24		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/sq.ft						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$2.57		$2.41		$2.38		$2.37		$2.39		$2.19		$2.21		$2.25		$2.31		$2.38		$2.43		$2.44		$2.38		$2.22		$2.19		$2.19		$2.30		$2.35		$2.37		$2.39		$2.41		$2.44		$2.46		$2.30		$2.32		$2.33		$2.35		$2.37		$2.39		$2.41		$2.43		$2.45		$2.48		$2.50		$2.52		$2.54		$2.56		$2.58		$2.60		$2.63		$2.65		$2.67		$2.69		$2.72		$2.74		$2.76		$2.79		$2.81		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/MWh - Levelized				$676.38

				Cost/m2 - Levelized				$26.28

				Cost/sq.ft - Levelized				$2.44



				Fixed Revenue				51,971,851		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,465		26,663		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		55,014		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost/MWh						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$364.18		$1,220.20		$1,942.91		$2,267.34		$2,229.80		$1,852.67		$1,333.85		$851.42		$527.18		$377.82		$211.30		$203.16		$345.54		$1,157.74		$1,843.47		$2,151.29		$551.96		$573.90		$578.20		$582.54		$586.91		$594.10		$598.55		$611.96		$616.55		$621.17		$625.83		$630.52		$635.25		$640.02		$644.82		$649.65		$654.52		$659.43		$664.38		$669.36		$674.38		$679.44		$684.54		$689.67		$694.84		$700.05		$705.30		$710.59		$715.92		$721.29		$726.70		$732.15		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/m2						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$23.91		$23.91		$23.91		$23.91		$24.09		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.56		$22.73		$23.60		$23.78		$23.96		$24.14		$24.47		$24.65		$23.10		$23.27		$23.45		$23.62		$23.80		$23.98		$24.16		$24.34		$24.52		$24.71		$24.89		$25.08		$25.27		$25.46		$25.65		$25.84		$26.03		$26.23		$26.42		$26.62		$26.82		$27.02		$27.23		$27.43		$27.64		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/sq.ft						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.22		$2.24		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.10		$2.11		$2.19		$2.21		$2.23		$2.24		$2.27		$2.29		$2.15		$2.16		$2.18		$2.19		$2.21		$2.23		$2.24		$2.26		$2.28		$2.30		$2.31		$2.33		$2.35		$2.36		$2.38		$2.40		$2.42		$2.44		$2.45		$2.47		$2.49		$2.51		$2.53		$2.55		$2.57		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/MWh - Levelized				$626.89

				Cost/m2 - Levelized				$24.36

				Cost/sq.ft - Levelized				$2.26



				Variable Revenue				4,227,877		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		4,172		2,190		1,846		1,764		1,811		2,527		3,008		3,980		5,634		7,350		8,827		8,961		7,525		3,269		2,534		2,356		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost/MWh						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$57.41		$100.96		$135.54		$151.09		$151.47		$85.10		$72.94		$61.60		$53.99		$50.48		$33.90		$33.09		$47.27		$68.81		$84.91		$92.15		$49.40		$42.41		$43.25		$44.12		$45.00		$44.74		$45.63		$42.93		$43.79		$44.67		$45.56		$46.47		$47.40		$48.35		$49.31		$50.30		$51.31		$52.33		$53.38		$54.45		$55.54		$56.65		$57.78		$58.94		$60.11		$61.32		$62.54		$63.79		$65.07		$66.37		$67.70		$69.05		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/m2						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$3.77		$1.98		$1.67		$1.59		$1.64		$1.04		$1.23		$1.63		$2.31		$3.01		$3.62		$3.68		$3.09		$1.34		$1.04		$0.97		$2.03		$1.74		$1.78		$1.81		$1.85		$1.84		$1.88		$1.62		$1.65		$1.69		$1.72		$1.75		$1.79		$1.82		$1.86		$1.90		$1.94		$1.98		$2.01		$2.06		$2.10		$2.14		$2.18		$2.22		$2.27		$2.31		$2.36		$2.41		$2.46		$2.51		$2.56		$2.61		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/sq.ft						$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.35		$0.18		$0.15		$0.15		$0.15		$0.10		$0.11		$0.15		$0.21		$0.28		$0.34		$0.34		$0.29		$0.12		$0.10		$0.09		$0.19		$0.16		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.15		$0.15		$0.16		$0.16		$0.16		$0.17		$0.17		$0.17		$0.18		$0.18		$0.18		$0.19		$0.19		$0.19		$0.20		$0.20		$0.21		$0.21		$0.22		$0.22		$0.22		$0.23		$0.23		$0.24		$0.24		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00		$0.00

				Cost/MWh - Levelized				$49.49

				Cost/m2 - Levelized				$1.92

				Cost/sq.ft - Levelized				$0.18
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Annual Summary

		Annual Model for Beatty Low-Carbon
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				Customer Pricing Summary



				Total Square Feet						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Fixed Heating Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Variable Heating Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Heating Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Fixed Cooling Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Variable Cooling Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Cooling Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Fixed Heating Cost/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000

				Variable Heating Cost/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000

				Total Heating Cost/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000



				Fixed Cooling Cost/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000

				Variable Cooling Cost/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000

				Total Cooling Cost/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000



				Total Heating & Cooling/sq.ft/month						$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000		$0.0000



				Income Statement

				Fixed Charge Revenue						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Variable Revenue						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Revenue						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Total Natural Gas Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Electricity Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				O&M Cost						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Total Operating Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				EBITDA						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Interest						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Depreciation						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Earnings Before Taxes						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Income Taxes						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Net Income						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Project Cash Flows



				Unlevered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				EBITDA						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Cash Taxes						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Net Cash Flow						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



				Levered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				EBITDA						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Interest Expense						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Principal Repayment						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Cash Taxes						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!

				Net Cash Flow						ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!		ERROR:#REF!



































































































































































































































































































































































































Annual

		Annual Summary for Main Alley





				Period Start						Jan-01-20		Jan-01-21		Jan-01-22		Jan-01-23		Jan-01-24		Jan-01-25		Jan-01-26		Jan-01-27		Jan-01-28		Jan-01-29		Jan-01-30		Jan-01-31		Jan-01-32		Jan-01-33		Jan-01-34		Jan-01-35		Jan-01-36		Jan-01-37		Jan-01-38		Jan-01-39		Jan-01-40		Jan-01-41		Jan-01-42		Jan-01-43		Jan-01-44		Jan-01-45		Jan-01-46		Jan-01-47		Jan-01-48		Jan-01-49		Jan-01-50		Jan-01-51		Jan-01-52		Jan-01-53

				Period End						Dec-31-20		Dec-31-21		Dec-31-22		Dec-31-23		Dec-31-24		Dec-31-25		Dec-31-26		Dec-31-27		Dec-31-28		Dec-31-29		Dec-31-30		Dec-31-31		Dec-31-32		Dec-31-33		Dec-31-34		Dec-31-35		Dec-31-36		Dec-31-37		Dec-31-38		Dec-31-39		Dec-31-40		Dec-31-41		Dec-31-42		Dec-31-43		Dec-31-44		Dec-31-45		Dec-31-46		Dec-31-47		Dec-31-48		Dec-31-49		Dec-31-50		Dec-31-51		Dec-31-52		Dec-31-53

				Year						2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030		2031		2032		2033		2034		2035		2036		2037		2038		2039		2040		2041		2042		2043		2044		2045		2046		2047		2048		2049		2050		2051		2052		2053



				Income Statement



				Fixed Charge Revenue				51,971,851		105,858		631,812		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292

				Variable Revenue				4,227,877		9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809

				Total Revenue				56,199,728		115,829		689,596		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102



				Total Electricity Costs				4,227,877		9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809

				O&M Cost				27,347,283		158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783		621,156		670,809		687,467		705,968		719,794		733,895		748,276		762,941		777,898		793,152		808,709		824,574		840,755		857,257		874,086		891,250		908,754		926,607		944,813		963,382		982,320		1,001,633		1,021,331		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948

				Total Operating Costs				31,575,160		168,544		564,334		588,769		630,798		643,202		655,800		710,934		775,276		794,025		816,516		832,553		848,909		865,590		882,602		899,952		917,647		935,694		954,099		972,870		992,014		1,011,539		1,031,451		1,051,760		1,072,472		1,093,597		1,115,141		1,137,113		1,159,523		1,182,379		1,205,688		1,229,462		1,253,708		1,278,439		1,302,757



				EBITDA				24,624,568		-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345



				Interest				2,504,359		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Depreciation				9,678,206		94,730		587,633		801,052		560,737		392,516		274,761		192,333		1,898,480		1,328,936		1,064,252		744,976		521,483		365,038		255,527		178,869		125,208		87,646		61,352		42,946		30,062		21,044		14,731		10,311		7,218		5,053		3,537		2,476		1,733		1,213		849		594		416		291		204

				Earnings Before Taxes				12,442,004		-147,445		-462,370		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,623		357,394		-1,406,649		-831,843		-415,574		-85,785		148,036		314,619		434,072		520,472		583,669		630,557		665,960		693,253		714,798		732,244		746,746		759,110		769,897		779,499		788,188		796,152		797,764		793,111		787,510		780,999		774,109		766,852		760,141

				Income Taxes				3,359,341		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		54,441		187,178		192,995		197,706		201,621		204,960		207,872		210,465		212,811		214,961		215,396		214,140		212,628		210,870		209,009		207,050		205,238

				Net Income				9,082,663		-147,445		-462,370		-665,186		37,993		204,090		319,623		357,394		-1,406,649		-831,843		-415,574		-85,785		148,036		314,619		434,072		520,472		583,669		630,557		611,519		506,075		521,802		534,538		545,125		554,150		562,024		569,034		575,377		581,191		582,368		578,971		574,882		570,130		565,099		559,802		554,903



				Fixed Charge Revenue Build Up



				Revenue Requirement

				Depreciation				9,965,595		12,213		168,205		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		475,947		475,947		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		486,067		330,075		318,114		318,114		318,114		318,114		318,114		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity				4,110,279		13,970		94,107		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		224,271		330,157		320,864		309,364		289,301		269,238		249,860		229,112		209,049		188,986		169,388		148,861		128,798		108,735		89,162		72,487		59,437		46,629		33,913		21,011		8,203		1,349		451		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt				2,634,142		8,953		60,310		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		143,728		211,587		205,631		198,261		185,403		172,546		160,127		146,830		133,973		121,115		108,555		95,400		82,542		69,684		57,141		46,454		38,092		29,883		21,734		13,466		5,257		864		289		0		0		0		0		0

				O&M				27,347,283		158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783		621,156		670,809		687,467		705,968		719,794		733,895		748,276		762,941		777,898		793,152		808,709		824,574		840,755		857,257		874,086		891,250		908,754		926,607		944,813		963,382		982,320		1,001,633		1,021,331		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948

				Income Taxes				1,675,408		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		93,806		207,205		206,468		203,688		195,260		134,410		128,333		126,335		124,050		121,412		118,662		7,880		7,899		0		0		0		0		0

				Fixed Revenue Requirement				45,732,707		193,709		829,171		929,606		934,654		934,002		932,432		1,169,321		1,688,499		1,689,910		1,711,873		1,692,779		1,673,959		1,656,542		1,637,164		1,619,200		1,601,534		1,678,737		1,774,320		1,756,842		1,737,644		1,701,715		1,474,676		1,452,731		1,447,567		1,442,625		1,437,385		1,432,556		1,034,059		1,052,302		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948

				Rev. Requirement w/ Fuel				49,960,583		203,680		886,956		989,128		1,019,254		1,020,294		1,020,450		1,259,099		1,792,966		1,796,467		1,822,421		1,805,537		1,788,973		1,773,857		1,756,825		1,741,254		1,726,029		1,805,722		1,903,844		1,888,957		1,872,401		1,839,168		1,614,878		1,595,736		1,593,433		1,591,408		1,589,144		1,587,350		1,191,949		1,213,350		1,205,688		1,229,462		1,253,708		1,278,439		1,302,757



				Rate Design

				Fixed Revenue				51,971,851		105,858		631,812		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292



				Variable Charge Revenue Build Up



				Electricity Costs

				Electricity Basic Charge						33		102		104		106		108		110		112		114		117		119		121		124		127		129		131		134		137		139		142		145		148		151		154		157		161		163		167		170		174		177		180		184		188		191

				Electricity Demand Charge						8,429		42,367		43,610		60,225		61,430		62,658		63,911		73,607		75,079		78,092		79,654		81,247		82,872		84,529		86,220		87,944		89,703		91,497		93,327		95,194		97,098		99,039		101,020		103,041		105,101		107,204		109,348		111,535		113,765		116,041		118,361		120,729		123,143		125,606

				Total Usage Charge						1,509		15,315		15,808		24,269		24,754		25,250		25,755		30,747		31,362		32,337		32,984		33,643		34,316		35,003		35,703		36,417		37,145		37,888		38,646		39,419		40,207		41,011		41,831		42,668		43,521		44,392		45,280		46,185		47,109		48,051		49,012		49,992		50,992		52,012

				Total Electricity Costs				4,227,877		9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809



				O&M Build Up



				Maintenance				4,381,600		3,655		25,973		38,239		39,003		39,783		40,579		75,367		111,530		116,429		121,480		123,910		126,388		128,916		131,494		134,124		136,806		139,542		142,333		145,180		148,083		151,045		154,066		157,147		160,290		163,496		166,766		170,101		173,503		176,973		180,513		184,123		187,806		191,562		195,393

				Insurance				574,520		595		4,499		5,151		5,789		5,871		5,904		14,245		14,692		15,776		16,243		16,521		16,805		17,093		17,387		17,687		17,992		18,303		18,620		18,943		19,271		19,606		19,948		20,296		20,650		21,011		21,379		21,754		22,136		22,525		22,922		23,326		23,738		24,159		23,685

				Corporate Overhead				5,314,593		37,400		114,444		116,733		119,068		121,449		123,878		126,355		128,883		131,460		134,089		136,771		139,507		142,297		145,143		148,046		151,006		154,027		157,107		160,249		163,454		166,723		170,058		173,459		176,928		180,467		184,076		187,758		191,513		195,343		199,250		203,235		207,299		211,445		215,674

				Municipal Access Fee				649,648		1,323		7,898		8,314		14,312		14,419		14,527		14,636		17,340		17,470		19,697		19,845		19,994		20,144		20,295		20,447		20,601		20,755		20,911		21,067		21,226		21,385		21,545		21,707		21,869		22,033		22,199		22,365		22,533		22,702		22,872		23,044		23,217		23,391		23,566

				Property Tax				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Rent				1,932,579		13,600		41,616		42,448		43,297		44,163		45,046		45,947		46,866		47,804		48,760		49,735		50,730		51,744		52,779		53,835		54,911		56,010		57,130		58,272		59,438		60,627		61,839		63,076		64,337		65,624		66,937		68,275		69,641		71,034		72,454		73,904		75,382		76,889		78,427

				Operators				14,494,343		102,000		312,120		318,362		324,730		331,224		337,849		344,606		351,498		358,528		365,698		373,012		380,473		388,082		395,844		403,761		411,836		420,072		428,474		437,043		445,784		454,700		463,794		473,070		482,531		492,182		502,025		512,066		522,307		532,753		543,408		554,277		565,362		576,669		588,203

				Total O&M Costs				27,347,283		158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783		621,156		670,809		687,467		705,968		719,794		733,895		748,276		762,941		777,898		793,152		808,709		824,574		840,755		857,257		874,086		891,250		908,754		926,607		944,813		963,382		982,320		1,001,633		1,021,331		1,041,420		1,061,908		1,082,803		1,104,115		1,124,948



				Fixed Charge Build-Up Schedule



				Capital Expenditures - Electric

				Opening						0		1,420,335		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,518,940		9,518,940		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595

				Additions						1,420,335		2,182,973		0		0		0		0		5,915,633		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						1,420,335		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,518,940		9,518,940		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595



				Accumulated Depreciation - Electric

				Opening						0		12,213		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,557,192		2,033,139		2,531,419		3,029,698		3,527,978		4,026,258		4,524,538		5,022,817		5,521,097		6,019,377		6,517,657		7,015,936		7,514,216		8,000,283		8,330,357		8,648,472		8,966,586		9,284,701		9,602,815		9,920,929		9,943,262		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595

				Depreciation Expense						12,213		168,205		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165		475,947		475,947		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		498,280		486,067		330,075		318,114		318,114		318,114		318,114		318,114		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						12,213		180,418		360,583		540,749		720,914		901,080		1,081,245		1,557,192		2,033,139		2,531,419		3,029,698		3,527,978		4,026,258		4,524,538		5,022,817		5,521,097		6,019,377		6,517,657		7,015,936		7,514,216		8,000,283		8,330,357		8,648,472		8,966,586		9,284,701		9,602,815		9,920,929		9,943,262		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595



				Net Book Value of Plant						1,408,121		3,422,889		3,242,724		3,062,558		2,882,393		2,702,228		8,437,695		7,961,748		7,932,456		7,434,176		6,935,896		6,437,617		5,939,337		5,441,057		4,942,777		4,444,498		3,946,218		3,447,938		2,949,658		2,451,379		1,965,312		1,635,237		1,317,123		999,009		680,894		362,780		44,665		22,333		0		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Equity

				Deemed Equity Capital - Electric						598,452		1,454,728		1,378,158		1,301,587		1,225,017		1,148,447		3,586,020		3,383,743		3,371,294		3,159,525		2,947,756		2,735,987		2,524,218		2,312,449		2,100,680		1,888,912		1,677,143		1,465,374		1,253,605		1,041,836		835,258		694,976		559,777		424,579		289,380		154,181		18,983		9,491		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Year Ratebase - Electric						562,140		1,417,698		1,416,443		1,339,872		1,263,302		1,186,732		2,367,234		3,484,882		3,377,518		3,265,409		3,053,640		2,841,871		2,630,103		2,418,334		2,206,565		1,994,796		1,783,027		1,571,258		1,359,489		1,147,720		938,547		765,117		627,377		492,178		356,979		221,781		86,582		14,237		4,746		0		0		0		0		0

				Return on Equity - Electric						13,970		94,107		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431		224,271		330,157		320,864		309,364		289,301		269,238		249,860		229,112		209,049		188,986		169,388		148,861		128,798		108,735		89,162		72,487		59,437		46,629		33,913		21,011		8,203		1,349		451		0		0		0		0		0



				Regulatory Debt

				Deemed Debt Capital - Electric						809,670		1,968,161		1,864,566		1,760,971		1,657,376		1,553,781		4,851,675		4,578,005		4,561,162		4,274,651		3,988,140		3,701,630		3,415,119		3,128,608		2,842,097		2,555,586		2,269,075		1,982,564		1,696,054		1,409,543		1,130,055		940,261		757,346		574,430		391,514		208,598		25,683		12,841		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Mid-Year Ratebase - Electric						760,543		1,918,062		1,916,364		1,812,769		1,709,174		1,605,578		3,202,728		4,714,840		4,569,584		4,417,907		4,131,396		3,844,885		3,558,374		3,271,863		2,985,352		2,698,842		2,412,331		2,125,820		1,839,309		1,552,798		1,269,799		1,035,158		848,804		665,888		482,972		300,056		117,141		19,262		6,421		0		0		0		0		0

				Cost of Debt - Electric						8,953		60,310		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053		143,728		211,587		205,631		198,261		185,403		172,546		160,127		146,830		133,973		121,115		108,555		95,400		82,542		69,684		57,141		46,454		38,092		29,883		21,734		13,466		5,257		864		289		0		0		0		0		0



				Construction Schedule



				Construction Draws

				Opening						0		1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463

				Draws						1,387,729		1,964,808		0		0		0		0		5,764,322		0		436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Construction Costs						1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,116,858		9,116,858		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463		9,553,463



				Interest During Construction

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218

				Interest During Construction						0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. Interest						0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		115,168		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218		125,218



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (IO)						1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		9,232,027		9,232,027		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681		9,678,681



				AFUDC

				Opening						0		32,606		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913

				ROE During Construction						32,606		218,165		0		0		0		0		36,143		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing Accum. ROE						32,606		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		250,771		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913		286,913



				Total Accum. Construction Costs (w/ AFUDC)						1,420,335		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		3,603,307		9,518,940		9,518,940		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595		9,965,595



				Financing Schedule



				Debt Schedule

				Opening						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Draws						0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		0		446,655		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						0		0		0		0		0		0		5,118,587		4,862,658		5,053,383		4,775,121		4,496,859		4,218,597		3,940,335		3,662,073		3,383,811		3,105,548		2,827,286		2,549,024		2,270,762		1,992,500		1,714,238		1,435,976		1,157,714		879,452		601,190		322,928		44,665		22,333		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Interest Expense - Construction						0		0		0		0		0		0		115,168		0		10,050		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense - Operating						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				EBITDA						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345

				less: Cash Taxes						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-54,441		-187,178		-192,995		-197,706		-201,621		-204,960		-207,872		-210,465		-212,811		-214,961		-215,396		-214,140		-212,628		-210,870		-209,009		-207,050		-205,238

				Cash Flow Available for Debt Service						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		793,838		657,466		647,788		638,983		630,735		622,819		615,079		607,401		599,706		591,938		585,608		580,687		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107



				Principal Payments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		255,929		255,929		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		278,262		22,333		22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Interest Expense						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		224,578		213,061		221,141		208,620		196,098		183,576		171,054		158,532		146,011		133,489		120,967		108,445		95,923		83,402		70,880		58,358		45,836		33,314		20,793		8,271		1,507		502		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0

				Debt Service Requirement						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		480,507		468,991		499,403		486,882		474,360		461,838		449,316		436,794		424,273		411,751		399,229		386,707		374,185		361,664		349,142		336,620		324,098		311,577		299,055		286,533		23,840		22,835		-0		-0		-0		-0		-0



				Fixed Charge Coverage Ratio						0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		0.00x		1.49x		1.51x		1.74x		1.78x		1.82x		1.87x		1.92x		1.96x		2.01x		2.07x		1.99x		1.70x		1.73x		1.77x		1.81x		1.85x		1.90x		1.95x		2.01x		2.07x		24.56x		25.43x		-25858787147959600.00x		-25633892903079600.00x		-25399948624295600.00x		-25156399648555600.00x		-24932440695169100.00x



				Equity Schedule

				Opening						0		1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440

				Draws						1,387,729		1,964,808		0		0		0		0		760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Repayments						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				Closing						1,387,729		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		3,352,537		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440		4,113,440



				Project Cash Flows



				Unlevered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs						-1,387,729		-1,964,808		0		0		0		0		-5,764,322		0		-436,605		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345

				Cash Taxes						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-54,441		-187,178		-192,995		-197,706		-201,621		-204,960		-207,872		-210,465		-212,811		-214,961		-215,396		-214,140		-212,628		-210,870		-209,009		-207,050		-205,238

				Net Cash Flow						-1,440,444		-1,839,546		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		-5,214,595		716,409		273,550		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		793,838		657,466		647,788		638,983		630,735		622,819		615,079		607,401		599,706		591,938		585,608		580,687		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107



				Project IRR - Model Start Date of Dec-31-20								7.9%



				Levered Cash Flows

				Construction Costs						-1,387,729		-1,964,808		0		0		0		0		-760,903		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				EBITDA						-52,715		125,262		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		549,727		716,409		710,155		869,819		867,811		865,617		863,233		860,653		857,873		854,888		851,691		848,279		844,645		840,784		836,689		832,357		827,779		822,951		817,866		812,517		806,899		801,004		794,827		788,359		781,594		774,525		767,143		760,345

				Interest Expense						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-224,578		-213,061		-221,141		-208,620		-196,098		-183,576		-171,054		-158,532		-146,011		-133,489		-120,967		-108,445		-95,923		-83,402		-70,880		-58,358		-45,836		-33,314		-20,793		-8,271		-1,507		-502		0		0		0		0		0

				Principal Repayment						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-255,929		-255,929		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-278,262		-22,333		-22,333		0		0		0		0		0

				Cash Taxes						0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		-54,441		-187,178		-192,995		-197,706		-201,621		-204,960		-207,872		-210,465		-212,811		-214,961		-215,396		-214,140		-212,628		-210,870		-209,009		-207,050		-205,238

				Net Cash Flow						-1,440,444		-1,839,546		135,866		598,730		596,606		594,384		-211,176		235,902		241,164		370,415		380,929		391,257		401,395		411,337		421,079		430,615		439,940		394,609		270,759		273,603		277,320		281,593		286,199		290,980		295,824		300,652		305,405		561,768		557,851		575,731		570,724		565,515		560,093		555,107



				Equity IRR - Model Start Date of Dec-31-20								9.9%



				Pricing Analysis



				Cooling Demand		MWh				120		1,191		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575

				Subscribed Peak		kW				263		1,560		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665

				Connected Area		m2				4,427		27,927		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219

				Connected Area		sq.ft				47,649		300,611		314,944		522,151		522,151		522,151		522,151		610,308		610,308		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309		734,309



				Total Revenue		$				115,829		689,596		724,636		1,229,528		1,239,807		1,250,184		1,260,661		1,491,685		1,504,179		1,686,335		1,700,364		1,714,526		1,728,823		1,743,255		1,757,826		1,772,535		1,787,386		1,802,378		1,817,515		1,832,798		1,848,228		1,863,808		1,879,539		1,895,423		1,911,462		1,927,658		1,944,012		1,960,527		1,977,205		1,994,047		2,011,056		2,028,233		2,045,582		2,063,102

				Fixed Revenue		$				105,858		631,812		665,113		1,144,928		1,153,515		1,162,167		1,170,883		1,387,218		1,397,622		1,575,787		1,587,605		1,599,512		1,611,508		1,623,595		1,635,772		1,648,040		1,660,400		1,672,853		1,685,400		1,698,040		1,710,776		1,723,606		1,736,533		1,749,557		1,762,679		1,775,899		1,789,218		1,802,638		1,816,157		1,829,778		1,843,502		1,857,328		1,871,258		1,885,292

				Variable Revenue		$				9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018		89,778		104,468		106,557		110,548		112,759		115,014		117,315		119,661		122,054		124,495		126,985		129,525		132,115		134,757		137,453		140,202		143,006		145,866		148,783		151,759		154,794		157,890		161,048		164,268		167,554		170,905		174,323		177,809



				Total Revenue - RD		$/MWh				$968.07		$579.12		$601.36		$616.30		$621.46		$626.66		$631.91		$638.84		$644.19		$654.89		$660.34		$665.84		$671.39		$676.99		$682.65		$688.36		$694.13		$699.95		$705.83		$711.77		$717.76		$723.81		$729.92		$736.09		$742.32		$748.60		$754.96		$761.37		$767.85		$774.39		$780.99		$787.66		$794.40		$801.20

				Fixed Revenue - RD		$/MWh				$884.73		$530.60		$551.96		$573.90		$578.20		$582.54		$586.91		$594.10		$598.55		$611.96		$616.55		$621.17		$625.83		$630.52		$635.25		$640.02		$644.82		$649.65		$654.52		$659.43		$664.38		$669.36		$674.38		$679.44		$684.54		$689.67		$694.84		$700.05		$705.30		$710.59		$715.92		$721.29		$726.70		$732.15

				Variable Revenue - RD		$/MWh				$83.34		$48.53		$49.40		$42.41		$43.25		$44.12		$45.00		$44.74		$45.63		$42.93		$43.79		$44.67		$45.56		$46.47		$47.40		$48.35		$49.31		$50.30		$51.31		$52.33		$53.38		$54.45		$55.54		$56.65		$57.78		$58.94		$60.11		$61.32		$62.54		$63.79		$65.07		$66.37		$67.70		$69.05



				Total Revenue - CoS		$/MWh				$1,702.30		$744.87		$820.85		$510.90		$511.43		$511.50		$631.13		$767.87		$769.36		$707.74		$701.18		$694.75		$688.88		$682.26		$676.22		$670.30		$701.25		$739.36		$733.58		$727.15		$714.24		$627.14		$619.70		$618.81		$618.02		$617.14		$616.45		$462.89		$471.20		$468.23		$477.46		$486.88		$496.48		$505.93

				Fixed Revenue - CoS		$/MWh				$1,618.97		$696.34		$771.46		$468.50		$468.17		$467.38		$586.13		$723.13		$723.73		$664.80		$657.39		$650.08		$643.32		$635.79		$628.82		$621.95		$651.94		$689.06		$682.27		$674.81		$660.86		$572.69		$564.17		$562.16		$560.24		$558.21		$556.33		$401.58		$408.66		$404.43		$412.39		$420.51		$428.78		$436.87

				Variable Revenue - CoS		$/MWh				$83.34		$48.53		$49.40		$42.41		$43.25		$44.12		$45.00		$44.74		$45.63		$42.93		$43.79		$44.67		$45.56		$46.47		$47.40		$48.35		$49.31		$50.30		$51.31		$52.33		$53.38		$54.45		$55.54		$56.65		$57.78		$58.94		$60.11		$61.32		$62.54		$63.79		$65.07		$66.37		$67.70		$69.05



				Total Revenue - RD		$/kW				$439.86		$442.05		$444.56		$441.48		$445.17		$448.90		$452.66		$455.48		$459.29		$460.12		$463.95		$467.81		$471.71		$475.65		$479.62		$483.64		$487.69		$491.78		$495.91		$500.08		$504.29		$508.54		$512.83		$517.17		$521.55		$525.96		$530.43		$534.93		$539.48		$544.08		$548.72		$553.41		$558.14		$562.92

				Fixed Revenue - RD		$/kW				$401.99		$405.01		$408.04		$411.11		$414.19		$417.30		$420.42		$423.58		$426.75		$429.96		$433.18		$436.43		$439.70		$443.00		$446.32		$449.67		$453.04		$456.44		$459.86		$463.31		$466.79		$470.29		$473.82		$477.37		$480.95		$484.56		$488.19		$491.85		$495.54		$499.26		$503.00		$506.77		$510.58		$514.40

				Variable Revenue - RD		$/kW				$37.87		$37.04		$36.52		$30.38		$30.98		$31.60		$32.24		$31.90		$32.54		$30.16		$30.77		$31.38		$32.01		$32.65		$33.30		$33.97		$34.65		$35.34		$36.05		$36.77		$37.50		$38.25		$39.02		$39.80		$40.60		$41.41		$42.24		$43.08		$43.94		$44.82		$45.72		$46.63		$47.56		$48.52



				Total Revenue - CoS		$/kW				$773.47		$568.56		$606.83		$365.98		$366.35		$366.41		$452.10		$547.47		$548.54		$497.25		$492.64		$488.12		$484.00		$479.35		$475.10		$470.95		$492.69		$519.47		$515.40		$510.89		$501.82		$440.62		$435.40		$434.77		$434.22		$433.60		$433.11		$325.22		$331.06		$328.97		$335.46		$342.08		$348.82		$355.46

				Fixed Revenue - CoS		$/kW				$735.60		$531.52		$570.31		$335.60		$335.37		$334.80		$419.86		$515.57		$516.00		$467.09		$461.88		$456.74		$451.99		$446.70		$441.80		$436.98		$458.05		$484.13		$479.36		$474.12		$464.32		$402.37		$396.38		$394.97		$393.62		$392.19		$390.87		$282.14		$287.12		$284.15		$289.74		$295.44		$301.26		$306.94

				Variable Revenue - CoS		$/kW				$37.87		$37.04		$36.52		$30.38		$30.98		$31.60		$32.24		$31.90		$32.54		$30.16		$30.77		$31.38		$32.01		$32.65		$33.30		$33.97		$34.65		$35.34		$36.05		$36.77		$37.50		$38.25		$39.02		$39.80		$40.60		$41.41		$42.24		$43.08		$43.94		$44.82		$45.72		$46.63		$47.56		$48.52



				Total Revenue - RD		$/m2				$26.17		$24.69		$24.77		$25.35		$25.56		$25.77		$25.99		$26.31		$26.53		$24.72		$24.93		$25.13		$25.34		$25.55		$25.77		$25.98		$26.20		$26.42		$26.64		$26.87		$27.09		$27.32		$27.55		$27.78		$28.02		$28.26		$28.50		$28.74		$28.98		$29.23		$29.48		$29.73		$29.99		$30.24

				Fixed Revenue - RD		$/m2				$23.91		$22.62		$22.73		$23.60		$23.78		$23.96		$24.14		$24.47		$24.65		$23.10		$23.27		$23.45		$23.62		$23.80		$23.98		$24.16		$24.34		$24.52		$24.71		$24.89		$25.08		$25.27		$25.46		$25.65		$25.84		$26.03		$26.23		$26.42		$26.62		$26.82		$27.02		$27.23		$27.43		$27.64

				Variable Revenue - RD		$/m2				$2.25		$2.07		$2.03		$1.74		$1.78		$1.81		$1.85		$1.84		$1.88		$1.62		$1.65		$1.69		$1.72		$1.75		$1.79		$1.82		$1.86		$1.90		$1.94		$1.98		$2.01		$2.06		$2.10		$2.14		$2.18		$2.22		$2.27		$2.31		$2.36		$2.41		$2.46		$2.51		$2.56		$2.61



				Total Revenue - CoS		$/m2				$46.01		$31.76		$33.81		$21.01		$21.03		$21.04		$25.96		$31.62		$31.68		$26.71		$26.47		$26.22		$26.00		$25.75		$25.52		$25.30		$26.47		$27.91		$27.69		$27.45		$26.96		$23.67		$23.39		$23.36		$23.33		$23.29		$23.27		$17.47		$17.79		$17.67		$18.02		$18.38		$18.74		$19.10

				Fixed Revenue - CoS		$/m2				$43.76		$29.69		$31.77		$19.27		$19.25		$19.22		$24.11		$29.78		$29.80		$25.09		$24.81		$24.54		$24.28		$24.00		$23.74		$23.48		$24.61		$26.01		$25.75		$25.47		$24.94		$21.62		$21.30		$21.22		$21.15		$21.07		$21.00		$15.16		$15.43		$15.27		$15.57		$15.87		$16.18		$16.49

				Variable Revenue - CoS		$/m2				$2.25		$2.07		$2.03		$1.74		$1.78		$1.81		$1.85		$1.84		$1.88		$1.62		$1.65		$1.69		$1.72		$1.75		$1.79		$1.82		$1.86		$1.90		$1.94		$1.98		$2.01		$2.06		$2.10		$2.14		$2.18		$2.22		$2.27		$2.31		$2.36		$2.41		$2.46		$2.51		$2.56		$2.61



				Capital Revenue		$				35,136		322,622		400,359		388,456		377,092		364,649		548,164		1,017,690		1,002,443		1,005,905		972,984		940,064		908,266		874,222		841,302		808,381		776,222		742,540		709,620		676,699		632,369		449,016		415,643		394,626		373,761		352,591		331,574		24,546		23,073		0		0		0		0		0

				Operations Revenue		$				168,544		564,334		588,769		630,798		643,202		655,800		710,934		775,276		794,025		816,516		832,553		848,909		865,590		882,602		899,952		917,647		1,029,500		1,161,304		1,179,338		1,195,702		1,206,799		1,165,862		1,180,093		1,198,807		1,217,647		1,236,553		1,255,776		1,167,403		1,190,278		1,205,688		1,229,462		1,253,708		1,278,439		1,302,757



										Project Life		20 Years

				Total Revenue - Levelized - $/sq.ft						2.44		2.38

				Fixed Revenue - Levelized - $/sq.ft						2.27		2.22

				Variable Revenue - Levelized - $/sq.ft						0.18		0.17



				Load Forecast



				111 E 5th		MWh				330		330		330		330		330		330		330		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015 Main		MWh				220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220		220

				M2/114 E 4th		MWh				0		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655		655

				M4/110 E 5th		MWh				0		0		0		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790		790

				111 E 5th Redev.		MWh				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670		670

				M5		MWh				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240		240

				Total Cooling Demand (Annualized)		MWh				550		1,205		1,205		1,995		1,995		1,995		1,995		2,335		2,335		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575		2,575



				111 E 5th		kW				470		470		470		470		470		470		470		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015 Main		kW				320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320		320

				M2/114 E 4th		kW				0		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840		840

				M4/110 E 5th		kW				0		0		0		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155		1,155

				111 E 5th Redev.		kW				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960		960

				M5		kW				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390		390

				Total Peak Demand (Annualized)		kW				790		1,630		1,630		2,785		2,785		2,785		2,785		3,275		3,275		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665		3,665



				111 E 5th		m2				7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		7,880		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0

				2015 Main		m2				5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400		5,400

				M2/114 E 4th		m2				0		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979		15,979

				M4/110 E 5th		m2				0		0		0		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250		19,250

				111 E 5th Redev.		m2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070		16,070

				M5		m2				0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		0		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520		11,520

				Connected Area (Annualized)		m2				13,280		29,259		29,259		48,509		48,509		48,509		48,509		56,699		56,699		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219		68,219



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Demand Charge

		Demand Charge Estimate

				Peak		470



						January		February		March		April		May		June		July		August		September		October		November		December

				Seasonality		2.2%		2.5%		3.4%		5.4%		8.7%		12.1%		21.6%		22.5%		13.2%		3.9%		2.5%		2.1%

				Peak (kW)		85		96		133		209		337		470		470		470		470		153		96		83

				Peak %		18.0%		20.4%		28.3%		44.4%		71.7%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		100.0%		32.6%		20.5%		17.6%



				Demand Charge		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34		$12.34

				Demand Charge		1,043.50		1,182.76		1,642.81		2,573.65		4,156.61		5,799.80		5,799.80		5,799.80		5,799.80		1,892.71		1,188.67		1,018.58

				Total		37,898.49

				Rate/kW (Annual)		$80.64

				Average Peak		256

				Average % of Total		54.5%





Capital Schedule

		Capital Schedule for Main Alley



						111 E 5th + 2015 Main		M2 + M4		M3		M5		Total		Depreciation Period		Depreciation $

				Purchase of Assets		419,222								419,222		5 years		83,844

				EC+OSE				1,086,656		3,891,813				4,978,468		20 years		248,923

				DPS+ETS				668,525				273,983		942,508		40 years		23,563

				Predevelopment		190,029								190,029		30 years		6,334

				CPCN		50,000								50,000		30 years		1,667

				Engineering				195,598		317,278				512,876		30 years		17,096

				Soft Costs				229,353		547,009		40,733		817,095		30 years		27,236

				Internal		59,687		88,576		229,860		67,092		445,216		30 years		14,841

				Contingency		13,855		351,036		778,363		54,797		1,198,050		25 years		47,922

				Total		732,793		2,619,744		5,764,322		436,605		9,553,463		20 years		471,426







Charts

		Supporting Charts







								2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025

				Depreciation				12,213		168,205		180,165		180,165		180,165		180,165

				Return on Equity				13,970		94,107		134,193		126,939		120,014		112,431

				Cost of Debt				8,953		60,310		86,000		81,351		76,913		72,053

				O&M				158,573		506,549		529,247		546,199		556,910		567,783

				Income Taxes				0		0		0		0		0		0

				Revenue Requirement				187,170		724,363		741,069		826,419		832,328		837,296

				Variable Electricity Charge				9,971		57,784		59,522		84,600		86,292		88,018

				Total Revenue Requirement				197,142		782,147		800,592		911,019		918,620		925,314





						2020		2021		2022		2023		2024		2025		2026		2027		2028		2029		2030

				M1/M3		700		700		700		700		700		700		0		0		0		0		0

				M2/M4		0		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400		400

				M3 Redevl.		0		0		0		0		0		0		800		800		800		800		800

				Total (Tons)		700		1100		1100		1100		1100		1100		1200		1200		1200		1200		1200

				Total (kW)		2460		3870		3870		3870		3870		3870		4220		4220		4220		4220		4220



Cost of Service vs. Rate Design ($)



Depreciation	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	12213.216666666667	168204.88429379201	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	475947.00646396365	475947.00646396365	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	486066.51949653687	330074.85186941049	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	22332.729699240124	22332.729699240124	0	0	0	Return on Equity	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	13969.662506337074	94107.062231233387	134193.3961018039	126939.14893665828	120013.70644670913	112430.65460636707	224271.06402257763	330156.74060972041	320864.24385247007	309363.98005763796	289301.0536397681	269238.12722189818	249859.74805898435	229112.2743861583	209049.34796828835	188986.4215504184	169387.57066862687	148860.56871467843	128797.64229680848	108734.71587893854	89161.947589727628	72486.95367266034	59437.483826436779	46628.804573712427	33913.037753188597	21011.446068263729	8202.7668155393822	1348.8203918828315	450.84198080327729	0	0	0	Cost of Debt	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	8952.6939282098265	60310.09870546536	86000.10214573807	81351.095448570442	76912.808775445155	72053.08205423523	143727.89551911317	211586.5179758888	205631.26463610306	198261.12653848622	185403.46162053244	172545.79670257866	160126.83544337383	146830.46686667108	133972.80194871727	121115.13703076345	108554.88275048218	95399.807194855835	82542.142276902014	69684.	477358948192	57140.938548215534	46454.487338206469	38091.514402700966	29882.856181914762	21733.742461021786	13465.539740342385	5256.8815195561974	864.41430687227898	288.92969048383395	0	0	0	O	&	M	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	158573.17694919155	506549.43597278727	529246.90318246791	546198.5073194257	556909.67920189351	567782.79749210516	621156.27356469329	670808.52374828467	687467.3155624466	705967.93153723842	719794.32836936414	733895.05592464283	748275.58433843625	762941.49302522046	777898.4728632404	793152.32842285209	808708.98023942346	824574.46713168733	840754.94856645237	857256.70707060373	874086.15069133439	891249.81550557469	908754.36817960255	926606.60857984051	944813.47243585798	963382.03405662905	982319.50910110585	1001633.2574041975	1021330.7858592587	1041419.7513582218	1061907.9637920819	1082803.3878082379	Income Taxes	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	93805.661883334338	207205.08027295748	206467.8681931179	203688.39152930115	195259.58752476575	134410.39027593093	128332.82286992614	126334.78021859466	124049.88233899766	121411.93771263344	118662.19199640462	7880.1029468746565	7899.1221519033033	0	0	0	Fixed Revenue Requirement	193708.7500504051	829171.48120327806	929605.76156869205	934654.11184333661	934001.55456273002	932431.89429138973	1169320.5932450662	1688498.7887978577	1689909.8305149833	1711872.7742965664	1692778.5797928683	1673958.7160123235	1656541.9040039983	1637163.9704412536	1619200.3589434498	1601533.6231672377	1678736.8317050708	1774319.6594773829	1756842.3374964846	1737644.0280009955	1701715.1438505803	1474676.4986617831	1452730.5653031881	1447567.425578584	1442624.5110135877	1437385.3336023903	1432555.7254571277	1034059.3247490674	1052302.4093816893	1041419.7513582218	1061907.9637920819	1082803.3878082379	Fixed Revenue	105858.02499999999	631811.61225000035	665113.34931234387	1144928.3637537665	1153515.32648192	1162166.6914305342	1170882.9416162635	1387217.7544153365	1397621.8875734515	1575786.6716309541	1587605.0716681865	1599512.1097056982	1611508.4505284911	1623594.7639074549	1635771.724636761	1648040.0125715369	1660400.3126658236	1672853.3150108173	1685399.7148733987	1698040.2127349493	1710775.5143304614	1723606.3306879399	1736533.3781680993	1749557.3785043601	1762679.0588431431	1775899.1517844666	1789218.39542285	1802637.5333885215	1816157.3148889355	1829778.4947506029	1843501.8334612323	1857328.0972121917	







Cost of Service vs. Rate Design ($/kW)



Fixed Revenue - CoS	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	735.60284829267766	531.52018025851157	570.31028317097673	335.60291269060559	335.36860127925672	334.80498897356904	419.86376777201662	515.57214925125425	516.00300168396438	467.08670512866752	461.87682941142384	456.74180518753712	451.98960545811684	446.70231117087411	441.80091649207361	436.9805247386733	458.04552024694976	484.12541868414269	479.35670873028232	474.11842510259089	464.3151824967477	402.36739390498855	396.37941754520818	394.9706481796955	393.62196753440321	392.19245118755532	390.87468634573742	282.14442694381103	287.12207622965599	284.15272888355298	289.74296419974951	295.4443077239394	301.2592719955033	306.94349831934204	Total Revenue - CoS	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	773.46849898927758	568.56125790423516	606.82709956393614	365.97986204277248	366.35319558643772	366.40916707956342	452.10002944013087	547.4	7065681330014	548.53957693869961	497.2498547974003	492.64324207353127	488.12354610288673	483.99907553858174	479.35187441920385	475.10347100536995	470.94913034223555	492.69360008660271	519.46635595408884	515.40446474562737	510.88713623824287	501.81937839743568	440.62156097052087	435.39866795205114	434.77028359467528	434.21771531224806	433.59999187330033	433.11037784519732	325.22483227326012	331.06421918364384	328.97358258831184	335.46023497860352	342.07592391837051	348.82366070821712	355.4590318080281	Total Revenue - RD	439.85815069659998	442.04852139572381	444.56181597108446	441.48228642712792	445.17322141020435	448.89921991229033	452.66101628795752	455.47644784153795	459.2913500863234	460.11858531155792	463.94651407225382	467.81069308607215	471.71163939246787	475.64949883017283	479.62498961200328	483.63845896550953	487.69045710181496	491.78113236157435	495.91125257016051	500.08118391462858	504.29151222550695	508.54238826278737	512.83463326307742	517.168633642636	521.54501349220857	525.96392589296647	530.4262495957355	534.93239261144674	539.4830201406005	544.07828747027122	548.71913529760775	553.40599469707547	558.13957505412793	562.92003372766089	







Capital Deployed vs. Connected Area



Total Accum. Construction Costs (IO)	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	1387728.9118420752	3352536.6473683007	3352536.64	73682988	3352536.6473682988	3352536.6473682988	3352536.6473682988	9232026.686278604	9232026.686278604	9678681.2802634053	9678681.2802634053	9678681.2802634053	Total Peak Demand (Annualized)	790	1630	1630	2785	2785	2785	2785	3275	3275	3665	3665	









Connected Area (m2)



111 E 5th	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	7880	7880	7880	7880	7880	7880	7880	0	0	0	0	2015 Main	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	5400	M2/114 E 4th	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	15979	15979	15979	15979	15979	15979	15979	15979	15979	15979	M4/110 E 5th	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	0	0	19250	19250	19250	19250	19250	19250	19250	19250	111 E 5th Redev.	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	16070	16070	16070	16070	M5	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	11520	11520	Connected Area (Annualized)	

2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	13280	29259	29259	48509	48509	48509	48509	56699	56699	68219	68219	







Annual Cost of Service



Depreciation	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	12213.216666666667	168204.88429379201	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	180165.36013868221	475947.00646396365	475947.00646396365	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	498279.73616320378	486066.51949653687	330074.85186941049	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	318114.37602452154	22332.729699240124	22332.729699240124	0	0	0	0	0	Return on Equity	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	13969.662506337074	94107.062231233387	134193.3961018039	126939.14893665828	120013.70644670913	112430.65460636707	224271.06402257763	330156.74060972041	320864.24385247007	309363.98005763796	289301.0536397681	269238.12722189818	249859.74805898435	229112.2743861583	209049.34796828835	188986.4215504184	169387.57066862687	148860.56871467843	128797.64229680848	108734.71587893854	89161.947589727628	72486.95367266034	59437.483826436779	46628.804573712427	33913.037753188597	21011.446068263729	8202.7668155393822	1348.8203918828315	450.84198080327729	0	0	0	0	0	Cost of Debt	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	8952.6939282098265	60310.09870546536	86000.10214573807	81351.095448570442	76912.808775445155	72053.08205423523	143727.89551911317	211586.5179758888	205631.26463610306	198261.12653848622	185403.46162053244	172545.79670257866	160126.835443373	83	146830.46686667108	133972.80194871727	121115.13703076345	108554.88275048218	95399.807194855835	82542.142276902014	69684.477358948192	57140.938548215534	46454.487338206469	38091.514402700966	29882.856181914762	21733.742461021786	13465.539740342385	5256.8815195561974	864.41430687227898	288.92969048383395	0	0	0	0	0	O	&	M	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	158573.17694919155	506549.43597278727	529246.90318246791	546198.5073194257	556909.67920189351	567782.79749210516	621156.27356469329	670808.52374828467	687467.3155624466	705967.93153723842	719794.32836936414	733895.05592464283	748275.58433843625	762941.49302522046	777898.4728632404	793152.32842285209	808708.98023942346	824574.46713168733	840754.94856645237	857256.70707060373	874086.15069133439	891249.81550557469	908754.36817960255	926606.60857984051	944813.47243585798	963382.03405662905	982319.50910110585	1001633.2574041975	1021330.7858592587	1041419.7513582218	1061907.9637920819	1082803.3878082379	1104115.2318635196	1124947.9213403885	Income Taxes	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	0	93805.661883334338	207205.08027295748	206467.8681931179	203688.39152930115	195259.58752476575	134410.39027593093	128332.82286992614	126334.78021859466	124049.88233899766	121411.93771263344	118662.19199640462	7880.1029468746565	7899.1221519033033	0	0	0	0	0	Total Electricity Costs	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	9971.2880167713247	57784.081127328827	59522.410720523774	84599.80394578469	86292.095145499086	88017.636025194399	89777.988745698269	104467.61226570015	106557.28395925777	110547.94353590568	112758.90240662376	115014.08045475627	117314.70784490369	119660.64930512843	122053.86229123097	124494.93953705562	126985.21261232808	129524.53509435263	132115.0257962397	134757.32631216448	137452.8779760215	140201.52229517594	143005.55274107942	145865.66379590103	148783.41560580136	151758.63661325545	154793.80934552051	157889.68553243097	161047.95392636527	164268.42882794118	167553.79740449996	170904.87335258999	174323.48463209608	177809.43023603462	Cost of Service	2020	2021	2022	2023	2024	2025	2026	2027	2028	2029	2030	2031	2032	2033	2034	2035	2036	2037	2038	2039	2040	2041	2042	2043	2044	2045	2046	2047	2048	2049	2050	2051	2052	2053	203680.03806717641	886955.56233060686	989128.17228921584	1019253.9157891213	1020293.6497082291	1020449.5303165842	1259098.5819907645	1792966.4010635579	1796467.1144742412	1822420.7178324722	1805537.4821994922	1788972.7964670798	1773856.611848902	1756824.6197463821	1741254.2212346809	1726028.5627042933	1805722.0443173989	1903844.1945717356	1888957.3632927244	1872401.3543131601	1839168.0218266018	1614878.0209569591	1595736.1180442674	1593433.089374485	1591407.9266193891	1589143.9702156456	1587349.5348026482	1191949.0102814983	1213350.3633080546	1205688.1801861629	1229461.7611965819	1253708.2611608279	1278438.7164956157	1302757.351576423	
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						Capital		Total Load		Incremental Load		COD		20-Yr Rate ($/m2)

				Purchase & Soft Costs		732,793		550				Sep-01-20

				Phase I		2,619,744		1,995		1,445		Feb-01-21		$1.69

				Phase II		5,764,322		2,335		340		Jan-01-27		$2.42

				Phase III		436,605		2,575		240		Jan-01-29		$2.32

						9,553,463
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CUSTOMER SERVICE AGREEMENT
(M3 BUILDING)


CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT LIMITED PARTNERSHIP, 
by its General Partner, CREATIVE ENERGY MOUNT PLEASANT G.P. INC.


NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM


THERMAL ENERGY SERVICE


CIVIC ADDRESS: 111 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC


LEGALLY DESCRIBED AS:


�


TERMS & CONDITIONS OF CUSTOMER SERVICE


Effective: __________________________


These Terms and Conditions are available for public inspection on the website of the British Columbia Utilities 
Commission and at the office of the British Columbia Utilities Commission in Vancouver, British Columbia.
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NEIGHBOURHOOD ENERGY SYSTEM SERVICE AGREEMENT


Customer Information and Billing Address


Name or company name (include business registration no. if applicable)


Mailing/billing address


If company, contact name Telephone Email


Property/Service location address (the “Lands”)


Legally described as:


The Customer, by signing this Agreement, accepts and agrees to be bound by the terms and conditions herein contained, 
including in Sections A, B and C below.


CUSTOMER:


  


Signature Date


  


Name Title
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SECTION A - DEFINITIONS


Unless the context otherwise requires, in these Terms and Conditions the following terms have the 
following meanings:


Affiliate: means, with respect to any Person (i) any entity over which such Person exercises, 
directly or indirectly, Control, (ii) any entity that is under the common Control of the same entity 
as such Person, or (iii) any entity which exercises control over such Person by virtue of ownership, 
financial participation or the rules which govern it.


BCUC: means the British Columbia Utilities Commission and includes any replacement 
authority, commission or board having similar jurisdictional authority.


Buildings: means the buildings, structures and improvements on the Lands, and Building means 
any one or more of the Buildings that may be situate on any parcel created upon the subdivision of 
the Lands and includes a subdivision by air space plan or strata plan, or a Building operated as a 
separate component of the development on the Lands, and which may be subject to a separate 
Customer Service Agreement.


Building System: means the complete air conditioning and ventilating system and storage 
equipment to be installed and used for distributing and storing Thermal Energy in a Building, 
including any Sub-Meters, connected to but downstream of and excluding the Energy Transfer 
Station and the Demarcation Points located within that Building.


Closing Date: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 23.1.


Control: means more than fifty per cent (50%) of the securities having ordinary voting power for 
the election of directors of such Person or to direct or cause the direction of the management and 
policies of such Person, whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or 
otherwise.


Costs: means all: (i) actual, documented and/or committed and non-terminable costs reasonably 
incurred by the Utility in connection with the termination of the Customer Service Agreement and 
any agreement or arrangement related to the provision of Energy Services, including amounts 
payable to contractors or employees due to termination of construction, service, supply or 
employment agreements entered into by the Utility in connection with such performance; and (ii) 
reasonable fees and expenses incurred by the Utility in connection with the Utility enforcing its 
rights under the Service Agreement.


Customer: means a Person receiving Energy Services pursuant to this Customer Service 
Agreement.


Customer Service Agreement: means an agreement between the Utility and a Customer for the 
provision of Energy Services to a Building or Buildings, which agreement is comprised of a page 
bearing the information and signature of the Customer and these Terms and Conditions.
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Customer’s Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Customer or any Affiliate of the 
Customer.


Demarcation Points means the mid-point of the walls of the Energy Centre.


Design Capacity: means the load for which the Neighbourhood Energy System has been 
designed.


Development Lands: means, collectively, the lands as set out in SCHEDULE A;


Distribution Extension: means an extension or upgrade of the Neighbourhood Energy System for 
the provision of Energy Services to buildings or properties other than those on the Development 
Lands.


Distribution Extension Customer: means customers supplied Energy Services by the Utility 
through a Distribution Extension.


Distribution System: means, collectively, the system of pipes, fittings and ancillary components 
and equipment supplying Energy Services to, inter alia, the Demarcation Points.


Early Termination Payment: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 19.2.


Encumbrance: means any financial encumbrance, excluding any financial encumbrance in favour 
of the City of Vancouver.


Energy Services: means the supply of thermal energy for space cooling purposes to be provided 
through the Energy System to the Demarcation Points.


Energy Transfer Station: means, in respect of each Building, one or more separate exchangers 
for space cooling, energy metering equipment including temperature sensors and flow meters, 
control panel and all pipes, fittings and other associated equipment which control the transfer, and 
measure Energy Services from the Distribution System to the Building System for such Building.


Energy Centre: means a secured access below-grade room located within the Building within 
which will be located a portion of the Energy System.


Fair Market Value: means the price as at the Closing Date at which the Purchased Assets would 
be acquired by a willing purchaser, not under any compulsion to purchase, from a willing buyer, 
not under any compulsion to sell, both parties having reasonable knowledge of all relevant facts.


FMV Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.2.


Governmental Authority: means any federal, provincial, regional, municipal, local or other 
government, governmental or public department, court, tribunal, arbitral body, commission, 
board, bureau or agency and any subdivision, agent, commission, board or authority thereof.


Initial Term: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1.
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Lands: means those lands and premises situate in Vancouver, British Columbia, more particularly 
described on the signature page forming part of this Customer Service Agreement.


Meter: means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the Utility and comprising 
part of an Energy Transfer Station, excluding any energy consumption meter owned by a 
Customer or a Person other than the Utility comprising part of a Building System.


NES Area: means the Mount Pleasant neighbourhood in the City of Vancouver, within which the 
Lands are situate.


Neighbourhood Energy System: means the energy system by which the Utility delivers Thermal 
Energy to Customers, including the Distribution System and the Energy Transfer Stations.


Option: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.1.


Option Exercise Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.2.


Person: means an individual or his or her legal personal representative, an unincorporated 
organization or association, or a corporation, partnership, limited partnership, trust, trustee, strata 
corporation, syndicate, joint venture, limited liability company, union, Governmental Authority or 
other entity or organization.


Purchase Confirmation Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.4.


Purchased Assets: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.1.


Services Commencement Date: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 18.1.


Standard Fees and Charges: means the standard fees and charges which may be charged to the 
Customer by the Utility and set out in the Tariff.


Sub-Meters means an energy consumption meter owned and operated by the UtilityCustomer to 
be used to measure individual consumption of the tenants of each Building


Tariff: means Tariff No. �, which sets out the rates for Energy Services and certain related terms 
and conditions, as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, and as filed with, 
the BCUC.


Terms and Conditions: means these Thermal Energy Service Terms & Conditions, including
Sections A, B and C herein, all as amended from time to time by the Utility with the approval of, 
and as filed with, the BCUC to the extent required by the BCUC.


Thermal Energy: means all thermal energy for space cooling purposes.


Transfer Approvals: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.5.


Utility: means Creative Energy Mount Pleasant Limited Partnership carrying on the business of a 
public utility.
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Utility’s Representatives: means any Person who is an officer, director, employee, agent, 
contractor, subcontractor, consultant or advisor of either the Utility or any Affiliate of the Utility.


Valuation Process Notice: has that meaning ascribed to it in Section 22.3.
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SECTION B – NATURE OF AGREEMENT


1. The Lands


1.1 If the Customer wishes to subdivide the Lands, including by way of air space or strata plan 
or both, then the Customer shall provide prior notice of such subdivision to the Utility, 
together with subdivision plans for the Lands and such further information as the Utility 
may require, and the Customer will execute and deliver, or will cause the applicable Person 
to complete, execute and deliver, to the Utility at its option forthwith following such 
subdivision, a Customer Service Agreement in respect of any one or more of the following:


(a) any Building;


(b) any legal parcel, including without limitation an air space parcel or a remainder 
parcel, that is subdivided from the Lands or any portion thereof; and


(c) a strata corporation that is formed within any Building by way of the deposit of a 
strata plan, and in each such case the applicable Customer Service Agreement shall 
be executed and delivered to the Utility by the strata corporation prior to the first
conveyance of a strata lot within the applicable strata plan.


1.2 The Customer will cause any Person to whom the Customer transfers or otherwise 
disposes, whether directly or indirectly, all or any portion of its interest in the Lands to 
complete, execute and deliver to the Utility a Customer Service Agreement covering the 
applicable portion of the Lands so transferred or otherwise disposed.


2. Provision of Energy Services


2.1 The Utility will provide Energy Services to the Customer solely in accordance with these 
Terms and Conditions.


2.2 The Customer may be required to provide reference information and identification 
acceptable to the Utility.


2.3 The Utility may refuse to provide Energy Services to the Customer if there is an unpaid 
account for Energy Services in respect of the Customer or the relevant Building(s).


2.4 This Customer Service Agreement relates only to the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility to the Customer, upon the Terms and Conditions.  The Utility shall not be 
responsible for the provision of any utility services other than the Energy Services, such as 
electricity and natural gas, and the Customer shall be solely responsible for any fees and 
charges associated with such utility services, in addition to the fees and charges payable to 
the Utility hereunder. 
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3. Assignment


3.1 The Customer may not assign this Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or 
obligations hereunder without the prior written consent of the Utility, such consent not to 
be unreasonably withheld. The Utility may, subject to BCUC approval, assign this 
Customer Service Agreement or any of its rights or obligations thereunder (including, 
without limitation, by way of the sale of the majority of its shares or business or its material 
assets or by way of an amalgamation, merger or other corporate reorganization) to any of 
its Affiliates or to any other Person without the consent of the Customer, provided such 
Affiliate or Person is duly qualified to carry out the Customer Service Agreement and 
agrees in writing to assume and be bound by the provisions of this Customer Service 
Agreement in all respects and to the same extent as the Utility is bound.


4. Applicable Rates


4.1 The rates to be charged to the Customer by, and paid by the Customer to, the Utility for 
Energy Services are set out in the Tariff from time to time in effect, which may be reviewed 
onand the websiteUtility shall provide notice to the Customer of any amendments to the 
BCUC or at the office of the BCUC in Vancouver, British ColumbiaTariff from time to 
time.


4.2 The rates have been determined on the basis of the estimated connected loads and Design 
Capacity which are in turn based on the intended design and use of the Buildings.  The 
Customer must not significantly change its connected load without the prior written 
approval of the Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned. 


4.3 The Utility may conduct periodic reviews of the quantity of Thermal Energy delivered and 
the rate of delivery of Thermal Energy to the Customer for the purpose of, among other 
things, determining whether to substitute a more applicable Tariff.


4.4 If the maximum Thermal Energy demand exceeds the Design Capacity, the Utility may, 
subject to BCUC approval, assess additional fees and charges to the Customer for usage 
exceeding such limits as approved by the BCUC, provided that if usage exceeds such 
limits, the Utility reserves the right to temporarily suspend or limit the Energy Services to 
reduce the load on the Neighbourhood Energy System.


5. Ownership and Care of Neighbourhood Energy System


5.1 Notwithstanding any degree of annexation or affixation, or rule of law or equity to the 
contrary, the Utility owns all components of the Neighbourhood Energy System and all 
additions or extensions thereto will be and remain the property of and vest in the Utility, 
whether located inside or outside of any Building.  No component of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System shall be moved or removed from the Lands (whether located inside or 
outside of any Building) without the advance written permission of the Utility.


5.2 The Customer will take reasonable care of and protect all components of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or 
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outside of any Building) against damage and must advise the Utility promptly of any 
damage to or disappearance of the whole or part of any such component.  Subject to 
Section 8.1, the Customer will pay to the Utility promptly upon request the cost of any 
broken, missing or damaged component of the Neighbourhood Energy System (or part 
thereof), except to the extent that the Customer demonstrates that such component (or part 
thereof) was broken, missing or damaged due to a defect therein or to any act or omission 
of the Utility or any of the Utility’s Representatives.


6. Meter Reading


6.1 The amount of Thermal Energy registered by a Meter during each billing period will be 
converted to megawatt-hour.


6.2 The interval between consecutive Meter readings will be at the sole discretion of the 
Utility. The Meter will typically be read at monthly intervals.


7. Meter Testing


7.1 If the Customer doubts the accuracy of a Meter, then the Customer may request to have the 
Meter tested by an independent qualified third party.


7.2 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording accurately, then the Customer must pay 
the Utility for the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter as set out in the 
Standard Fees and Charges and the reconnection charge as set out in Section 10.


7.3 If the testing indicates that the Meter is recording inaccurately, then the Utility will incur 
the cost of removing, replacing and testing the Meter.


8. Maintenance


8.1 The Utility will repair, maintain and replace all components of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or outside of the Buildings or any 
of them), from time to time at its own cost to keep the same in good working order. For 
greater certainty, except for the Utility’s obligation to repair, maintain and replace such 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System as aforesaid, the Utility is not, and will 
not be, responsible for repairing, maintaining or replacing any Building System or part 
thereof or other facility or equipment in, on or under the Lands (whether located inside or 
outside of the Buildings or any of them).


8.2 The Customer shall not make any alterations to any Building System which may impact the 
provision of the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of the 
Utility, such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned.


8.3 The Customer will promptly repair, maintain and replace the Building Systems from time 
to time at its own cost to keep the same in good working order.
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9. Connections and Disconnections


9.1 No connection, disconnection, reconnection, extension, installation, replacement or any 
other change is to be made to any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System by 
anyone except by the Utility’s Representatives authorized by the Utility.


10. Energy Services Reconnections


10.1 If:


(a) Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer for any of the reasons specified 
in Section 15 or any other provision of this Customer Service Agreement; or


(b) a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or 
Energy Services are discontinued to the Customer:


(i) at the request of the Customer with the approval of the Utility; or


(ii) to permit a test of a Meter at the request of the Customer, which Meter is 
subsequently determined to be accurate,


and the Customer or the employee, agent or other representative of the Customer re-applies 
for Energy Services for the same Building within 12 months of such discontinuance or 
disconnection (as applicable), then if the Building’s Building System is reconnected to the 
Neighbourhood Energy System or if Energy Services are restored to the Customer, then the 
Customer will pay, as part of fees owing for the first month of Energy Services, a 
reconnection charge equal to the sum of:


(c) the actual costs that the Utility will incur in reconnecting the Building’s Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or restoring Energy Services to the 
Customer; and


(d) the Basic Charge (as set out in the Tariff) that the Customer would have paid had 
Energy Services continued during the period between the date of discontinuance or 
disconnection (as applicable) and the date of such re- application.


10.2 If a Building System is disconnected from the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy 
Services are discontinued to the Customer for public safety or repairs or maintenance by 
the Utility, there will be no reconnection charge to reconnect the Building’s Building 
System to the Neighbourhood Energy System or to restore Energy Services to the 
Customer.


11. Billing


11.1 The Utility will render bills to the Customer in accordance with this Customer Service 
Agreement and the Tariff.
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11.2 Subject to Section 11.4 below, if Meter readings cannot be obtained for any reason, 
consumption may be estimated by the Utility for billing purposes and the next bill that is 
based on actual Meter readings will be adjusted for the difference between estimated and 
actual use over the interval between Meter readings.


11.3 If any Meter fails to register or registers incorrectly, the consumption may be estimated by 
the Utility for billing purposes, subject to Section 12.


11.4 If the Customer terminates this Customer Service Agreement, then the final bill rendered to 
the Customer will be based on an actual Meter reading.


11.5 Bills will be rendered as often as deemed necessary by the Utility, but generally on a 
monthly basis. The due date for payment of bills shown on the face of the bill will be the 
first business day after:


(a) the 21st calendar day following the billing date; or


(b) such other longer period, as may be specified in the Application for Service or 
otherwise agreed in writing by the Customer and the Utility.


11.6 Bills will be paid in the manner specified therein, which may include payment by regular 
mail, payment at a designated office of the Utility and/or payment by on-line banking or 
electronic funds transfer.


11.7 If the Customer requests historic billing information then the Utility may charge the 
Customer the cost of processing and providing this information.


12. Back-billing


12.1 Minor adjustments to a Customer’s bill, such as an estimated bill or an equal payment plan 
billing, do not require back-billing treatment.


12.2 Back-billing means the re-billing by the Utility for Energy Services rendered to the 
Customer because original billings were discovered to be either too high (over-billed) or 
too low (under-billed). The discovery may be made by either the Customer or the Utility.  
The cause of the billing error may include any of the following non-exhaustive reasons or 
combination thereof:


(a) stopped Meter;


(b) metering equipment failure;


(c) inaccurate Meter, as determined pursuant to Section 7;


(d) switched Meters;


(e) double metering;


(f) incorrect Meter connections;
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(g) incorrect use of any prescribed apparatus respecting the registration of a Meter;


(h) incorrect Meter multiplier;


(i) the application of an incorrect rate;


(j) incorrect reading of Meters or data processing; or


(k) tampering, fraud, theft or any other criminal act.


12.3 Where the Customer requests that the Meter be tested, the provisions of Section 7 will 
apply in addition to those set forth in this Section 12.


12.4 Where metering or billing errors occur and the Customer does not request that the Meter be 
tested, the consumption and demand will be based on the records of the Utility for the 
Customer or on the Customer’s own records to the extent they are available and accurate 
or, if not available, on reasonable and fair estimates made by the Utility. Such estimates 
will be on a consistent basis within the class of customer of which the Customer is a 
member or according to the provisions of this Customer Service Agreement, as applicable.


12.5 In every case of under-billing or over-billing, the cause of the error will be remedied 
without delay, and the Customer will be promptly notified of the error and of the effect on 
the Customer’s ongoing bill.


12.6 In every case of over-billing, the Utility will refund to the Customer money incorrectly 
collected, with interest computed at the short-term bank loan rate applicable to the Utility 
on a monthly basis thereon, for the shorter of:


(a) the duration of the error; and


(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error.


12.7 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will back-bill 
the Customer for the shorter of:


(a) the duration of the error; or


(b) six months prior to the discovery of the error.


12.8 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in every case of under-billing, the Utility will offer the 
Customer reasonable terms of repayment. If requested by the Customer, the repayment 
term will be equivalent in length to the back-billing period. The repayment will be interest 
free and in equal instalments corresponding to the normal billing cycle. Delinquency in 
payment of such instalments will be subject to the usual late payment charges.


12.9 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, if the Customer disputes a portion of a back-billing due 
to under-billing based upon either consumption, demand or duration of the error, the Utility 
will not threaten or cause the discontinuance of Energy Services for the Customer’s failure 
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to pay that portion of the back-billing, unless there is no reasonable ground for the 
Customer to dispute that portion of the back- billing. The undisputed portion of the bill will 
be paid by the Customer and the Utility may threaten or cause the discontinuance of Energy 
Services if such undisputed portion of the bill is not paid.


12.10 Subject to paragraph 12.11 below, in all instances of back-billing where changes of 
ownership have occurred, the Utility will make a reasonable attempt to locate the former 
customer. If, after a period of one year, such former customer cannot be located, the 
over-billing or under-billing applicable to them will be cancelled.


12.11 Notwithstanding anything herein to the contrary, if there are reasonable grounds to believe 
that the Customer has tampered with or otherwise used the Thermal Energy or any 
component of the Neighbourhood Energy System in an unauthorized way, or there is 
evidence of fraud, theft or another criminal act, then back-billing will be applied for the 
duration of the unauthorized use, and the provisions of paragraphs 12.7, 12.8, 12.9 and 
12.10 above will not apply.


12.12 Under-billing resulting from circumstances described in paragraph 12.11 will bear interest 
at the rate specified in the Tariff on unpaid accounts from the date of the original 
under-billed invoice until the amount under-billed is paid in full.


12.13 In addition, the Customer is liable for the direct administrative costs incurred by the Utility 
in the investigation of any incident of tampering, including the direct costs of repair, or 
replacement of equipment.


13. Late Payment Charge And Collection Charge


13.1 If the amount due on any bill has not been paid in full on or before the due date shown on 
such bill, a further bill will be rendered to include the overdue amount plus a late payment 
charge as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges. Notwithstanding the due date shown, to 
allow time for payments made to reach the Utility and to co-ordinate the billing of late 
payment charges with scheduled billing cycles, the Utility may, in its discretion, waive late 
payment charges on payments not processed until a number of days after the due date. If 
the Customer’s account is overdue and requires additional effort to collect, the Utility may 
charge the Customer a collection charge as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges.


14. Dishonoured Payments Charge


14.1 If a cheque received by the Utility from the Customer in payment of any account is 
returned by the Customer’s bank, trust company or financial institution because of 
insufficient funds (NSF), or any reason other than clerical error, a returned cheque charge 
as set out in the Standard Fees and Charges will be added to the amount due and payable by 
the Customer whether or not the applicable Building System has been disconnected from 
the Neighbourhood Energy System or Energy Services have been discontinued to the 
Customer.
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15. Refusal to Provide Energy Services and Discontinuance of Energy Services


15.1 The Utility may, after following the billing and the back-billing processes in Sections 11 
and 12, respectively, and after having given two (2) business days' prior written notice, 
discontinue providing Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer:


(a) fails to fully pay for any Energy Services provided to any Building(s) on or before 
the due date for such payment; or


(b) fails to provide or pay by the applicable date required any security deposit, 
equivalent form of security or guarantee or any requisite increase thereof.


15.2 The Utility may, without having to give any notice, discontinue providing Energy Services 
to the Customer if the Customer:


(a) breaches any material terms and conditions of this Customer Service Agreement;


(b) uses the provided Thermal Energy in a manner that may, in the opinion of the 
Utility acting reasonably:


(i) lead to a dangerous situation; or


(ii) have a negative impact on the Neighbourhood Energy System, or any 
components thereof;


(c) fails to make modifications or additions to the Customer’s equipment as required 
by the Utility to prevent a danger or negative impact described in paragraph (d) 
above;


(d) negligently or fraudulently misrepresents to the Utility its use of Thermal Energy or 
the Thermal Energy load requirements of, or Thermal Energy volume consumed 
within and by, any Building; or


(e) terminates this Customer Service Agreement pursuant to Sections 19 or 20 or 
causes the termination of this Customer Service Agreement for any reason.


15.3 The Utility may, on not less than 30 days' prior written notice, discontinue providing 
Energy Services to the Customer if the Customer:


(a) refuses to provide reference information and identification acceptable to the Utility 
when applying for Energy Services or at any subsequent time on request by the 
Utility;


(b) has defective pipes, appliances, or Thermal Energy fittings in any part or parts of 
Building(s) which may adversely impact the provision of the Energy Services by 
the Utility; or
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(c) makes any alterations to any Building System which may impact the provision of 
the Energy Services by the Utility without the prior written approval of the Utility, 
such approval not to be unreasonably withheld, delayed or conditioned.


15.4 The Utility may, without having to give notice, discontinue proving Energy Services to the 
Customer if the Customer stops consuming Thermal Energy in any of the Buildings for a 
time period determined by the Utility, acting reasonably but such period to be no less than 
six months, unless a shorter period is agreed to in writing by the Customer.


15.5 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury or damage suffered by the Customer by 
reason of the discontinuation of or refusal to provide Energy Services in accordance with 
this Section 15.


16. Security for Payment of Bills


16.1 If the Customer does not establish or maintain credit to the satisfaction of the Utility, the 
Utility may require the Customer to provide a security deposit or equivalent form of 
security, the amount of which may not exceed the estimated total bill for the two highest 
consecutive months’ consumption of Thermal Energy by the Customer.


16.2 A security deposit or equivalent form of security is not an advance payment.


16.3 The Utility will pay interest on a security deposit at the rate and at the times specified in the 
Standard Fees and Charges. If a security deposit is returned to the Customer for any reason, 
the Utility will credit any accrued interest to the Customer’s account at that time. No 
interest is payable on any unclaimed deposit left with the Utility after the account for which 
it is security is closed, or on a deposit held by the Utility in a form other than cash.


16.4 A security deposit (plus any accrued interest) will be returned to the Customer after one 
year of good payment history, or when this Customer Service Agreement is terminated 
pursuant to Sections 19 or 20, whichever occurs first.


16.5 If the Customer’s bill is not paid when due, the Utility may apply all or any part of the 
Customer’s security deposit or equivalent form of security and any accrued interest 
towards payment of the bill. Under these circumstances, the Utility may still elect to 
discontinue Energy Services to the Customer for failure to pay for Energy Services in 
accordance with these Terms and Conditions.


16.6 If the Customer’s security deposit or equivalent form of security is appropriated by the 
Utility for payment of an unpaid bill, the Customer must re-establish the security deposit or 
equivalent form of security before the Utility will reconnect or continue Energy Services to 
the Customer.


17. Account Charge


17.1 When a change of customer occurs for a Building, then an account charge, as set out in the 
Standard Fees and Charges, will be paid by the new customer with respect to each account 
in that new customer’s name for which a separate bill is rendered by the Utility.
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18. Term of Customer Service Agreement


18.1 The initial term of this Customer Service Agreement is 25 years (the “Initial Term”) from 
the date on which the Utility commences delivery of the Energy Services (the “Services 
Commencement Date”).


18.2 The Customer may:


(a) terminate this Customer Service Agreement with effect upon the expiry of the 
Initial Term; or


(b) renew the term of this Customer Service Agreement for a period between five and 
20 years, and the rates for such renewal period shall be determined in accordance 
with Section 4,


by giving no less than three years’ written notice to the Utility at the address specified in 
the most recent bill rendered to the Customer that the Customer so elects to terminate this 
Customer Service Agreement.


18.3 If the Customer does not elect to terminate or renew this Customer Service Agreement in 
accordance with Section 18.2, then this Customer Service Agreement shall renew 
automatically for a further term of 20 years, at rates to be determined in accordance with 
Section 4.


19. Termination after Services Commencement Date


19.1 Either the Customer or the Utility may terminate this Customer Service Agreement at any 
time after the Services Commencement Date in connection with a default by the other party 
under this Customer Service Agreement that is continuing beyond any applicable cure 
period.


19.2 If the defaulting party under Section 19.1 is the Customer, then the Customer shall pay to 
the Utility an early termination payment (the “Early Termination Payment”) equal to the 
sum of:


(a) the net present value of the remaining rates for Energy Services as set out in the 
Tariff for the balance of the Initial Term utilizing a discount rate of seven percent 
(7%); 


(b) any breakage or make-whole amounts payable by the Utility to its lenders arising in 
connection with any financing of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System; and 


(c) without duplication, all Costs incurred by the Utility.


19.3 If the defaulting party under Section 19.1 is the Utility, then the Utility shall be responsible 
for all costs, expenses, damages and liabilities incurred by the Customer in connection with 
the termination of this Customer Service Agreement, provided that in no event will the 
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Utility or any of its officers, directors, employees, contractors or agents be liable to the 
Customer for any indirect or consequential loss, cost or expense whatsoever, including any 
loss of profits, revenues or other economic loss, suffered by the Customer or its officers, 
directors, employees, contractors or agents.


20. Effect of Termination


20.1 The Customer is not released from any obligations to the Utility previously existing as at 
the effective date of termination as a result of the Customer terminating this Customer 
Service Agreement.


20.2 If this Customer Service Agreement is terminated in accordance with Section 18.3, but 
subject to Sections 22 and 23, the Utility shall remove any component of the 
Neighbourhood Energy System located on the Lands that is not used by the Utility to 
service other Customers.


20.3 Notwithstanding any termination by the Customer pursuant to this Section, and without 
derogating from the generality of Section 5, all components of the Neighbourhood Energy 
System will remain the property of and vest in the Utility.


21. Distribution Extensions


21.1 The Utility will not undertake any Distribution Extension without the prior approval of the 
Customer in accordance with this Section 21.1.  The Customer and the Utility agree that if 
the Utility wishes to undertake a Distribution Extension, then the Utility may, by delivery 
of written notice to the Customer, request that the Customer grant its approval in respect of 
such Distribution Extension, which approval will not be unreasonably withheld, delayed or 
conditioned, provided that under no circumstances shall any such Distribution Extension 
adversely impact the Energy Services provided to the Customer or increase the rates 
charged by the Utility in respect of the provision of Energy Services.  


21.2 If the Utility delivers notice to the Customer that it wishes to undertake a Distribution 
Extension pursuant to Section 21.1, then the parties will enter into good faith discussions 
and negotiations to amend any provisions of this Customer Service Agreement which are 
impacted by such Distribution Extension, including, without limitation, Sections 22 and 23 
in respect of the applicability of the option to purchase the Purchased Assets.  


21.3 All Distribution Extensions shall be subject to the approval of the BCUC, where such 
approval is required.


22. End of Term Purchase Option


22.1 Customer shall have the option to purchase from the Utility all equipment forming part of 
the Neighbourhood Energy System located within the Energy Centre up to the 
Demarcation Points (the “Purchased Assets”) upon the termination of this Customer 
Service Agreement following the expiration of the Initial Term (or any renewal term 
pursuant to Section 18), for the Fair Market Value, on the terms set out in Section 22 and 
Section 23 (the “Option”).  
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22.2 Customer shall notify Utility of Customer's intent to exercise the Option (the “Option 
Exercise Notice”) not less than thirty-six months prior to the expiration of the Initial Term
(or renewal term, as the case may be). No later than three (3) months following receipt of 
an Option Exercise Notice, Utility shall deliver to Customer a notice (the “FMV Notice”) 
containing Utility's determination of the Fair Market Value.


22.3 If Customer still wishes to purchase the Purchased Assets and is of the view, acting 
reasonably, that the Fair Market Value is at least 15% lower than the value set out in the 
FMV Notice (or if Utility has failed to deliver a FMV Notice in accordance with Section 
22.2), Customer may so notify Utility within 30 days of either receiving the FMV Notice or 
of the Utility’s failure to deliver the FMV Notice by the deadline, as applicable (the 
“Valuation Process Notice”), in which event the Fair Market Value will be determined as 
the average of two appraisals as to the Fair Market Value obtained from two different, 
certified business valuation firms, one designated by each of Utility and Customer. Each 
party must designate its chosen valuation firm in writing within 15 days following delivery 
of the Valuation Process Notice, and each valuation firm shall deliver its final appraisal to 
both parties and to the other valuation firm within a further 30 days after the designation 
deadline. If a party fails to designate a certified business valuation firm within the 15 day 
period described above, then it shall forfeit its right to designate a valuation firm, and the 
Fair Market Value shall be determined exclusively by the other party’s designated 
valuation firm. If a designated valuation firm fails to deliver its appraisal within the 30 days 
period described above, then the Fair Market Value shall be determined exclusively by the 
other party’s designated valuation firm. If the Fair Market Value so determined is at least 
15% lower than the figure stated in the FMW Notice (as applicable), then the Utility shall 
pay all of the appraisal firms’ fees; otherwise Customer shall pay all of such fees.  


22.4 Upon the Fair Market Value being determined, whether by acceptance of the FMV Notice
or by appraisal, Customer may within three (3) months of such determination notify Utility 
of its intent to proceed with the purchase of the Purchased Assets at the Fair Market Value
on the terms described in Section 22.2 (“Purchase Confirmation Notice”). If Customer 
does not deliver a Purchase Confirmation Notice, then Customer is deemed to have 
revoked its exercise of the Option.  If Customer notifies Utility it will not exercise the 
Option or the Option period expires without an election by Customer, the Option will 
automatically expire and be of no further effect.


22.5 Upon the delivery of a Purchase Confirmation Notice by Customer, Customer will apply 
(or cause an application to be made) to the BCUC for any approvals required to allow for 
the purchase and sale of the Purchased Assets and the operation of the Neighborhood 
Energy System by the Customer or such other person as the Customer intends to take 
ownership of the Purchased Assets (the “Transfer Approvals”) and both Customer and 
Owner agree to cooperate and take all steps reasonably required to obtain such approvals, 
including assisting with the procedural steps related to filing the necessary documents, and 
providing arguments and witnesses in support of the applications.  If for any reason the 
Transfer Approvals are not obtained, then the Option will automatically terminate and be 
of no further effect.
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22.6 Upon the Customer having delivered the Purchase Confirmation Notice, Customer shall 
have the right to assign its right to acquire the Purchased Assets in accordance with this 
Section 22 and Section 23.


23. Transfer of Ownership


23.1 If Customer has delivered an Option Exercise Notice and a Purchase Confirmation Notice 
in accordance with Section 22, then on the first business day immediately following the 
later of: (i) the termination of this Customer Service Agreement; and (ii) 30 days following 
the receipt of the Transfer Approvals (“Closing Date”), Utility shall sell and Customer 
shall purchase the Purchased Assets for a purchase price determined pursuant to Section
22, on the following terms and conditions:


(a) this Customer Service Agreement and all other Customer Service Agreements 
made with respect to the Development Lands will terminate effective the Closing 
Date;


(b) between the date of the Option Exercise Notice and the Closing Date, Utility shall 
continue to operate and maintain the Purchased Assets in the same manner and with 
the same frequency and to the same standard as it had preceding the Option 
Exercise Notice and in accordance with the terms of this Customer Service 
Agreement; provided, however, such maintenance shall not include any 
expenditure properly characterized as a capital expense in accordance with 
generally accepted accounting principles unless the parties agree acting reasonably 
on who should bear the expense and whether the Fair Market Value should be 
adjusted accordingly;


(c) Customer shall pay the purchase price to Utility by wire transfer or solicitor's trust 
cheque;


(d) Utility shall deliver, or cause to be delivered, to Customer a bill of sale conveying 
the Purchased Assets, together with all intellectual property rights associated 
therewith, to Customer (or as Customer may further direct). Such bill of sale shall 
not contain any warranties other than a warranty against any defects in title arising 
through Utility, and a warranty as to the Customer’s ownership of the Purchased 
Assets;


(e) Utility shall use all reasonable efforts to transfer any remaining manufacturer’s 
warranties on the Purchased Assets, or portions thereof, to Customer;


(f) Utility shall use all reasonable efforts to transfer to Customer any permits, licenses 
and approvals that are transferrable and associated solely with the ownership or 
operation of the Purchased Assets and no other property or business of Utility;


(g) Utility shall deliver to Customer all existing operating manuals for the Purchased 
Assets or any parts thereof, together with any other copies in Utility’s possession or 
control;
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(h) Utility shall deliver to Customer all keys, codes, software systems, performance 
and maintenance logs and records, designs, as-built drawings, and other ancillary 
assets associated with or necessary for the proper operation of the Purchased 
Assets; and


(i) the Purchased Assets and all ancillary assets shall be transferred by Utility free and 
clear of any liens, charges, financing statements or encumbrances against any 
component of the Purchased Assets.


24. Liability


24.1 Neither the Utility, nor any of the Utility’s Representatives, is responsible or liable for any 
loss, injury (including death), damage or expense incurred by the Customer or any Person 
claiming by or through the Customer, that is caused by or results from, directly or 
indirectly, any discontinuance, suspension, or interruption of, or failure or defect in the 
supply, delivery or transportation of, or any refusal to supply, deliver, or transport Thermal 
Energy, or provide Energy Services, unless the loss, injury (including death), damage or 
expense is directly and solely attributable to the negligence or wilful misconduct of the 
Utility or any of the Utility’s Representatives; provided however that neither the Utility nor 
any of the Utility’s Representatives is responsible for any loss of profit, loss of revenue or 
other economic loss, even if the loss is directly attributable to the negligence or wilful 
misconduct of the Utility or any of the Utility’s Representatives.


24.2 The Utility may, on 48 hours’ notice to the Customer, suspend Energy Services 
temporarily to make repairs or improvements to the Neighbourhood Energy System, 
except in the event of fire, flood or other emergency, where no notice shall be required. The 
Utility will, as soon as reasonably possible, restore Energy Services.


24.3 The Customer shall bear and retain the risk of, and hereby indemnifies and holds harmless 
the Utility and all of the Utility’s Representatives from, all loss and damage to all 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)), subject to Section 8.1 and except to the extent any 
loss or damage is attributable to the negligence or wilful misconduct of the Utility or any of 
the Utility’s Representatives, or is caused by or results from a defect in the Neighbourhood 
Energy System or such components of the Neighbourhood Energy System.


24.4 The Customer agrees to indemnify and hold harmless the Utility and all of the Utility’s 
Representatives from all claims, losses, damages, liabilities, costs, expenses and injury 
(including death) suffered by the Customer or any person claiming by or through the 
Customer or any third party and caused by or resulting from the use of Thermal Energy by 
the Customer or the presence of Thermal Energy on or in any part of the Building(s) or 
from the Customer or the Customer’s employees, contractors or agents damaging any 
component of the Neighbourhood Energy System. This paragraph will survive any 
termination of the Customer Service Agreement.
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24.5 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility will not in any way be responsible 
for any aspect of the design, engineering, permitting, construction or installation of any 
Building System.


24.6 The Customer will obtain and maintain at its own expense appropriate insurance coverage 
(including property and liability) throughout the Initial Term and any renewal thereof and 
will provide the Utility with evidence of same upon request.


25. Access to Buildings and Equipment


25.1 The Utility’s Representatives will have, at all reasonable times, reasonable access to all 
components of the Neighbourhood Energy System in, on or under the Lands (whether 
located inside or outside of Building(s)) to ascertain the quantity or method of use of 
Energy Services, as well as for the purpose of reading, testing, repairing or removing the 
whole or any such component (or part thereof), turning Thermal Energy on or off, 
conducting system leakage surveys, stopping leaks, and examining pipes, fittings, 
connections and appliances.  Utility shall act reasonably in connection with having access 
to the Lands or Building and take all reasonable steps not to disturb or interfere with the use 
and occupancy of the Lands or Building by Customer and any of its tenants, licencees 
guests or invitees.


25.2 In furtherance of the above in Section 25.1, the Customer hereby grants and covenants to 
secure for the Utility and its subcontractors, agents, employees and representatives, by 
licenses, statutory rights of way or other agreements, and for nominal consideration, 
non-exclusive access to, on, over and under the Lands for the purposes of the Utility 
performing its obligations under this Customer Service Agreement, and if applicable for 
the connection of the Neighbourhood Energy System to other customers of the Utility as 
may be approved by the BCUC where required.  Without limiting the generality of the 
foregoing, the Customer will, forthwith upon the Utility’s request, grant or cause to be 
granted to the Utility and duly register in the relevant Land Title Office a statutory right of 
way in the Utility’s standard form in respect of each lot comprising a part of the Lands to 
allow the Utility to perform its obligations. For greater certainty, the access granted 
pursuant to this Section 25.2 will be adequate, in the sole discretion and determination of 
the Utility, to allow the Utility to efficiently and effectively carry out its obligations 
without undue disturbance or interference from the Customer or any of its contractors, 
agents, employees or representatives.


25.3 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that each statutory right of way, lease or other 
registrable interest granted pursuant to this Section may be registered by the Utility in the 
relevant Land Title Office, together with any priority agreements as the Utility may deem 
necessary or advisable.  The Customer will at the request of the Utility ensure that each 
statutory right of way granted pursuant to this Section will have priority over any 
Encumbrance registered against the title to the Lands, the applicable subdivided parcel 
thereof or the Customer’s leasehold interest therein, as applicable. 
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25.4 To the extent there is a statutory right of way in favour of the Utility registered against the 
Lands, the Customer hereby covenants and agrees to be bound by, and to comply with, 
such registered statutory right of way.


26. Curtailment of Energy Services


26.1 If there is a breakdown or failure of any component of the Neighbourhood Energy System, 
or at any time to comply with the requirements of any law, the Utility will have the right to 
require the Customer or a class or classes of customers serviced by the Neighbourhood 
Energy System, until notice of termination of the requirement is given, or between 
specified hours, to discontinue use of Thermal Energy for any purpose or purposes or to 
reduce in any specified degree or quantity the Customer’s consumption of Thermal Energy 
for any purpose or purposes.


26.2 Any such requirement as described in Section 26.1 shall be communicated by notice to the 
Customer. Any notice of the termination of any such requirement shall also be 
communicated by notice.


26.3 If in the opinion of the Utility, acting reasonably, the Customer has failed to comply with 
any requirement of the Utility communicated in accordance with this Section 26, then the 
Utility will be at liberty, after notice to the Customer is communicated in accordance with 
this Section, to discontinue Energy Service to the Customer.


26.4 The Utility will not be liable for any loss, injury, damage or expense occasioned to or 
suffered by any Customer for or by reason of any discontinuance of Energy Services as 
contemplated by this Section 26.


27. Disturbing Use


27.1 The Customer will take and use the Thermal Energy supplied by the Utility so as not to 
endanger or negatively impact the Neighbourhood Energy System.


27.2 The Utility may require the Customer, at the Customer’s expense, to provide equipment 
which will reasonably limit such fluctuations or disturbances and may refuse to supply 
Thermal Energy or suspend the supply thereof until such equipment is provided.


28. Taxes


28.1 The rates and charges set out in these Terms and Conditions do not include social services 
tax, goods and services tax, harmonized sales tax or any other tax that the Utility may be 
lawfully authorized or required to add to its normal rates and charges.


29. Special Contracts and Supplements


29.1 In unusual circumstances, special contracts and supplements to these Terms and 
Conditions may be negotiated between the Utility and the Customer and submitted for 
approval by the BCUC where a minimum rate or revenue stream is required by the Utility 
to ensure that the provision of Energy Services to the Customer is economic.
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30. Conflicting Terms and Conditions


30.1 Whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions is in conflict with any special terms or 
conditions provided in the Tariff, the terms or conditions provided in the Tariff will prevail 
and whenever anything in these Terms and Conditions or in the Tariff is in conflict with the 
terms of any special contract the terms of such special contract will prevail.


31. Authority of Agents of the Utility


31.1 None of the Utility’s Representatives has authority to make any promise, agreement or 
representation not incorporated in this Customer Service Agreement, and any such 
unauthorized promise, agreement or representation is not binding on the Utility.


32. Utility Contact Information


32.1 Section E attached to and forming part of these Terms and Conditions sets out the contact 
information and hours of operation for the Utility in the event of an emergency or in the 
event the Customer has any inquiries with respect to the Energy Services or the fees and 
charges payable by the Customer to the Utility hereunder or in the event of any disputes.


33. Collection and Use of Data 


33.1 The Customer acknowledges and agrees that the Utility may from time to time collect and 
provide to the City of Vancouver data regarding the performance of the Neighbourhood 
Energy System on a system-wide basis for the NES Area or on the basis of a specified area 
within the NES Area system.


34. Notices


34.1 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this Customer 
Service Agreement by the Customer to the Utility will be effective only if in writing and 
when it is actually delivered (which delivery may be by telecopy or other 
telecommunications device) to the Utility at the address set out in Section C herein or such 
other address as the Utility may designate to the Customer by notice to the Customer in 
accordance with Section 34.2.  


34.2 Any notice or other communication required or permitted to be given under this Customer 
Service Agreement by the Utility to the Customer or a class of customers may be made by 
either or both of public notices in the press and announcements over the radio, and may be 
communicated to any individual Customer by either or both of notice in writing (via 
e-mail, regular mail or personal delivery, or left at the relevant Building) and oral 
communication (including by telephone).
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SECTION C - UTILITY CONTACT INFORMATION


In the case of an Emergency (at any time):


Telephone:  604-688-9584


For all general inquiries:


Suite 1 – 720 Beatty Street, Vancouver, BC V6B 2M1


Telephone: 604-688-9584
Fax: 604-688-2213
Email: info@creativeenergycanada.com


Hours of Operation: Monday – Friday 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. (closed on statutory holidays)
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SECTION D – DEVELOPMENT LANDS


Civic Address Legal Description (PID)


2015 Main Street, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-908-660


PID: 004-908-686


PID: 004-908-724


PID: 004-909-160


PID: 004-909-208


PID: 004-909-232


130 East 4th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 018-157-700


PID: 018-157-700


111 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-909-291


PID: 004-909-275


PID: 004-909-259


PID: 004-909-143


PID: 004-908-767


110 East 5th Avenue, Vancouver, BC PID: 004-908-554


PID: 004-908-503


PID: 004-908-473


PID: 004-908-414


PID: 015-558-959
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